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Abstract
This dissertation is aimed at elucidating the path towards the development of a future
generation of highly-skilled autonomous vehicles (HSAV). In brief, it is envisaged that
future HSAVs will be able to exhibit advanced driving skills to maintain the vehicle
within stable limits in spite of the driving conditions (limits of handling) or environmen-
tal adversities (e.g. low manoeuvrability surfaces). Current research lines on intelligent
systems indicate that such advanced driving behaviour may be realised by means of ex-
pert systems capable of monitoring the current vehicle states, learning the road friction
conditions, and adapting their behaviour depending on the identified situation. Such
adaptation skills are often exhibited by professional motorsport drivers, who fine-tune
their driving behaviour depending on the road geometry or tyre-friction characteristics.
On this basis, expert systems incorporating advanced driving functions inspired by the
techniques seen on highly-skilled drivers (e.g. high body slip control) are proposed to
extend the operating region of autonomous vehicles and achieve high-level automation
(e.g. manoeuvrability enhancement on low-adherence surfaces). Specifically, two major
research topics are covered in detail in this dissertation to conceive these expert systems:
vehicle dynamics virtual sensing and advanced motion control. With regards to the for-
mer, a comprehensive research is undertaken to propose virtual sensors able to estimate
the vehicle planar motion states and learn the road friction characteristics from readily
available measurements. In what concerns motion control, systems to mimic advanced
driving skills and achieve robust path-following ability are pursued. An optimal coordi-
nated action of different chassis subsystems (e.g. steering and individual torque control)
is sought by the adoption of a centralised multi-actuated system framework. The virtual
sensors developed in this work are validated experimentally with the Vehicle-Based Ob-
jective Tyre Testing (VBOTT) research testbed of JAGUAR LAND ROVER and the
advanced motion control functions with the Multi-Actuated Ground Vehicle “DevBot”
of ARRIVAL and ROBORACE.
Abstrakt
Diese Dissertation soll den Weg zur Entwicklung einer zuku¨nftigen Generation hochqual-
ifizierter autonomer Fahrzeuge (HSAV) aufzeigen. Kurz gesagt, es ist beabsichtigt, dass
zuku¨nftige HSAVs fortgeschrittene Fahrfa¨higkeiten aufweisen ko¨nnen, um das Fahrzeug
trotz der Fahrbedingungen (Grenzen des Fahrverhaltens) oder Umgebungsbedingun-
gen (z. B. Oberfla¨chen mit geringer Mano¨vrierfa¨higkeit) in stabilen Grenzen zu hal-
ten. Aktuelle Forschungslinien zu intelligenten Systemen weisen darauf hin, dass ein
solches fortschrittliches Fahrverhalten mit Hilfe von Expertensystemen realisiert wer-
den kann, die in der Lage sind, die aktuellen Fahrzeugzusta¨nde zu u¨berwachen, die
Straßenreibungsbedingungen kennenzulernen und ihr Verhalten in Abha¨ngigkeit von der
ermittelten Situation anzupassen. Solche Anpassungsfa¨higkeiten werden ha¨ufig von pro-
fessionellen Motorsportfahrern gezeigt, die ihr Fahrverhalten in Abha¨ngigkeit von der
Straßengeometrie oder den Reifenreibungsmerkmalen abstimmen. Auf dieser Grundlage
werden Expertensysteme mit fortschrittlichen Fahrfunktionen vorgeschlagen, die auf den
Techniken hochqualifizierter Fahrer basieren (z. B. hohe Schlupfregelung), um den Be-
triebsbereich autonomer Fahrzeuge zu erweitern und eine Automatisierung auf hohem
Niveau zu erreichen (z. B. Verbesserung der Mano¨vrierfa¨higkeit auf niedrigem Niveau)
-haftende Oberfla¨chen). Um diese Expertensysteme zu konzipieren, werden zwei große
Forschungsthemen in dieser Dissertation ausfu¨hrlich behandelt: Fahrdynamik-virtuelle
Wahrnehmung und fortschrittliche Bewegungssteuerung. In Bezug auf erstere wird eine
umfassende Forschung durchgefu¨hrt, um virtuelle Sensoren vorzuschlagen, die in der
Lage sind, die Bewegungszusta¨nde der Fahrzeugebenen abzuscha¨tzen und die Straßenrei-
bungseigenschaften aus leicht verfu¨gbaren Messungen kennenzulernen. In Bezug auf die
Bewegungssteuerung werden Systeme zur Nachahmung fortgeschrittener Fahrfa¨higkeiten
und zum Erzielen einer robusten Wegfolgefa¨higkeit angestrebt. Eine optimale koor-
dinierte Wirkung verschiedener Fahrgestellsubsysteme (z. B. Lenkung und individu-
elle Drehmomentsteuerung) wird durch die Annahme eines zentralisierten, mehrfach
beta¨tigten Systemrahmens angestrebt. Die in dieser Arbeit entwickelten virtuellen Sen-
soren wurden experimentell mit dem Vehicle-Based Objective Tyre Testing (VBOTT) -
Pru¨fstand von JAGUAR LAND ROVER und den fortschrittlichen Bewegungssteuerungs-
funktionen mit dem mehrfach beta¨tigten Bodenfahrzeug ”DevBot” von ARRIVAL und
ROBORACE validiert.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Highly-Skilled Autonomous Vehicles (HSAV)
In spite of the on-going investment on autonomous vehicle technology [96], Autonomous
Vehicles (AV) are still experiencing low acceptance rates [90]. The reduction of the
safety perceived by the users with the increase of the autonomy level [65] and the loss
of driving enjoyment traditionally offered by premium luxury brands are major factors
that contribute to this effect. It is expected, therefore, that in order to increase the
popularity of self-driving cars, it will be of vital importance to develop more advanced
systems capable of exhibiting unparalleled driving features only seen on professional
highly-skilled drivers.
Professional rally drivers are considered the most talented drivers of all the motorsport
disciplines. They exploit the full chassis potential remarkably well, exciting the yaw
transient dynamics to change the vehicle attitude fast and, immediately after that,
stabilising the vehicle around a large body slip angle in an impressive drifting motion.
They hit the throttle forcefully and apply fast steering corrections based on their reflexes,
co-pilot notes, and a limited preview horizon. Furthermore, they adapt their driving
style depending on the road geometry or the road friction characteristics. For instance,
on tarmac roads they keep a “racing-line” driving style and limit the maximum body
slip angle, thus taking advantage of the full vehicle responsiveness and controllability.
Conversely, they drift aggressively on gravel surfaces to maximise the lateral friction and
increase the centripetal acceleration during prolonged turns.
Following an analogy with chassis control systems, rally drivers may be seen as extremely
robust controllers, which can operate the vehicle safely in a wide range of limit situa-
tions, and adapt their internal parameters and references to cope with changing friction
1
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characteristics. Moreover, this adaptation is carried out without having any particular
vehicle or tyre model in mind, but based on the driver’s experience and sensory feed-
back. Ideally, future chassis control systems should incorporate these adaptation and
robustness characteristics, Fig. 1.1.
HSAV systems
Steering control
Electric Motor (EM) 
Individual torque control
Enhanced Yaw Stability Control
 (YSC) functions
Electro-hydraulic Braking 
(EHB) control
[High body slip control]
VD virtual sensing
Friction monitoring
VD On-board sensors
High-level Perception layer
Figure 1.1: Conceptual scheme illustrating the high body slip Highly-skilled Au-
tonomous (HSA) function. The centralised Yaw Stability Control (YSC) coordinates
different chassis systems in a wise manner depending on the sensed friction character-
istics.
In this way, future envisaged Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) or Unmanned
Ground Vehicles (UGV) might behave as “expert” drivers to maintain the vehicle sta-
bility in certain critical situations (e.g. at the limits of handling) or to drive safely and
efficiently over low-manoeuvrability surfaces (e.g. gravel, deep snow, Fig. 1.2). Un-
fortunately, rallying has always been a complex and not fully understood discipline for
vehicle dynamics researchers. Instead, other motorsport variants such as Formula One
have been studied in greater detail. Research in this field has contributed to the elabora-
tion of relevant “racing-line” driver models [40]. Despite the fact that these models have
been commonly applied in path-following scenarios and have significantly contributed
to the development of ADAS functions such as the Lane Keeping Assistance System
(LKAS), their suitability under critical conditions that might arise while driving on off-
road scenarios (e.g. loose surfaces) or tight road segments (e.g. country roads) has not
been addressed in the literature. In these demanding conditions, more advanced driver
models able of reproducing expert rally driving skills might perform better [133].
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Figure 1.2: Ari Vatanen, Peugeot 405 T16, Pikes Peak 1988. [supercars.net ]
In what concerns active safety, the vast majority of development efforts on current
Yaw Stability Control (YSC) systems have been restricted to the classic controllability
principle described by Shibahata et al. [120] and Van Zanten [130], which states that
the maximum body slip angle must be kept within low limits to guarantee the vehicle
steerability. Although YSC systems based on this principle (e.g. Electronic Stability
Program, ESP [130]) have shown a remarkable performance on regular asphalt roads,
their function in more demanding road conditions and scenarios might be compromised.
Based on empirical evidence, one may think that expert rally driving techniques such as
active drifting could be advantageous for exploiting the full chassis potential on extreme
off-road surfaces, where the tyre cornering stiffness is drastically reduced and large body
slip angles are necessary to build up sufficient lateral friction levels [128]. This reasoning
is contrary to the well-established controllability principle introduced previously and
leads to the conclusion that drifting-based strategies could help to increase the vehicle
safety on loose surfaces during limit lane departure situations (e.g. approaching a turn
at excessive speed).
In this line of thought, a reduced number of researchers have started recently approach-
ing new concepts such as vehicle agile manoeuvring [133], autonomous drift control
[134, 131], or minimum-time cornering on loose surfaces [128]. These investigations are
aimed at providing a better understanding of the vehicle dynamics principles involved
in the driving patterns exhibited by expert drivers in the previous critical scenarios. A
comprehensive and rigorous analysis of this advanced driving behaviour can elucidate
the path towards the development of safer and more sophisticated “intelligent” chassis
systems and, in the long term, to the conception of a new generation of Highly-Skilled
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Autonomous Vehicles (HSAVs) capable of undergoing any critical scenario and drive
safely on any road surface (full level autonomy [114]).
1.2 Current research needs
Nevertheless, there is still a long way to go before the first pieces of evidence for such a
generation of autonomous vehicles will be seen. Specifically, an intensive research effort
on different areas such as chassis control systems, vehicle dynamics virtual sensing,
driving behaviour characterisation, and road geometry recognition will be necessary.
To start with, modern Multi-Actuated Ground Vehicles (MAGV) incorporating individ-
ual Electric Motors (EM) and Active Front Steering (AFS) among other systems can
significantly enhance the vehicle responsiveness and stability. Individual wheel torque
allocation to achieve the desired vehicle response and power expenditure minimisation to
prolong the vehicle autonomy are still challenging problems. Of particular importance
will be the application of control techniques to coordinate the simultaneous interven-
tion of multiple chassis systems in the presence of actuator constraints (e.g. maximum
steering wheel rate) in an optimal manner.
For these systems to execute satisfactory advanced driving skills such as active drift
control, stricter requirements regarding vehicle state estimation are foreseen. Some
vehicle planar motion states like the body slip angle are still difficult to measure [70],
and require the use of dedicated expensive instrumentation (e.g. Differential Global
Positioning System, DGPS). The development of virtual sensing tools to infer these
motion states from signals already available on the CAN bus of modern vehicles must
be pursued to facilitate the implementation of these solutions at a production level.
Apart from this, future autonomous vehicles should be able to sense the environment
(e.g. road friction characteristics) and adapt their function accordingly, as professional
drivers do. Road friction virtual sensing is not a trivial task [19], particularly in the
absence of high longitudinal or lateral excitation levels [98], or when driving over non-
uniform loose surfaces. Therefore, significant efforts are still needed to develop virtual
sensing tools capable of detecting changes in the available road friction, identifying and
classifying different surfaces, and learning unknown terrains in real time.
The performance of the previous control systems and virtual sensing tools could be
largely enhanced with the aid of Artificial Intelligence (AI). In brief, new artificially in-
telligent systems could perform advanced virtual sensing tasks such as learning the road
friction characteristics directly from the sensory feedback, thus avoiding the necessity
of employing a complex analytical tyre model. The adoption of this data-based (e.g.
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Artificial Neural Networks, ANN) modelling techniques can be especially attractive in
scenarios where analytical models are difficult and expensive to obtain by conventional
means. Regarding chassis control systems, the same data-based approaches could be
employed to train artificially intelligent systems to reproduce certain driving patterns
directly from field tests. As an example, ANN could be used to capture the operating
points around which expert drivers stabilise the vehicle during drifting motion on sur-
faces of unknown friction characteristics. This methodology can substitute the complex
feedforward control input generation process, which requires the resolution of quasi-
static driving events employing accurate analytical models [134, 50]. The uncertainties
derived from imperfect analytical vehicle and tyre models can contribute to decreasing
the performance of virtual sensing tools and chassis control systems. The introduction
of artificially intelligent data-based and self-learning methods can not only help to curve
the errors derived from purely model-based approaches but to reduce the costs related
to model characterisation activities.
Finally, apart from the previous control and virtual sensing requirements, there is still
an inherent research need for tools and methods to access the road geometry from the
fusion of camera-based information, GPS, and inertial on-board measurements. The
ability of the future envisaged systems to determine the road curvature at different
preview distance points, the path width, and the lateral distance with respect to the path
boundaries in adverse environments will be critical to achieving the HSAVs introduced
in this section.
1.3 Thesis outline
The rest of the work carried out in this research is structured in the following manner:
Chapter Two: Motivation and state of the art
The motivation behind this research is introduced and a comprehensive overview of the
current state-of-the-art of the research topics addressed in this thesis is given.
Chapter Three: Vehicle Dynamics Virtual Sensing
The vehicle dynamics virtual sensors are derived in this section. Relevant solutions to
estimate the vehicle planar motion states and the tyre forces adopting Kalman filtering
techniques and machine learning-based approaches are described in detail and assessed
in IPG-CarMaker following a software-in-the-loop (SiL) validation procedure.
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Chapter Four: Advanced Vehicle Motion Control
The controllers and driver models for MAGVs are derived in this section. Controllers for
high body slip stabilisation are presented first, followed by a description of the highly-
skilled driver model. The proposed solutions are tested in IPG-CarMaker (SiL) and
the hardware-in-the-loop (HiL) platform of ARRIVAL and ROBORACE under a wide
range of scenarios.
Chapter Five: Experiments
The virtual sensing and motion control concepts introduced in the previous chapters
are validated experimentally in this section. Specifically, virtual tyre force sensors are
benchmarked against the measurements provided by a fully instrumented vehicle (JLR
VBOTT research testbed) in a comprehensive tyre characterisation program carried out
in dry tarmac and snow. In the second part of the chapter, the motion controllers
are implemented in the DeVBOT driver-less MAGV of ARRIVAL and ROBORACE.
Driver-less experiments are carried out in Millbrook proving ground (UK) in dry and
wet tarmac conditions.
Chapter Six: Conclusions and future work
Summarises the progress made with this thesis and highlights the potential applications
of the presented virtual sensing tools and advanced motion control functions. Relevant
guidelines for future investigations on these topics are provided.
Chapter 2
Motivation and State of the art
2.1 How skilled are current Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems?
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) are often catalogued as a subset of Driving
Assistance Systems (DAS) [149]. In brief, the development of DAS dates back to the
eighties decade, when the earliest braking-based chassis systems relying on propriocep-
tive sensors (i.e. sensors measuring the internal status of the vehicle) were introduced
[31]. The Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) and Traction Control System (TCS) were
designed first, followed by the Electronic Stability Control (ESC) system [78]. After
that, the adoption of new exteroceptive sensors on vehicle systems (e.g. Light Detection
And Ranging (LIDAR) and Global Positioning System (GPS)) originated the second
generation of DAS, Figure 2.1. This second generation of DAS, often referred to as
ADAS, was conceived with the aim to improve the comfort and safety of the driver by
sensing, analysing, predicting, and reacting to the road environment [106]. Lane Depar-
ture Warning (LDW), Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) and early Navigation Systems
belong to this generation of ADAS.
In spite of the on-going development of DAS, these started to be massively introduced
in the market quite recently. This was in part due to the aggressive promotion of DAS
technologies carried out by EURO NCAP, making several features mandatory for any
new car pursuing the five-star safety rating [97]. Such promotion of DAS attempts to
reduce drastically the number of fatal accidents caused by human factors (which accounts
for approximately 90% of the total accidents that occur in roads across the EU [129]).
Recent studies have shown that every year approximately 26.000 road fatalities occur in
the EU [129] and almost 33.000 people lose their lives in road accidents in the United
7
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States [97]. The target of the EU is to reduce the number of traffic fatalities by 50%
between 2010 and 2020 [129].
Past years
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Figure 2.1: Past and future potential evolution of DAS systems according to Bengler
et al. [31]. Figure reproduced by the author from [31].
The progressive market acceptance of ADAS motivated intensive research and develop-
ment efforts from Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) and Tier 1 suppliers in
cost-effective vision-based and free-space detection technology. These enhanced sensing
and recognition technology led to more sophisticated ADAS. Thus, while early ACC
systems were able to maintain a predefined speed set by the driver, current Intelligent
Speed Assistance (ISA) systems are able to adjust the speed thresholds depending on
the current road segment or the traffic surrounding the ego vehicle. In what concerns
vehicle safety, several systems under the “collision avoidance” umbrella have been devel-
oped to this end. It is expected that the degree of sophistication of these functions will
increase significantly during the following years with the refinement of vehicle-2-vehicle
(V2V) and vehicle-2-infrastructure (V2I) technologies [31].
From a chassis control perspective, ADAS can be grouped into longitudinal dynamics
control, lateral dynamics control and coupled dynamics control. Regarding the first
group, ACC, Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB) and ISA functions have been
extensively studied in the literature [79, 105, 80, 59, 142, 69] and implemented in pas-
senger cars (e.g. BMW Pedestrian Warning with City Brake Activation). In brief, these
functions modulate the braking and driving commands with the aim to diminish the
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risk of a potentially hazardous situation. The distance with respect to a frontal ob-
stacle or the road speed limits are continuously monitored to assess the probability of
these situations to happen, and warn the driver or trigger the system intervention when
necessary. In what regards the second group, Lane Departure Warning (LDW), Lane
Keeping Assistance Systems (LKAS) and steering-based Rear-end Collision Avoidance
Systems (RCAS) have been treated in detail in the literature [35, 63, 41, 32, 93, 77].
Commercially available solutions such as the Skoda Lane Assist provide gentle steering
corrections and warn the driver through steering-wheel vibrations when lane-departure
situations are prone to occur. These partial interventions can be easily overridden by
the driver’s inputs. Following the SAE automation-level classification [114], the previous
systems form part of the level 1 automation (Driver Assistance), Figure 2.2. Early stage
DAS (ABS, TCS, ESC) also belong to this autonomy level.
Figure 2.2: Automation levels defined by SAE J3016 Standard [114].
Up to now, the complexity of the driving tasks executed by the previous systems is
reduced (from a vehicle dynamics point of view). Kinematic models [51] or simplified
single-track vehicle dynamics models [147] are often employed to perform the obstacle
avoidance or lane-following tasks. In addition, constant cornering stiffness tyre models
are normally assumed [147], as the vehicle rarely exceeds the linear region limits during
regular driving conditions [94].
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Regarding the longitudinal dynamics, Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) control formu-
lations are sufficient to regulate the vehicle speed. With respect to coupled-dynamics
control ADAS, these correspond to the second SAE level (Partial automation). Lux-
ury vehicles like the Tesla S or the Mercedes Benz E-Class incorporate this partial
automation and are able to maintain the vehicle longitudinal and lateral control under
the driver’s supervision. The operating envelope of these functions is limited to regu-
lar motorway driving conditions in which the longitudinal and lateral dynamics are not
fully excited simultaneously. For instance, in an automated overtaking lane change ma-
noeuvre, the vehicle will normally change to the adjacent line and then accelerate [100].
Therefore, the traditional approach found in the literature is to develop the longitudinal
and lateral controllers individually, using the above-mentioned vehicle models, and then
coordinate the controller actuation in a conservative way so as to maintain the vehicle
stability [147, 51, 27, 28].
In what concerns the third autonomy level (conditional automation), Audi announced
recently the first vehicle (new Audi A8, commercially available in 2019) that will officially
belong to this group. Specifically, the difference with respect to other existing vehicles
lies in the incorporation of a fully automated driving function (Audi AI traffic jam pilot),
which will be available during traffic jams or congested traffic environments (for driving
speeds below 60 kph). This technical solution correlates well with the evolution towards
fully automated vehicles predicted by Bengler et al. [31], Figure 2.1. According to the
authors, low-speed automated driving is expected to be achieved first and implemented
in certain operating environments under the level-4 autonomy label (e.g. fully automated
urban city driving). In these low-demanding vehicle dynamic conditions, it is expected
that further refinements with respect to the vehicle models and chassis control systems
employed in the previous ADAS will not be required.
Overall, the technical evolution observed during recent years in areas such as image
processing and vision-based artificial intelligence for automated driving contrasts with
the lack of advancement and research in other areas relevant to vehicle dynamics and
chassis control systems. The necessity of broadening the knowledge in subjects like ad-
vanced driving skills, vehicle dynamics virtual sensing or vehicle behaviour at the limits
of handling is twofold. First, there is still a significant research gap in what concerns
vehicle safety. Current Yaw Stability Control (YSC) systems are aimed at maintaining
the vehicle stability in conventional road scenarios (e.g. aggressive lane change on a
motorway). Despite the fact that different control formulations have been proposed to
increase the robustness of these systems, their function principle has been maintained
during the last decades (yaw-controllability principle presented by Van Zanten [130]),
and their performance on more demanding road conditions (e.g. on loose surfaces) has
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not been fully evaluated yet. Second, current ADAS are precursors of the future envis-
aged autonomous vehicles. As remarked by Bengler et al. [31], the ultimate goal of the
driverless-future concept is to have vehicles with the ability to drive autonomously at a
safety level significantly superior to that of average human drivers in the presence of
other traffic agents. Leaving aside the developments still needed in areas such as car-to-
X communications, the previous statement will not be realisable if future autonomous
vehicles do not incorporate advanced driving skills. Otherwise, future autonomous ve-
hicles will demonstrate average skills for conventional driving tasks and will rely on the
intervention of current YSC systems when things go wrong (e.g. in a road junction
during snowy conditions), as “average” drivers do. Therefore, at this point, it is of vital
importance for vehicle dynamics and chassis systems engineers to investigate the major
requirements to produce AVs incorporating significantly superior safety levels. Some
of these requirements might be better understood if the following research questions
were answered:
• What is behind some well-known advanced driving skills? What motivate expert
drivers to execute these tasks?
• Would it be possible to develop controllers capable of performing these tasks au-
tonomously or semi-autonomously?
• Which set of vehicle states or environmental factors need to be monitored to develop
these advanced systems?
• Are these tasks realisable with current chassis architectures? Are more complex
chassis architectures (MAGV) necessary for these tasks?
This thesis is motivated by the necessity of addressing the previous questions and is
the consequence of an intensive academic and professional research activity in the areas
of advanced driving skills, vehicle dynamics virtual sensing, and multi-actuated chassis
control systems.
2.2 Advanced driving skills
A first rough distinction between a “regular” road driver and a highly-skilled driver can
be established based on the vehicle inputs exhibited by each. According to Blundell and
Harty [36], the behaviour exhibited by skilled rally drivers is characterised by a rapid and
high-frequency steering content. While an average road driver will often operate within
a 1 Hz frequency bandwidth, a professional rally driver can exhibit a significant spectral
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content for frequencies up to 5 Hz in an off-road rally stage. Apart from this, skilled
drivers combine their steering inputs with the longitudinal vehicle control (throttle /
braking modulation) in order to extract the maximum chassis potential operating along
the tyre friction boundaries (commonly represented by the G-G diagram or adherence
ellipsoid) [119]. Conversely, “regular” road drivers are unable to operate safely at the
limits of handling during combined-slip situations (e.g. trail braking) and work well
inside the tyre friction limits, Fig. 2.3.
Regular driver Highly-skilled driver








Figure 2.3: ax: Longitudinal acceleration, ay: Lateral acceleration. Left: Regular
driver operating well inside the adherence ellipsoid boundaries. Right: Highly-skilled
driver operating along the boundaries of the adherence ellipsoid.
The first pieces of evidence of the interest of automotive researchers on modelling the
driving behaviour exhibited by professional drivers can be found in the works carried out
by Velenis et al. [135, 136]. The authors studied numerically typical rally manoeuvres
characteristic of loose surface stages like trail-braking or pendulum turn. The vehicle
planar dynamics were approximated using a single-track (ST) vehicle modelisation and
the tyre planar forces using a simplified isotropic Magic Formula tyre model [104]. The
influence of the suspension dynamics on the vehicle planar behaviour was disregarded
and the driver’s steering and throttle inputs were parameterised. A minimum-time
cornering Optimal Control (OC) problem was solved and the optimum steering and
throttle commands were compared to those obtained empirically in the vehicle dynamics
simulation software CARSIM [121] using a static driving simulator. Overall, a close
similarity between the optimal and empirical driving commands was observed.
Following a similar OC formulation, Berntorp et al. [33] approached the minimum-time-
cornering problem of a hairpin turn. In this case, the authors focused on a high-mu
rigid surface and calculated the optimal vehicle responses for different tyre modelisa-
tions. Specifically, the authors computed the tyre forces under pure tyre slip conditions
using a Magic Formula formulation and calculated the forces under combined slip con-
ditions using two different methods: the friction ellipse (FE) and weighting functions
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(WF). Moreover, the authors performed this analysis assuming isotropic and anisotropic
tyre characteristics. A single-track vehicle model was considered and the suspension
dynamics and weight transfer were disregarded, assuming static vertical forces on the
front and rear axles. Overall, the authors remarked that the qualitative behaviour was
similar for all the models considered. Nevertheless, some dissimilarities were observed
during braking events. The authors explained that this might have an impact on model
choice, particularly if braking-based active safety systems are considered. This study
was extended in [34], where three different vehicle modelisations (two-track with sus-
pension dynamics, single-track with pitch dynamics (ST-pitch), and single-track with
static loads) were combined with the previous FE and WF tyre models (dry asphalt
conditions). The authors provided a detailed discussion regarding the minimum-time-
cornering results obtained for a ninety-degree turn and a hairpin turn. In brief, it was
pointed out by the authors that important differences were observed between different
combinations of chassis and tyre models. Thus, the authors stated that the choice of
different models can potentially lead to fundamentally different control strategies. For
instance, the use of the FE or WF tyre models on the two-track chassis model seems
crucial due to the influence of the weight transfer and suspension dynamics on the tyre
forces under coupled-slip conditions. Apart from this, the authors remarked that the
results obtained with the ST-pitch model may be too unrealistic, presenting high body
slip angles that do not correlate well with the racing-line driving style seen on high-mu
rigid surfaces. Last but not least, the authors mentioned that the differences seen on
low-order models could be alleviated employing an online control implementation with
feedback. Following this research line, Lundhal et al. [91] complemented the previous
study taking into account the influence of the friction coefficient of rigid surfaces on
the minimum-time cornering problem. In this case, a more complex Magic Formula
WF tyre model was adopted to approximate the tyre friction forces in dry asphalt, wet
asphalt, and smooth ice conditions. These tyre models were generated following the
scaling parameter extraction study presented by Braghin et al. [37].
The influence of the road surface on the vehicle cornering performance was also evaluated
by Tavernini et al. [128]. The authors synthesised the vehicle responses using a single-
track planar dynamics model and approached the minimum-time cornering problem of
a ten-metre radius hairpin turn. Different rigid and loose surfaces (dry asphalt, wet
asphalt, dirty off-road, and gravel) were reproduced using an isotropic Magic Formula
tyre model. The pitch suspension dynamics were also considered assuming a first order
like response. This problem was solved adopting an OC formulation. The authors
demonstrated that in off-road terrains (Fig. 2.5-b) high body slip solutions are associated
to minimum-time cornering manoeuvres whereas a racing-line driving style (low body
slip) is desirable in rigid surfaces (dry and wet asphalt). These results correlate well with
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the behaviour seen in rallying. As can be noticed in Fig. 2.4, professional rally drivers
often maintain a high body slip angle along curved segments when driving over snow
(c) or gravel (b) terrains. These cases contrast with the driving style seen on tarmac
segments, which resembles the racing-line style adopted in other motorsport disciplines
(e.g. formula).
Figure 2.4: (a) Turning on tarmac (low body slip), (b) Turning on gravel (High body
slip), (c) Turning on snow (High body slip).
This particular behaviour motivated the elaboration of relevant works [50, 134] to ad-
dress the high body slip stabilisation problem. To start with, Edelmann and Plo¨chl [50]
performed a numerical analysis of the steady-state drifting motion employing a two-track
vehicle planar dynamics model and a quasi-static weight transfer model based on the
roll stiffness distribution. Wet asphalt conditions were approximated using a nonlinear
steady-state tyre model (the reader is referred to [81] for additional details). Steady-
state conditions were imposed on the vehicle dynamics equations and drift equilibrium
solutions were obtained for a fifty-metre circular trajectory. The authors performed sev-
eral drifting field tests and demonstrated that the numerical solutions match reasonably
well the real vehicle states. Authors concluded that the powerslide motion is unstable
regardless of the vehicle speed, as two eigenvalues lie on the positive semi-plane of the
complex plane for all the velocities. The quick steering corrections (up to 1100 degrees/s
[36]) and “pedal dance” (see Walter Ro¨hrl [53]) exhibited by professional rally drivers
is an empirical evidence of this unstable behaviour where the driver acts as a multi-
actuated system that stabilises the plant (chassis) around an unstable high body slip
equilibrium point.
In [134], Velenis et al. followed a similar approach than [50] and computed the high
body slip equilibrium points using a two-track vehicle planar dynamics model. A Rear-
Wheel-Drive (RWD) powertrain layout and a viscous Limited Slip Differential (LSD)
were considered during this analysis. The friction forces developed on a typical loose
surface were approximated using an isotropic Magic Formula tyre model. This numerical
analysis evidenced that high body slip equilibrium solutions (i.e. drifting) increase the
centripetal acceleration generated while the vehicle is in cornering motion. The main
explanation for this behaviour resides on the abrupt reduction in the tyre cornering
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stiffness caused by the interaction of the tyre’s carcass with the particles present on the
upper layer of these surfaces. Some authors have named this phenomenon as the “equiv-
alent tyre-road stiffness” [47, 19]. In relation to this, field tests [20] have demonstrated
that these surfaces exhibit a monotonic friction versus slip curve 2.5. This monotonic
shape has been labelled by some authors as the bulldozing effect [22, 88]. In few words,
this principle states that in surfaces like snow or gravel the friction is maximised when
large tyre slips are present and the tyre sinks on the surface.
Peak
λ
µ
µ
max
λ (µ
max
)
(a) Wet asphalt
(b) Gravel
Peak λ (µ
max
)
Figure 2.5: Typical friction (µ) versus slip (λ) shape of (a) rigid surface and (b) loose
surface. Friction curves reproduced from the tyre parameters detailed in [128].
In addition to the previous works on high body slip stabilisation, Li et al. [85] and
Yi et al. [144] studied the ability of professional drivers to control the vehicle outside
the chassis stable limits. In a first study, Li et al. [85] modelled the vehicle planar
behaviour with a two-track model and the tyre forces with the Burckhardt tyre model
[78]. The tyre vertical loads at each axle were computed using a quasi-static weight
transfer approach and the yaw moment components derived from uneven longitudinal
forces were disregarded (i.e. no differential braking action). The authors linearised the
system dynamics (x˙ = Ax) under different combinations of the front and rear longitudi-
nal slips and computed a stability region based on the stability properties of the system
matrix A. Some interesting results obtained by the authors are (a) rear wheel lock leads
to severe instability and (b) positive longitudinal slips on the front and rear axles help
to maintain the vehicle stability. An example of the former statement can be found
during the hand-brake inputs previous to a tight turn, where it is pursued to induce
a large yaw instability to maximise the yaw acceleration. The latter conclusion seems
reasonable since All-Wheel-Drive (AWD) vehicles are easily controllable during positive
accelerations due to the even lateral grip reduction experienced by the front and rear
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axles. This analysis was completed by Yi et al. in [144] were the authors computed a
wide range of stability regions using a more sophisticated hybrid physical/dynamic tyre
friction modelisation based on the LuGre dynamic friction model [143].
The previous analyses on vehicle stability at the limits of handling led to the elaboration
of the first high body slip stability control systems. In [132, 133], the authors introduced
a preliminary “drift” control system adopting a torque control formulation based on Slid-
ing Mode Control (SMC). A single-track vehicle model was employed and the tyre forces
were approximated using an isotropic Magic Formula tyre model. Initially, the authors
developed a synthesised control system based on the same vehicle model used during
the simulations. After that, the vehicle model complexity was increased (considering the
pitch dynamics) and the robustness of the synthesised controller to changes in the road
friction characteristics was studied. An important conclusion provided by the authors is
that the system performance is affected if the tyre parameters embedded in the controller
do not match the real friction characteristics. These results evidenced the importance
of monitoring on real-time the tyre friction characteristics to enhance the controller per-
formance. This research evolved into a new drift control system using steering and drive
torque control inputs [134]. Moreover, a new RWD chassis configuration equipped with
an LSD differential was considered in a two-track vehicle model. Once again, the tyre
friction forces were calculated using an isotropic Magic Formula modelisation. A Linear
Quadratic Regulator (LQR) backstepping controller was implemented in CARSIM and
drift control was verified for different open loop constant-radius circular manoeuvres.
Furthermore, the closed-loop solutions obtained in the software CARSIM were compared
to experimental measurements obtained from field drifting tests. Overall, a good cor-
relation between the simulations and experimental signals was observed. The drift sta-
bilisation problem has been revisited intermittently since Velenis works [56, 66, 55, 46].
Thus, Gray et al. [56] proposed a semi-agile automated vehicle capable of perform-
ing drifting manoeuvres. Nevertheless, detailed information regarding the drift control
system was not revealed. Hindiyeh [66] carried out a detailed investigation regarding
the drift equilibrium solutions and proposed different longitudinal and lateral control
strategies to stabilise the vehicle at high body slip angles. These controllers were imple-
mented and assessed experimentally in the P1 testbed of Stanford University. Gonzales
et al. [55] employed an LQR formulation to achieve the drift stabilisation and substitute
the full-state feedback assumption by means of vision-based state estimation. Finally,
Cutler and How [46] used Reinforcement Learning (RL) to stabilise a radio control pro-
totype car in a circular drifting motion without prior knowledge of the tyre friction
characteristics.
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2.2.1 Summary and research gaps
To sum up, the research carried out up to now in the advanced driving skills topic is
still insufficient and not very mature. The most relevant aspects of the current state-of-
the-art, as well as the major research gaps existing in this field, can be summarised in
the following points:
• Chassis and tyre model complexity: Overall, low-complexity chassis models
(single track and two track) have been employed in OC problems and model-based
controller design. In these cases, the suspension dynamics are often disregarded
or approximated using a second order roll-pitch suspension model. More complex
formulations incorporating the suspension kinematics have not been found in the
literature. The controller robustness to unmodelled suspension dynamics and kine-
matics has been evaluated in several works with successful results. Regarding the
tyre modelisation, the isotropic Magic Formula tyre model has been widely used in
drift stabilisation on loose surfaces. In some cases, the full-vehicle-level responses
from the simulation model have been compared to the responses measured in a real
vehicle during field tests on off-road surfaces. The usage of synthesised chassis and
tyre models during the design of model-based controllers has been derived from
the necessity of achieving a real-time control operation in state-of-the-art on-board
controllers. Finally, the predominant trend is to consider known tyre parameters
during the design of the controller for a fixed road surface condition. In this sense,
a significant research gap exists in what concerns the development of high body
slip control systems with the ability to adapt to different road surfaces.
• High-fidelity simulation environment: As mentioned previously, the vehi-
cle behaviour has been approximated using simplified chassis models in optimal
control problems. These models are sufficient to provide a high-level idea of the
vehicle behaviour and give some hints regarding the vehicle dynamics principles
behind some manoeuvres (e.g. why drifting on loose surfaces if minimum-time
cornering is pursued). Nevertheless, during controller validation and verification,
high-fidelity vehicle dynamics simulation software is desirable to approximate with
higher accuracy the real vehicle responses. Among the cases studied in this section,
real-time simulation software (e.g. Carsim [121], Ipg-CarMaker [29]) seem most
suitable for controller implementation (due to their SiL and HiL capabilities) and
have been widely employed in the literature. Pieces of evidence regarding the use
of other multibody software often employed in the automotive industry (like Sim-
pack [127] or Msc Adams [124]) have not been found in the literature. The latter
programs require higher computational resources and are more oriented towards
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the detailed analysis of subsystem forces and suspension kinematics (e.g. ride
analysis). Finally, the validation of the control systems discussed in this section
has been achieved predominantly in a SiL stage.
• Applicability to AVs: At this point, the current research in advanced driving
skills has shown some interesting and promising results. Nevertheless, there is still
little light regarding how these driving skills should be implemented to increase
vehicle safety. The majority of the results presented in this section have been
obtained adopting an optimal control approach, and therefore real-time closed-loop
control policies to reproduce this behaviour are still to be designed. Furthermore,
in those cases in which closed-loop controllers based on advanced driving skills (e.g.
drift stabilisation) have been developed, the vehicle safety benefits derived from
this actuation have not been fully explored. Aspects such as the path-following
ability of these systems need to be addressed before these control systems could
be considered as novel ADAS functions.
• Full-state feedback and MAGV architectures: In the vast majority of the
works analysed in this section it is assumed that vehicle states like the body slip
angle can be easily measured. There is still an important research need in what
regards the development of virtual sensing techniques. The possibility of adopting
tyre-model-less approaches in the virtual sensor construction seems very attractive
since the uncertainties associated with different tyre models could be eliminated.
Furthermore, this seems the only valid alternative when drastically different sur-
faces are considered. As pointed out in [91], applying a friction scaling approach
in a tyre model parameterised on high mu may be insufficient to provide accurate
tyre force estimates in some particular surfaces (e.g. non-rigid surfaces). With
respect to MAGV architectures, their ability to reproduce advanced driving skills
has not been evaluated yet. The combination of Active Front Steering (AFS) and
vehicle longitudinal control has been successfully accomplished in some works on
drift stabilisation. Nevertheless, the potential agility or cornering improvement
that could be achieved with the exploitation of chassis architectures incorporating
in-wheel EM is still to be addressed. Moreover, as the final system performance
might be compromised by the real actuator limitations, the consideration of chas-
sis actuator constraints in the design of the highly-skilled control system is an
important aspect that should not be overlooked.
The previous points, especially the virtual sensing requirements expected to accomplish
the envisaged HSAVs (e.g. friction learning) motivated the elaboration of a compre-
hensive literature review on virtual tyre force sensors [11] and road friction monitoring
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[10]. Due to space limitations, only a brief overview of these works is presented in the
following.
2.3 Vehicle Dynamics Virtual Sensing
The real-time measurement of the tyre forces is of vital importance to extract information
regarding the road friction conditions. Unfortunately, direct measurement techniques are
still restricted to automotive testing or research, and not suitable for mass implementa-
tion. Wheel force transducers (WFT) are still too costly to be mounted in production
vehicles [49] and their use is reduced to testing activities during vehicle development
stages [89]. The Smart Tyre technology is still under development [44, 43] and current
results indicate that further investigations are required before this technology can be
implemented in regular tyres. Finally, despite SKF R© or NSK R© have developed differ-
ent designs of Load Sensing Bearings (LSB), these are still not commercially available.
Aspects such as the elastic deformation of the knuckle affect the measurement accu-
racy and are currently being investigated [76]. These limitations justify the necessity of
evaluating different virtual sensing alternatives.
According to a recent literature survey elaborated by the author of this thesis, two
trends can be clearly differentiated regarding tyre force virtual sensing: tyre-model-
based and tyre-model-less approaches, Fig 2.6. In the former group, Antonov et al. used
an empirical Magic Formula tyre model in [25] to compute the tyre forces from a set
of tyre states (tyre longitudinal slip, lateral slip, vertical force and wheel inclination
angle). The states required by the tyre model were computed adopting an Unscented
Kalman Filter (UKF). In a similar line of thought, Doumiati et al. employed a Dugoff
tyre model formulation in [48, 49] and described the vehicle planar dynamics adopting
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and UKF observers. Overall, the major limitation of
these model-based approaches is that the tyre model parameters need to be known
a priori for fixed road friction conditions. Depending on the model complexity and
the mismatches between the tyre characterisation testbed and the real tyre operating
conditions, the force estimation will be subjected to a certain degree of uncertainty.
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Figure 2.6: Overall picture of the tyre force virtual sensing problem found during the
literature survey prepared by the author of this thesis [11].
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Such uncertainties might be caused by pressure and temperature variations, wear, sus-
pension kinematics and compliances or a limited wheel slip characterisation range. In
addition, if the friction characteristics of the road change, it is necessary to scale the
tyre forces with a suitable friction scaling factor. In this sense, the necessity of com-
puting a timely and accurate estimation of the maximum friction coefficient complicates
significantly the tyre-model-based virtual sensing problem.
Concerning tyre-model-less approaches, a tyre model is not necessary to build the virtual
sensor. In this case, stochastic-based approaches are predominantly adopted. Examples
of this virtual sensing technique can be found in the works elaborated by Ray [108]
and Wilkin et al. [141]. In brief, the authors modelled the tyre forces as random-
walk variables and integrated these into a model-based state estimator representing the
vehicle planar dynamics (often in the form of an EKF or UKF observer). The estimation
of the tyre forces is achieved by correcting the states predicted by the model in the
measurement update stage of the Kalman filter [48]. The major advantage derived from
this approach is that an estimation of a friction scaling factor is not required to correct
the estimated tyre forces. This makes this approach very attractive for applications
in which uncertain road friction characteristics are expected. On the other hand, a
complex and time-consuming calibration of the state estimator is necessary in order to
achieve sufficient dynamic response while maintaining low noise levels on the random-
walk observer states.
Additional information regarding other less common virtual tyre force sensing approaches
as well as direct tyre force measurement techniques can be found in the literature review
prepared during the course of this research [11].
2.3.1 Road friction monitoring
To this end, several approaches have been discussed in the literature to estimate the
road friction potential. A first classification provided by Mu¨ller et al. in [98] estab-
lished a distinction between cause-based and effect-based approaches. While cause-based
approaches focus on estimating the road friction potential from aspects such as the lubri-
cant present at the road surface [38], effect-based approaches infer the road friction from
the tyre responses (e.g. lateral or longitudinal slip [57]), Figure 2.7. A general trend
exhibited by slip-based solutions is that a significant excitation level (up to 80-90% on
low-mu conditions [122]) is required to provide an accurate estimation of the maximum
available road friction [24, 78, 19, 126]. This may not be a major problem for current
DAS systems like ABS, TCS, or ESC, which intervene when significant lateral or longi-
tudinal excitation occurs [26, 148, 107] (e.g., during an emergency braking manoeuvre).
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In these cases, the road friction potential can be inferred during the system intervention
and the DAS thresholds can be adjusted in parallel [60, 87].
Road friction potential estimation
Cause-based Approaches
Effect-based Approaches
Tyre slip-based Vibration-based (Low freq.)
Long. slip
Lat. slip
SAT-based
SAT freq.
Wheel spd. freq.
Roughness
Water film
[Muller 2003]
[Gustafsson 1997]
[Albinsson 2016]
[Wang 2013]
[Shim 2004]
[Hahn 2002]
[Yasui 2004]
[Matsuda 2013]
[Han 2016]
[Chen 2017]
[Chen 2015]
[Schmeitz 2016]
[Umeno 2002]
[Boyraz 2013]
[Abdic 2016]
[Alonso 2014]
Vibration-based (High freq.)
´
Figure 2.7: Overall picture of the effect-based road friction recognition approaches
found during the literature survey prepared by the author of this thesis [10].
Nevertheless, with the development of new ADAS functions and the growing interest in
the advanced-driving-skill functions presented in previous sections, new stricter require-
ments regarding the road friction estimation have arisen [86, 82, 134]. Specifically, it is
expected that the realisation of functions such as high body slip control on non-rigid
surfaces will not only require an estimation of the maximum road friction, but also a
more detailed characterisation of the road surface (e.g. force versus slip curve [134, 128]).
Apart from this, functions such as ACC [95] or AEB [80] require an accurate and timely
estimation of the maximum road friction before system intervention. Thus, the road fric-
tion potential should be continuously monitored during free-rolling, coast-down, gentle
acceleration or gentle steering events to correct critical variables such as the minimum
separation between vehicles.
Despite the fact that cause-based approaches can potentially facilitate the estimation of
the maximum available road friction during free-rolling or low-excitation driving condi-
tions, an important handicap of these is that a large database is required in order to
achieve an accurate correlation between the monitored tyre-road property (e.g. noise
emitted by the tyre) and the road friction potential [98]. Therefore, such approaches
might present insufficient correlation [23] or extrapolation issues when situations not
included in the training dataset are faced. A friction-fusion approach employing both
effect-based and cause-based approaches could help to overcome the drawbacks derived
from each estimation technique. Thus, an initial “rough” road friction estimation or
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“road label” (e.g. wet road) obtained from a cause-based approach could serve to ini-
tialise the system during low excitation driving. This initial estimate would be then
adapted on real-time during high dynamic excitation by means of an effect-based ap-
proach. For a comprehensive discussion on road friction monitoring the reader may
consult the literature survey prepared by the author of this thesis [10].
2.3.2 Summary and research gaps
The most relevant conclusions, as well as the research gaps identified during the elabo-
ration of the literature surveys [11, 10] are summarised in the following.
• Tyre modelling resources: Parameterising a tyre model in a wide range of
friction conditions is not straightforward and therefore limits the applicability of
tyre-model-based virtual sensors. This task may be alleviated with the aid of
artificial intelligence (e.g. using Artificial Neural Networks) or random-walk tyre
force modelling. If the former approach is employed, it is necessary to construct
a suitable training dataset from experimental tests. An important aspect of data-
based approaches is the lack of extrapolation ability to handle driving events not
included in the training dataset. If the virtual sensor is aimed at estimating the
tyre forces during non-conventional manoeuvres in which extreme tyre slips can
be achieved (e.g. high body slip stabilisation), a stochastic approach without
boundary constraints might be preferred, as the construction of a suitable training
dataset for this operating envelope would be extremely costly.
• Road friction characteristics: If it is aimed to estimate the tyre forces while
the vehicle is driven on conventional rigid surfaces (i.e. tarmac roads), tyre model-
based or data-based approaches employing a suitable maximum friction scaling
approach [104] may be sufficient. On the other hand, if large excursions into
off-road segments are expected, a stochastic approach robust to road friction un-
certainties is preferred. As the tyre force versus slip curve is abruptly distorted
in loose surfaces, a model-based friction scaling approach can lead to inaccurate
results. According to the well-established tyre modelling theory impulsed by Pace-
jka [104], a single friction scaling factor (commonly known as the maximum road
friction factor or the road grip potential) might be sufficient to represent the tyre
behaviour in a wide range of rigid road surfaces using a single tyre model char-
acterised on dry conditions. This concept is true as long as the road surface can
be considered infinitely rigid compared to the tyre’s carcass [19]. Unfortunately,
little information exists in what concerns the characterisation of loose surfaces like
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snow or gravel, where the bulldozing effect contributes drastically to the genera-
tion of the tyre friction. In these cases, a single variable is not enough to represent
accurately the road friction characteristics, as the friction versus slip shape varies
abruptly depending on the agents present in the tyre-surface interface.
• Self-learning structures: Following the previous point, it is worth remarking
the importance of developing structures capable of learning the current friction
characteristics to provide with friction-based “adaptation” skills the envisaged
HSAVs. The introduction of artificially intelligent structures may facilitate the
extraction of a richer surface feature vector, instead of a single maximum friction
factor as current slip-based friction monitoring approaches do. AI-based solutions
may be implemented on this basis by means of ANNs or Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy
Inference Systems (ANFIS). These could be trained regularly to approximate a
cloud of friction versus slip points extracted from on-board measurements during
the vehicle operation. As mentioned previously, this will be critical to recognise
surfaces in which peak friction values are achieved at high slip values and that
can not be explained by the classical tyre modelling theory (for a comparison of
different friction versus slip curves the reader may consult the works carried out
by Tavernini et al. [128] and Albinsson et al. [20]).
2.4 Advanced Motion Control
The discussion on advanced driving skills presented in Section 2.2 evidenced the neces-
sity of coordinating inputs from different system domains (e.g. steering, powertrain,
brakes) to mimic certain professional driving tasks (e.g. trail braking, high body slip
stabilisation). Therefore, using single standalone braking-based (ESC) [83] or steering-
based (AFS) [45] systems may be insufficient to produce the envisaged HSAVs. In order
to gain some insight into the different methodologies existent in the literature to coor-
dinate systems from different domains in a MAGV framework (Fig. 2.8), this chapter is
completed with a discussion on Integrated Chassis Control (ICC) architectures. For ad-
ditional details on this topic relevant works carried out by the Fakulta¨t fu¨r Maschinenbau
of the Technische Universita¨t of Ilmenau can be consulted [74, 115, 73].
2.4.1 Integrated Chassis Control
According to Chen et al. [45], the coordinated intervention of different chassis subsys-
tems in an ICC framework can offer superior performance levels than the independent
actuation of different standalone subsystems. The authors defined three major chassis
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Figure 2.8: “DevBOT”, first autonomous race car developed by ARRIVAL and ROB-
ORACE. This Multi-Actuated Ground Vehicle is equipped with four independent elec-
tric motors, independent front and rear brake-pressure lines and steering control. Li-
DARS, cameras, and a high-accuracy two-antenna GPS system complete the vehicle
perception and positioning features.
integration strategies as de-centralised, centralised and multi-layer. This classification
was also adopted by Vivas et al. in [137]. These integration strategies are depicted
schematically in Fig. 2.9, and can be explained in the following manner:
• De-centralised control: In this case, each subsystem tries to fulfil its own partic-
ular goals, which difficulties the achievement of a full-vehicle optimal performance.
Moreover, some stability problems may arise if the individual goals obey contra-
dictory control objectives (E.g., rear Active Roll Control System (ARCS) trying to
mitigate rollover but causing severe unstable behaviour during ESC interventions
due to an increase in the rear axle roll stiffness [145]). The major advantage of
this integration strategy relies on its implementation easiness and the lack of infor-
mation exchange between different suppliers and OEMs. Specifically, each active
subsystem can be treated as a “black box” and integrated into the chassis platform
independently from the rest of vehicle components, thus avoiding the disclosure of
confidential information or intellectual property.
• Centralised Control: When this integration strategy is applied, all the vehi-
cle states to be controlled are embedded in a central controller. For instance, if
an ICC system to coordinate the suspension and vehicle planar dynamics were
to be designed, the controller vector of states might be composed of vehicle pla-
nar states like the chassis velocities and yaw rate, as well as vehicle suspension
states like the roll, pitch, or suspension deflection rates. Incorporating several
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Figure 2.9: ICC strategies. (a) De-centralised ICC, (b) Centralised ICC and (c)
Multi-level ICC. Figure adapted by the author from Vivas et al. [137].
vehicle domains into the central controller may lead to a significantly large vector
of states. This can complicate the design procedure and implementation of an
optimal Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) control formulation (e.g., non-trivial
and time-consuming tuning procedure). In addition, the large computational re-
sources required by such central controller may prevent its implementation in a
commercial ECU. Apart from the previous technical considerations, implementing
this control architecture requires having access to all the chassis subsystem signals
(e.g., Continuous Damping Control (CDC)+Electronic Stability Control (ESC)).
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As these subsystems can be developed by different suppliers it is expected that
some information exchange between suppliers and OEMs will be necessary. Fi-
nally, the central controller needs to be re-designed if different equipment options
(e.g., ESC only, ESC+CDC) are offered in the same vehicle platform. On the
other hand, a centralised control approach (adopting an optimal control solution
like Linear Quadratic Regulator or Model Predictive Control) may offer the high-
est performance levels and most systematic and straight-forward design procedure.
This can alleviate the necessity of developing complex rule-based or decision-tree
algorithms when a close interaction between two subsystems (e.g. AFS and vehicle
torque control) is required.
• Multi-layer: This integration strategy has been promoted recently as an interme-
diate approach between purely centralised and de-centralised strategies. Specifi-
cally, the key idea of this concept lies in the adoption of an upper-level “intelligent”
layer that monitors the vehicle states, driver’s intentions and environmental con-
ditions to coordinate the actuation of different subsystems in a wise manner. This
coordination can be carried out adopting different approaches such as discrete
modding-based [99] or linear interpolation Fuzzy-logic [83]. Taking as a reference
the “modding” concept introduced by Narula et al. in [99], the major advantage
derived from this integration strategy is that each supplier can design its subsys-
tem with different operating modes (e.g., CDC mode: 0 stability - 1 ride) and the
upper-level coordinator only needs to select the driving mode to be realised based
on the current driving situation. This avoids the information exchange required by
centralised approaches and facilitates the orientation of all the chassis subsystems
towards a common full-vehicle goal. Expectedly, the major difficulties associated
with this strategy reside in the design of the upper-level coordinator and driving
event classifier. In addition, studying the stability and performance enhancement
obtained from these hybrid systems in a wide range of operating conditions might
be a non-trivial task.
With regards to multi-layer systems, Hattori proposed a Hierarchical Vehicle Dynamics
Management (HVDM) algorithm in [61]. In this ICC, an upper-level Vehicle Dynam-
ics Control (VDC) system determines the tyre force and yaw moment components to
achieve the desired vehicle motion. A nonlinear optimisation routine based on Sequen-
tial Quadratic Programming (SQP) is employed to determine an optimised tyre force
balance. In a similar line of thought, Kou et al. proposed in [83] an ICC system to coor-
dinate the actuation of ESC and CDC systems. Specifically, the CDC system provides a
suspension damping torque proportional to the vehicle lateral acceleration and the ESC
system computes the wheel slip values necessary to avoid the yaw rate, body slip or roll
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rate states passing a set of “stable” thresholds. A rule-based ICC master decides the
contribution of each subsystem based on a set of prioritised control objectives.
Following a more centralised design methodology, Yim et al. proposed in [145] a two-level
ICC system to coordinate the actuation of ESC, AFS, and a four-wheel-drive (4WD)
system in a hybrid four-wheel-drive (H4V) vehicle configuration. In the first layer, the
authors adopted an SMC formulation to calculate the yaw moment required to track
the desired yaw rate and maintain a reduced body slip angle. A Weighted Least Square
(WLS) optimisation routine based on Quadratic Programming (QP) was proposed in
the second layer to calculate an optimised tyre force vector and generate the requested
upper-level yaw moment. The tyre vertical forces were taken into account to solve the
previous vector of forces. Similarly, Hirano proposed an ICC system to combine AFS
and Torque Vectoring Differential (TVD) subsystems in [67, 68]. A gain-scheduling
LQR controller was proposed to determine the steering input and yaw moment required
to follow a set of desired yaw rate and body slip values. The author proposed as a
potential improvement for the future the adoption of MPC to handle optimally chassis
actuator constraints. This control formulation was employed by Zhu et al. in [150].
Specifically, Zhu et al. incorporated the actuator constraints into the MPC formulation
but additional quantitative details regarding these constraints were not provided. The
MPC was combined with a driving prediction module composed of driver identification
and driver model blocks.
Finally, other centralised ICC systems have been developed employing “black-box” or
data-based control techniques [140, 125]. Wei et al. proposed in [140] a rule-based Fuzzy
controller to distribute a reference yaw moment between an AFS and a braking-based
Direct Yaw moment Control (DYC) system. Similarly, Sun et al. proposed in [125]
a Fuzzy logic controller aimed at providing the steering and yaw moment corrections
required to maintain the vehicle stability. Specifically, the body slip and yaw rate errors
(with respect to the desired stable values) were taken as the Fuzzy logic controller inputs.
An eight-degree-of-freedom vehicle model was adopted to simulate the vehicle dynamic
responses and evaluate the proposed ICC system under sinusoidal steering inputs.
2.4.2 Summary and research gaps
The following points summarise the most important conclusions and research gaps ex-
tracted from this discussion.
• Chassis and tyre model complexity: Overall, little details are provided regard-
ing the validation or correlation procedure employed to assess the veracity of the
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chassis models used to test the proposed ICC structures. Simulations have been
carried out predominantly in Carsim and CarMaker-Matlab/Simulink (employing
custom full-vehicle modelisations). In some cases, the necessity of reproducing the
actuation of complex MAGV configurations which are not available in commer-
cial vehicles (e.g., in-wheel electric motors) justifies the necessity of adopting a
simplified vehicle formulation. Realistic actuator constraints have been considered
in a reduced number of works. In those cases in which electric motor constraints
have been taken into account, peak power or torque versus speed curves have been
incorporated into the simulation models. Regarding the tyre models employed to
simulate the vehicle behaviour, the Magic Formula has been widely used, focusing
the analysis on rigid asphalt surfaces. Finally, the proposed control systems have
been verified experimentally in a reduced number of works, probably due to the
prohibitive costs associated with current MAGV prototypes and proving ground
testing.
• Simulated test cases: As mentioned in the previous point, the analysis of the
control systems revised in this section has been carried out on rigid asphalt sur-
faces. All the works addressing ICC systems consulted to this point adopt the
Beta method [45] proposed by Shibahata et al. [120] and Van Zanten [130] and
assume that the maximum vehicle response is obtained restricting the body slip
angle within low thresholds. The validity of the proposed stability solutions in
other scenarios in which the Beta-method principle may fail (e.g., loose surfaces
where the friction versus slip curve exhibits a monotonic shape, Fig. 2.5) has not
been studied yet.
• Real chassis implementation considerations: Two trends can be clearly dif-
ferentiated among the works consulted on ICC: “modding” multi-level approach
and fully centralised approach. The modding concept has been proposed with the
aim to alleviate the integration problems that might arise during the implemen-
tation of ICC solutions into real chassis platforms. These considerations have not
been taken into account in other academic works in which steering and yaw mo-
ment input commands are provided by the same LQR or MPC controller. In brief,
detailed comparisons between the performance of “modding” and centralised con-
trollers have not been found in the literature and therefore it is difficult to extract
further conclusions regarding the performance loss expected from non-optimal con-
trol coordination strategies. In the author’s opinion, centralised strategies offer a
more straight-forward and systematic approach than rule-based solutions to design
ICCs in which a simultaneous longitudinal control and steering action are required
to maintain the vehicle stability (e.g. during high body slip stabilisation at the
limits of handling). A possible solution to avoid further integration problems might
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be to combine a centralised vehicle planar dynamics controller with other subsys-
tems from other domains (e.g., suspension-CDC) adopting a “modding” strategy,
giving, as a result, a multi-level ICC framework.
• Future trends: The increasing interest in recent years on MAGV configurations
has been evidenced in the works consulted in this section. In particular, the supe-
rior motion control possibilities offered by modern chassis systems equipped with
AFS and independently-driven wheels are very appealing for chassis researchers.
According to the survey provided by Abe in [1], it is expected that future MAGVs
will not only incorporate individual electric motors but also individually-steered
wheels, which will offer a wide range of vehicle dynamics control strategies. Finally,
regarding the use of artificially-intelligent structures, Chen et al. have foreseen in
[45] that future MAGVs will be able to exhibit an “intelligent” adaptive behaviour
to respond to changing environmental conditions or to match a certain driving
style. It is expected that this adaptive behaviour will be accomplished making use
of knowledge-based approaches.
To conclude, this review has demonstrated that current ICC architectures are able to
efficiently coordinate the inputs from different subsystems (e.g., AFS, DYC, in-wheel
EMs). As expert driving manoeuvring is often characterised by the strong coupling
seen between the steering and driving commands at the limits of handling, rule-based
ICC integration strategies seem less suited for this application. Instead, it is expected
that centralised integration strategies for vehicle planar dynamics relying on optimal
MIMO controllers will provide higher performance levels and will ease the ICC core
design procedure. As mentioned previously, other control subsystems like CDC might be
added to the centralised vehicle planar dynamics controller using a multi-level “modding”
approach to fine-tune the overall system performance. As it is not possible at this
research stage to know additional details regarding the suppliers or OEMs that will be
involved in the application of the solutions developed in this academic work, additional
integration considerations are left out of the scope of this thesis and may be addressed
in the future.
The rest of this thesis is aimed at addressing the major research gaps identified during
the elaboration of this chapter, illustrated schematically in Figure 2.10. Specifically, the
main body of work in this study commences in the next chapter, where relevant virtual
sensing tools developed during the course of this investigation are introduced.
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Figure 2.10: Most relevant research topics outlined in this chapter. From top to
bottom, research topics that have not been fully addressed yet to concepts that have
received greater attention on the existing literature.
Chapter 3
Vehicle Dynamics virtual Sensing
The virtual sensors developed in this thesis are derived in this section. Specifically, in
order to fulfil the tyre-model-less premise introduced in the previous chapter, two ob-
server designs are proposed to estimate the tyre forces and the vehicle planar motion
states without utilising a tyre model: data-based and random-walk tyre force virtual
sensing. The chapter is completed with the software-in-the-loop (SiL) verification of the
observers in the Simulink/IPG-CarMaker framework and with a comprehensive discus-
sion regarding the results obtained along the chapter.
3.1 Background
In the following, the synthesised vehicle models, Kalman filtering techniques and machine
learning tools employed to build the virtual sensors are introduced. These concepts are
not exclusive to this chapter but also used in other sections of this thesis.
3.1.1 Synthesised vehicle modelling
A synthesised seven degree-of-freedom vehicle model is used in this thesis to approxi-
mate the vehicle planar responses, Figure 3.1. This modelisation has been often adopted
in other works on planar dynamics virtual sensing and yaw stability motion control
[12, 134], as it is possible to achieve a reasonable accuracy maintaining a reduced compu-
tational effort. In order to include other active suspension systems for comfort-oriented
or road holding studies, it would be necessary to increase the complexity of the model
to account for the suspension vertical dynamics. These considerations are proposed for
future research activities.
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In the proposed vehicle model, the chassis is considered rigid, and the vehicle planar
dynamics are described by the following set of equations,
m(v˙x − ψ˙vy) = (Fx,fl + Fx,fr) cos δ − (Fy,fl + Fy,fr) sin δ + Fx,rl + Fx,rr +mg sin θr (3.1)
m(v˙y + ψ˙vx) = (Fx,fl + Fx,fr) sin δ + (Fy,fl + Fy,fr) cos δ + Fy,rl + Fy,rr −mg cos θr sinφr (3.2)
Iψψ¨ = ((Fx,fl + Fx,fr) sin δ + (Fy,fl + Fy,fr) cos δ)lf − (Fy,rl + Fy,rr)lr
+
twf
2
(Fx,fr − Fx,fl) cos δ + twf
2
(Fy,fl − Fy,fr) sin δ + twr
2
(Fx,rr − Fx,rl)
(3.3)
where the three planar states are the longitudinal velocity vx, lateral velocity vy, and
the yaw rate ψ˙, and θr and φr are the road inclination and bank angles respectively.
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of: (a) Vehicle planar dynamics model and (b) wheel rotating
dynamics model.
The vehicle mass is denoted as m, the yaw inertia is Iψ, the front and rear track widths
are twf , twr, and lf , lr are the distances from the centre of gravity to the front and rear
axles. The average angle steered by the front wheels is δ, the longitudinal tyre force
is denoted as Fx,i and the lateral tyre force is Fy,i (with i ∈ {fl, fr, rl, rr}). Following
the approach presented in previous works on virtual sensing [70], the individual tyre
lateral forces are often lumped into axle lateral forces (i.e. Fy,j = Fy−left,j + Fy−right,j ,
with j ∈ {front, rear}) in order to reduce the number of unknown states when tyre-
model-less approaches are considered. Additional details are provided in the following
sections of this chapter. If the longitudinal forces are also lumped into axle forces (i.e.
Fx,j = Fx−left,j+Fx−right,j), the resulting model is denoted as the single-track or bicycle
model. The tyre forces are traditionally described by a nonlinear relationship of the form,
F = f(γ, α, λ, Fz) (3.4)
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where γ is the wheel inclination angle, α is the tyre lateral slip, λ is the wheel longitudinal
slip, and Fz is the tyre vertical force. The function f(·) is often described by an empirical
(Magic formula [104]) or semi-analytical (Dugoff ) formulation [11]. These are commonly
denoted as “tyre models”. The major aim of the observers presented along this chapter is
to propose alternative methods to avoid embedding these models into the state estimator
structure. In order to facilitate a real-time implementation, the suspension kinematics
are disregarded in this thesis, and the influence of the inclination angle is considered
part of the vehicle model uncertainty. With regards to the tyre lateral slips αi, these
are derived from the vehicle planar states as follows,
αfl = δ − arctan
(
ψ˙lf + vy
vx − twf2 ψ˙
)
, αfr = δ − arctan
(
ψ˙lf + vy
vx +
twf
2 ψ˙
)
(3.5)
αrl = arctan
(
ψ˙lr − vy
vx − twr2 ψ˙
)
, αrr = arctan
(
ψ˙lr − vy
vx +
twr
2 ψ˙
)
(3.6)
If a single-track vehicle model is used, it is common practice working with the axle
lateral slips, αf = δ − arctan
( ψ˙lf+vy
vx
)
, αr = arctan
( ψ˙lr−vy
vx
)
. The tyre longitudinal slips
λi are calculated following the ISO slip convention [12],
λi =
ωire − Vxc,i
Vxc,i
(3.7)
with re being the wheel effective radius, Vxc,i the longitudinal velocity at the wheel
centre, and ωi the rotational speed of the wheel, which is modelled by the wheel rotating
dynamics equation,
Iωω˙i = Ti,drv − Ti,brk − Fx,ire − ηFz,ire (3.8)
In this case, Iω is the inertia of the wheel-driveline coupling, Ti,drv and Ti,brk the driving
and braking torques respectively and η the rolling resistance factor. Regarding the
longitudinal velocities at the wheel centre, these are obtained from the vehicle planar
states [8] as,
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Vxc,fl =
vx − twf2 ψ˙
(cos δ + tanαfl sin δ)
, Vxc,fr =
vx +
twf
2 ψ˙
(cos δ + tanαfr sin δ)
(3.9)
Vxc,rl = vx − twr
2
ψ˙, Vxc,rr = vx +
twr
2
ψ˙ (3.10)
Finally, the tyre vertical forces are modelled adopting a quasi-static weight transfer
approach,
Fz,i = Fst,i ∓∆Fz,x ∓∆Fz,yj (3.11)
where the static vertical force at each wheel is denoted as Fst,i and the weight transfer
caused by the longitudinal and lateral accelerations experienced at the centre of gravity
as ∆Fz,x, ∆Fz,yj respectively. These terms are approximated by the expressions [11],
∆Fz,x = m
hCoG
2WB
ax (3.12)
∆Fz,yj = m
ay
twj
hs
Kφ,j −mhs(WB − lj)/WB
Kφf +Kφr −mhs
+m
ayhrc,j
twj
WB − lj
WB
(3.13)
In this case, the height of the centre of gravity is denoted by hCoG, the axle roll stiffness
distribution is Kφ,j , the roll centre height at each axle is hrc,j (with j ∈ {front, rear}),
and the relative distance between the centre of gravity and the roll axis intersection as hs.
For better clarity, the wheelbase is designated as WB = lf + lr. In this formulation, the
contribution of the unsprung mass is neglected and an even road surface is considered.
For additional details regarding other vertical displacement-based models, the reader is
referred to the works [11, 15] elaborated by the author of this thesis.
3.1.2 Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)
The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is a state estimation formulation adopted when
nonlinear systems are handled. In particular, it is used in this chapter to reconstruct
the vehicle planar states from a set of noise-corrupted measurements. To derive this
state estimator, a general nonlinear system is presented using a forward-euler discrete
representation,
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{
Xk+1 = fk(Xk,Uk) + wk
Yk = hk(Xk) + vk
(3.14)
where the vector of inputs is denoted as Uk, the vector of states is Xk, the vector
of measured signals is Yk, the uncertainty associated to the system is wk, and the
uncertainty associated to the measured signals is vk. Both uncertainties are assumed
to be Gaussian, uncorrelated and zero mean (i.e. wk ≈ N(0,Qk),vk ≈ N(0,Rk)) [48].
The terms Qk and Rk are often known as the process covariance and measurement
covariance matrices, and are used to tune the filter behaviour (e.g. trade-off between
noise filtering and dynamic response characteristics). In order to ease the filter tuning,
these matrices are often considered diagonal. The EKF action is performed in two steps.
Xˆk+1|k = fk(Xˆk|k,Uk) (3.15)
Pk+1|k = AkPk|kAkT + Qk (3.16)
Kk = Pk+1|kHTk [HkPk+1|kHk
T + Rk]
−1 (3.17)
Xˆk+1|k+1 = Xˆk+1|k + Kk[Yk − hk(Xˆk+1|k)] (3.18)
Pk+1|k+1 = [I−KkHk]Pk+1|k (3.19)
Initially, an open loop approximation of the system states is carried out in the Time
update stage of the filter (3.15-3.16) using the Jacobian matrix of the vector of states
(A = ∂f(·)/∂X). After that, in the measurement update stage (3.17-3.19), the system
states are corrected with the measured quantities using the filter gain Kk. The Jaco-
bian matrix of the measurement vector (H = ∂h(·)/∂X) is employed for this purpose.
Additional details regarding the local observability of a nonlinear system are omitted in
this thesis due to space limitations and can be consulted in [48].
3.1.3 Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF)
The Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) is a state estimation formulation employed in
problems exhibiting a strong nonlinear behaviour where the EKF linearisation can lead
to inaccurate results. The filter is based on the Unscented Transformation (UT), which
offers a statistical alternative to the EKF system linearisation. Specifically, a small set
of deterministically selected sigma points are propagated through the system and the
system nonlinearities are inferred from the statistics of these points. The spread of the
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sigma points is determined by the selection of the scaling parameters αukf and κukf , and
the length of the state vector Lukf , which are related by the expression (3.20), [110, 138].
λukf = α
2
ukf (Lukf + κukf )− Lukf (3.20)
If the plant and measurement noises are considered additive, the formulation of the
estimator is reduced to the formulation of the standard or unaugmented UKF [110].
The matrix of sigma points χk is formed using the equation (3.21), where the number
of rows is given by Lukf and the number of columns corresponds to 2Lukf + 1.
χk =
[
Xˆk|k, Xˆk|k +
√
ΘPx,k|k, Xˆk|k −
√
ΘPx,k|k
]
(3.21)
In this expression, Θ is a constant factor equal to (λukf + Lukf ) and the matrix square
root
√
Px,k|k is calculated using the Cholesky method, expression (3.22).
√
Px,k|k
√
Px,k|k
T
= Px,k|k (3.22)
The sigma points are then propagated through the nonlinear system,
χk+1|ki = fk(χki,Uk) (3.23)
and the post-transformation mean vector Xˆk+1|k and covariance matrix Pk+1|k are
calculated using weighted averages, (3.24-3.25).
Xˆk+1|k =
2Lukf∑
i=0
ηmi χk+1|k
i (3.24)
Pk+1|k = Qk +
2Lukf∑
i=0
ηci (χk+1|k
i − Xˆk+1|k)(χk+1|ki − Xˆk+1|k)T (3.25)
The weights ηci and η
m
i are calculated using equations (3.26-3.28),
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ηm0 =
λukf
λukf + Lukf
(3.26)
ηc0 = η
m
0 + 1− α2ukf + βukf (3.27)
ηci = η
m
i =
1
2(Lukf + λukf )
(3.28)
where βukf is known as the secondary scaling parameter [110]. Similarly, the matrix
of sigma points is propagated through the observation function (hk) using expression
(3.29).
Yk+1|ki = hk(χk+1|ki) (3.29)
The predicted output Yˆk|k, output covariance matrix P
yy
k+1 and cross-covariance matrix
Pxyk+1 are calculated using equations (3.30-3.32).
Yˆk+1|k =
2Lukf∑
i=0
ηmi Yk+1|k
i (3.30)
Pyyk+1 = Rk +
2Lukf∑
i=0
ηci (Yk+1|k
i − Yˆk+1|k)(Yk+1|ki − Yˆk+1|k)T (3.31)
Pxyk+1 =
2Lukf∑
i=0
(χk+1|ki − Xˆk+1|k)(Yk+1|ki − Yˆk+1|k)T (3.32)
The covariance matrices calculated in the previous step are then used to compute the
Kalman gain (Kk+1), equation (3.33).
Kk+1 = P
xy
k+1(P
yy
k+1)
−1 (3.33)
Finally, the states estimated in the first stage of the filter are corrected using the ex-
pression (3.34), and the covariance matrix is updated with equation (3.35).
Xˆk+1|k+1 = Xˆk+1|k + Kk+1(Yk+1 − Yˆk+1|k) (3.34)
Pk+1|k+1 = Pk+1|k −Kk+1Pyyk+1Kk+1T (3.35)
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3.1.4 Feedforward Neural Networks
Feedforward Neural Networks (NN) are used to characterise the time-independent prop-
erties of systems. Specifically, in this chapter NNs are employed to model the tyre’s
quasi-static nonlinear behaviour from a set of standardised manoeuvres performed with
a target vehicle. The formal description of static systems is given by expression (3.36),
[30].
Yk = f(Uk,Zk) (3.36)
Where Yk is the output vector of the system, Uk is the input vector and Zk comprises
the system parameters. The simplest element of an NN structure is an Artificial Neural
Network cell (Neuron), Figure 3.2. Neurons are grouped forming a structure of different
layers, named Input layer, Hidden Layers, and Output Layer. Between the input and
output layers, a series of simple operations are performed, given by the equations (3.37-
3.38).
... .
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Figure 3.2: Neural Network structure and Neural Network cell [6].
Sj =
∑
wijai + bj (3.37)
aj = f(Sj) (3.38)
Where Sj represents the output from the j − th neuron, formed by the sum of the
relevant products of weights (wij) and outputs (ai) from the previous layer i. This sum
is biased by the factor bj . ai represents the activation of the node at hand and f the
activation function of the j layer. Normally, sigmoid functions are chosen for the hidden
layers while linear functions are set for the output layers.
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3.1.5 Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference Systems (ANFIS)
ANFIS structures can be efficiently used to model input-output relationships in an au-
tomated manner. In this chapter, ANFIS is proposed to learn the friction characteristics
of an unknown terrain from a set of tyre force and wheel slip measurements. A general
ANFIS structure consisting of two inputs and one output is depicted in Figure 3.3. Fol-
lowing the derivation presented in [75], a type-3 ANFIS architecture using Takagi and
Sugeno's fuzzy if-then rules is formed by five different layers, which are described as
follows:
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Figure 3.3: ANFIS type-3 schematic structure. Figure reproduced by the author from
[75].
• Layer 1: A membership function µAi(x) is employed to assess how the input x
satisfies the quantifier Ai, expression (3.39).
O1i = µAi(x) (3.39)
A normalised bell-shaped function of the form (3.40) is regularly employed for this
task,
µAi(x) =
1
1 + [(x−ciai )
2]bi
(3.40)
where the parameters ai, bi, ci are referred to as premise parameters, and are tuned
during the training of the ANFIS model to modify the shape of the membership
function.
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• Layer 2: The input membership functions are multiplied, and the output from
each node is denoted as the firing strength of a rule, expression (3.41).
wanfis,i = µAi(x)µBi(y), i = 1, 2 (3.41)
• Layer 3: In this layer the ratio of the i-th firing strength and the sum of all the
rule's firing strengths is calculated, equation (3.42).
wanfis,i =
wanfis,i
wanfis,1 + wanfis,2
, i = 1, 2 (3.42)
The nomenclature employed in [75] denotes the outputs from this layer as nor-
malised firing strengths.
• Layer 4: The node function (3.43) is employed during this step to compute the
weighted term wanfis,ifi,
O4i = wanfis,ifi = wanfis,i(pix+ qiy + ri) (3.43)
with the parameters {pi, qi, ri} being denoted in the literature as the consequent
parameters.
• Layer 5: Finally, the overall output from all the incoming inputs is computed,
equation (3.44).
O5i =
∑
i
wanfis,ifi =
∑
iwanfis,ifi∑
iwanfis,i
(3.44)
In [75] a Hybrid Learning algorithm is proposed to determine the set of premise and
consequent parameters. As the gradient method is prone to be trapped in local minima
and generally slow, this algorithm combines the gradient method with the Least Squares
Estimate (LSE ) method. According to the description provided in [75], the learning
method is executed in two steps, which can be summarised as follows.
• Forward pass: The premise parameters are fixed, and the inputs x,y are propagated
forward to the fourth layer. The consequent parameters are adjusted using a LSE
method.
• Backward pass: The consequent parameters are fixed after the forward pass and
the error rates are propagated backwards. The gradient method is used at this
stage to compute the premise parameters.
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3.2 Data-based virtual sensing
In this section, a preliminary single-track EKF for planar dynamics state estimation and
road friction identification is introduced first. After that, an enhanced modular UKF
structure for planar dynamics state estimation and three-axes tyre force virtual sensing
is described. Both structures are subjected to a comprehensive SiL verification program
with the commercial simulation package IPG-CarMaker.
3.2.1 Single-track EKF
The structure of the single-track EKF (ST-EKF) is depicted schematically in Figure 3.4.
The major novelty of this design lies in the adoption of a hybrid planar dynamics block
formed by Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and a model-based state estimator (EKF).
The proposed methodology is fundamentally different compared to other approaches
[48, 92], in the sense that it does not assume an a priori knowledge of the tyre model nor
does it treat the vehicle dynamics as a “black box”. Instead, it combines the advantages
of NNs in modelling the tyre’s highly nonlinear behaviour using a data-based approach
with a first principles vehicle model that captures the overall dynamic behaviour. Such
a hybrid methodology has been applied by the author of this thesis in several works
[6, 17].
In this structure, the vector of states of the core EKF is formed by the yaw rate, longitu-
dinal velocity and lateral velocity (XEKF = {ψ˙, vx, vy}), and the vector of measurements
by the yaw rate and the longitudinal velocity (YEKF = {ψ˙, vx}). The inputs to this
system are the average angle steered by the front wheels, and the axle longitudinal tyre
forces (UEKF = {δ, Fx,f , Fx,r}). For simplicity, in this first design a single-track pla-
nar dynamics model is considered, and the influence of the differential braking action
is assumed to be negligible. Moreover, these forces are assumed to be estimated in an
external state estimation block. The states predicted by the EKF are used to estimate
the axle lateral slips by means of a small angle approximation,
αf = δ − ψ˙lf + vy
vx
, αr = −vy − ψ˙lr
vx
(3.45)
After that, the axle slips and the longitudinal acceleration ax are used in the NN blocks
to infer the axle lateral forces. In order to work with a manageable NN structure, the
nonlinear relationship given by the expression (3.4) is rewritten here as Fy,j = fy(αj , ax)
under the assumption of quasi-static longitudinal weight transfer and longitudinal linear
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Figure 3.4: Structure of the proposed ST EKF [6].
region operation [6]. In brief, the longitudinal acceleration accounts for the reduction in
the axle lateral force during combined longitudinal and lateral excitation (force coupling
effect and longitudinal weight transfer). The nonlinear function fy is approximated by
an NN structure trained with data obtained from a set of standardised objective testing
manoeuvres, Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Output from the front axle NN, Fyf = NNf (αf , ax). (b) Output
from the rear axle NN, Fyr = NNr(αr, ax) [6].
The datasets necessary to train the NN structures were generated in IPG-CarMaker
using an experimentally validated compact-class vehicle model (Ford Fiesta Zetec) and
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a state-of-the-art Magic Formula (MF) 6.1 tyre model (205-65/R16) [104]. Open Loop
aggressive manoeuvres (Step steer) covering different longitudinal acceleration levels
(Braking, coast down, Power On) were simulated for this purpose in three different fric-
tion coefficient levels (µmax = 1, µmax = 0.6, µmax = 0.2). These friction levels were
adjusted on the simulation environment using the MF friction scaling approach. 2-10-1
NN structures were trained in Matlab using the Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation
algorithm and imposing a 70/15/15% dataset division, which was selected after perform-
ing a sensitivity analysis. The stability of the NN structure was studied following the
methodology described in [30]. Additional details regarding the NN training process are
omitted in this thesis due to space limitations and can be found in [6].
3.2.1.1 Road friction potential identification
In order to make the observer robust to different road friction levels, the NN outputs are
used to compute a friction compensation factor adopting a linear interpolation approach,
µ1 =
(
Fyf,meas − a2Fˆyf,high + b2Fˆyf,mid
a1Fˆyf,high + b1Fˆyf,mid
)
(3.46)
µ2 =
(
Fyf,meas − a4Fˆyf,mid + b4Fˆyf,low
a3Fˆyf,mid + b3Fˆyf,low
)
(3.47)
where Fyf,meas is a pseudo-measurement of the front axle lateral force computed from the
vehicle lateral acceleration ay as Fyf,meas =
mlr
lf+lr
(ay + lf ψ˙). ap, bp (with p ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4})
are constant coefficients determined following a segmentation approach, and the terms
Fˆyf,high, Fˆyf,mid, Fˆyf,low are the front axle lateral forces obtained from the NNs trained at
three intermediate friction levels µmax = {1, 0.6, 0.2}. These values defined two friction
intervals, I1 and I2. Specifically, the total friction envelope was divided into two intervals
in order to reduce the testing effort. Additional intervals may enhance the accuracy of
the proposed approach at the expenses of more testing activities. This drawback may
be compensated with the incorporation of synthetic data on the NN training process.
The measurement Fyf,meas is used to determine the current operating interval and use
expression (3.46) or (3.47) to compute the friction estimate µj , j ∈ {1, 2}. After that,
a Recursive Least Squares (RLS) block is used to filter the friction compensation factor
(µest = RLS(µj)). Finally, the tyre forces are linearly interpolated on the basis of
the estimated friction correction factor and reinjected into the EKF block. The signals
exchanged between the EKF, NN and RLS blocks are summarised in the Table 3.1 for
the sake of clarity.
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Table 3.1: Observer inputs and outputs, ST EKF [6].
Signal EKF NN RLS
Inputs δ, Fxf , Fxr α, ax Fˆyf,high−mid−low
Measurements ψ˙, vx - -
Outputs
ˆ˙
ψ, vˆx, vˆy Fˆyf,high−mid−low,Fˆyr,high−mid−low µest
3.2.1.2 SiL verification
As mentioned earlier, a compact-class virtual vehicle model with tyres of size 205-65/R16
(MF 6.1), was built in the high-fidelity simulation environment IPG-CarMaker to verify
the proposed observer. Field tests (slalom and steady-state cornering) were carried out
with a Ford Fiesta Zetec (Fig. 3.6) equipped with the experimental instrumentation
detailed in Table 3.2 in order to validate the virtual vehicle model [6]. These standard-
ised manoeuvres [72] are often performed as part of a chassis objective characterisation
program. Their effectiveness and suitability to characterise different vehicle variants are
widely accepted among the vehicle dynamics community [64].
Table 3.2: Experimental equipment used to validate the virtual vehicle model [6].
GPS RaceLogic Dual Antenna
IMU RaceLogic RLVBIMU04
Acquisition Unit RaceLogic VBOX 3i
CAN Connection through EOBD port
Acquisition frequency 100Hz
Primary GPS antenna
Experimental Vehicle
Secondary antenna & IMU
VBOX acquisition Unit
Figure 3.6: Experimental vehicle used to verify the virtual vehicle model implemented
in IPG-CarMaker [6].
Overall, a good correlation between the experimental results and the outputs from the
virtual vehicle model was observed, Fig. 3.7. The simulation outputs were generated us-
ing the experimental steering wheel angle signal and the measured speed profile, followed
by means of a PID control. Additional experimental results (steady-state cornering) can
be consulted in [6].
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Figure 3.7: Slalom test carried out with the experimental vehicle, [6]. SWA: Steering
wheel angle.
The virtual sensor was implemented in Matlab/Simulink adopting a sampling frequency
of 100 Hz and a 1 ms running time. An additive white Gaussian noise model (yσ = y+σ)
was adopted to simulate noise-corrupted signals (the numerical values of the variances
were extracted from technical data sheets and are detailed in [6]). The EKF structure
was tuned manually following an iterative trial and error process using the Normalised
Root Mean Square (NRMS) error of the estimated states as a reference metric. Once
implemented, the virtual sensor was subjected to a comprehensive catalogue of manoeu-
vres formed by open loop (sine with dwell), closed loop (ISO Lane Change, ADAC Lane
Change), and mu-jump (slalom, wet circle) tests, Table 3.4. These tests were performed
in different friction conditions and different vehicle configurations, Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Model configurations used during the ST-EKF SiL verification [6].
Configuration Vehicle model Tyre model Tyre pressure
Reference Fiesta-exp MF 205-65/R16 2.4 bar
Ref-A Fiesta-exp MF 185-65/R15 2.4 bar
Ref-B Fiesta-exp MF 215-50/R17 2.4 bar
Ref-C Fiesta-exp MF 205-65/R16 2 bar
Ref-D Fiesta-exp MF 205-65/R16 2.8 bar
Ref-Sedan Sedan MF 245-40/R19 2.4 bar
Sedan-wet Sedan MF 245-40/R19 wet asphalt 2.4 bar
Sedan-ice Sedan MF 245-40/R19 ice 2.4 bar
Overall, different tyre sizes and pressures were simulated to assess the robustness of
the observer trained in a nominal configuration to changes expected along the lifespan
of the vehicle (tyre pressure variations or tyre replacement). Moreover, the observer
training process was repeated in a different vehicle model and additional simulations
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were performed with MF 5.2 tyre models characterised in dry, wet, and icy conditions.
Due to space limitations, only a sample of the results is illustrated in this section, Figures
3.8-3.9.
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Figure 3.8: Left: Sine with dwell tests (1-3), µmax = 1, nominal configuration. Right:
Sine with dwell tests (4-5), µmax = 0.7, nominal configuration [6].
As can be observed, the single-track EKF estimates precisely the lateral velocity (Fig.
3.8) and the axle lateral forces (Fig. 3.9) during aggressive manoeuvres performed in
dry and wet conditions.
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Figure 3.9: Left: ADAC Lane Change test (10), µmax = 0.7, nominal configuration.
Right: Sine with dwell tests (18-19), µmax = 0.7, Ref-A and Ref-B configurations [6].
The NRMS error metric of the axle lateral forces and vehicle planar states were com-
puted for each test and are given in Table 3.4. Overall, small errors are observed in the
states estimated by the EKF (in the majority of tests values are kept below a 5% error
threshold). Concerning the lateral velocity, a maximum error of 9.53% is obtained in test
16 due to the mismatch between the reference tyre model and the R15 tyre model. Nev-
ertheless, this value remains below the 10% threshold and can be considered acceptable.
Finally, axle lateral force errors kept within reasonable limits during the majority of the
simulations. Large errors are found in the rear axle forces during the execution of tests
6, 20 and 23. These tests correspond to aggressive manoeuvres executed in extremely
low mu conditions. As was discussed in [6], this error may be introduced by the delay
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Table 3.4: NRMS error metrics. ∗Spd: Speed [km/h]. ∗∗SWA: Steering wheel angle
[deg]. ∗∗∗Braking (CD: Coast down, PB: Partial braking, HB: Hard Braking, MS:
Maintain Speed) [6].
Test Spd∗ /SWA∗∗/Brk∗∗∗/Grip Configuration evx eψ˙ evy eFyf eFyr
1-Sine with Dwell 80/90/CD/1 Reference 1.19 2.45 2.83 2.78 5.05
2-Sine with Dwell 80/150/CD/1 Reference 1.19 1.63 2.98 3.27 5.14
3-Sine with Dwell 80/90/PB/1 Reference 1.18 2.84 5.30 3.68 9.11
4-Sine with Dwell 80/90/CD/0.7 Reference 1.20 1.56 1.14 2.79 5.24
5-Sine with Dwell 80/90/PB/0.7 Reference 1.18 1.51 4.46 2.88 5.75
6-Sine with Dwell 80/70/CD/0.3 Reference 1.20 2.25 0.63 8.99 23.60
7-Sine with Dwell 80/70/HB/1 Reference 1.20 0.99 4.95 11.27 6.41
8-ISO LC 100/-/MS/1 Reference 0.94 2.76 1.56 1.92 2.86
9-ADAC LC 100/-/CD/1 Reference 0.94 3.22 2.44 1.94 3.14
10-ADAC LC 95/-/CD/0.7 Reference 1.00 1.55 0.86 3.14 5.01
11-ADAC LC 90/-/CD/0.5 Reference 1.05 2.52 1.19 3.81 9.23
12-Slalom 36m 80/-/MS/1 Reference 1.18 5.89 4.85 2.80 4.41
13-Slalom 36m 65/-/MS/0.4 Reference 1.32 6.29 5.12 5.55 6.87
14-Straight-line mu-jump 90/-/MS/[0.8:0.2:0.2] Reference 1.16 3.55 6.47 4.91 3.90
15-Circle mu-jump 50/R50/MS/[0.8-0.4] Reference 1.32 2.63 7.50 4.27 6.54
16-Sine with Dwell 80/150/CD/1 Ref-A 1.19 1.76 9.53 5.82 7.44
17-Sine with Dwell 80/150/CD/1 Ref-B 1.19 1.51 5.87 4.47 6.44
18-Sine with Dwell 80/90/CD/0.7 Ref-A 1.19 2.78 3.28 2.52 4.16
19-Sine with Dwell 80/90/CD/0.7 Ref-B 1.20 2.41 2.10 2.77 4.27
20-ADAC LC 70/-/CD/0.5 Ref-C 1.05 1.35 1.00 6.85 16.58
21-ADAC LC 70/-/CD/0.5 Ref-D 1.06 3.82 2.48 3.40 6.37
22-Sine with Dwell 80/120/CD/0.9 Sedan-Wet 1.36 2.43 5.37 3.18 4.30
23-Sine with Dwell 80/35/CD/0.35 Sedan-Ice 1.39 7.10 8.73 8.77 14.49
between the front and rear axles, which can cause a momentary overestimation of the
rear axle forces and contributes to magnifying the estimation error. In spite of this, the
EKF is able to correct these inaccuracies and the vehicle state errors are approximated
within reasonable limits.
3.2.2 UKF for integral tyre force estimation
The ST-EKF was enhanced in subsequent works [17, 16], giving as a results an observer
for integral tyre force estimation, Figure 3.10. Moreover, the core hybrid EKF structure
was substituted by a hybrid UKF observer with the aim to provide an alternative to
the linearisation step performed in the EKF formulation, which may lead to inaccurate
results in the presence of strong nonlinearities.
In brief, the enhanced observer is constructed adopting a modular architecture in which
three subsystems can be distinguished: Fy estimation (planar dynamics domain), Fx
estimation (longitudinal force domain), and Fz estimation (vertical force domain). This
modular architecture is aimed at avoiding the burden of tuning a single observer with a
large number of states. Taking as a reference the scheme portrayed in Figure 3.10, the
observer action can be summarised in the following manner.
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Figure 3.10: Structure of the proposed UKF observer for three-axes tyre force esti-
mation [17].
The individual tyre longitudinal forces are estimated adopting a wheel rotating dynamics-
based approach [11]. Specifically, the expression (3.8) was discretised and implemented
in a Linear Kalman Filter. The vector of states was formed by the wheel rotational veloc-
ity and the tyre longitudinal force (XLKF = {ωi, Fx,i}), which is considered a “random-
walk” variable. Essentially, this approach assumes that the “random-walk” state remains
constant during the time update stage of the Kalman filter (F˙x,i = 0), and relies entirely
on the measurement update stage to determine how the variable evolves in time (addi-
tional details regarding random-walk tyre force modelling are provided in Section 3.3).
The vector of measurements was formed by the wheel rotational velocity (YLKF = {ωi}),
and the vector of inputs by the net wheel torque (ULKF = {Tdrv,i −Tbrk,i}). In the
case of a conventional Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) vehicle, the wheel driving
torque (Tdrv) can be derived from the engine driving torque and the driveline ratios [17].
If electric motors are considered, the wheel driving torque can be easily measured from
the inverter feedback. The friction braking torque can be obtained from the braking
pressure using a linear model (Tbrk = Kbrk,jPbrk,i), where Kbrk,j is a constant parameter
determined by the calliper dimensions and brake pad friction coefficient, and Pbrk,i is
the individual braking pressure (i ∈ {fl, fr, rl, rr}, j ∈ {front, rear}). The vertical
force necessary to model the rolling resistance force (Fres = Fzηre) is assumed to be a
disturbance input (dLKF = {Fˆz,i}).
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The quasi-static weight transfer model given by expressions (3.11-3.13) was used to es-
timate the tyre vertical forces as a function of the chassis accelerations Fz,i = f(ax, ay).
Following a similar approach to [21], the vector of open-loop estimates was filtered
adopting RLS (Fˆz,i = RLS(Fz,i)). Additional details regarding the RLS derivation
can be found in [11, 146]. These forces were used to compute a time-varying wheel
effective radius adopting a linear-stiffness model [17]. The vector of measurements of
the UKF was formed by the yaw rate and the average rotational velocity of the non-
driven wheels (YUKF = {ψ˙, ωrl+ωrr2 }), and the vector of inputs by the angle steered by
the front wheels and the sum of the estimated individual longitudinal forces (UUKF =
{δ, Fˆx,fl+ Fˆx,fr, Fˆx,rl+ Fˆx,rr}). The vector of states remained unchanged with respect to
the single-track EKF, as well as the NN structure adopted to approximate the axle lat-
eral forces. In this case, at each time step, the UKF sigma-points are generated following
the formulation given in Section 3.1.3 and the sigma axle lateral slips are formed. These
sigma axle lateral slips are propagated through the NN to handle the tyre-road friction
nonlinearities and the sigma-axle lateral forces are obtained and re-injected into the
UKF, Figure 3.10-top. For simplicity, only the high-mu friction case was implemented
in this observer design. The extension to different mu-cases is straightforward adopting
the mu-scaling approach described in section 3.2.1 and is proposed as a continuation of
this work. Finally, the individual tyre lateral forces are obtained from the axle lateral
forces adopting the vertical load proportionality principle. In brief, this principle states
that the forces generated by the tyres follow a Coulomb friction law, and can be ob-
tained from the product of the tyre-road friction coefficient and the normal load. While
this approximation does not consider the load sensitivity [104] associated to the weight
transfer, it provides an estimate of the individual tyre forces with reasonable accuracy
during even longitudinal slip conditions and has been employed in previous works to
calculate the individual tyre lateral forces from the axle forces [21],
Fˆyd = Fˆy
Fˆzd
Fˆzleft + Fˆzright
+ Ωbias (3.48)
with d ∈ {left, right}. The constant Ωbias has been added to take into account the tyre
asymmetric behaviour derived from “ply-steer” or tyre conicity effects [104]. The signals
exchanged between the LKF, RLS, UKF, and NN blocks are summarised in Table 3.5
for better clarity.
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Table 3.5: Observer inputs and outputs, integral tyre force UKF.
Signal LKF RLS UKF NN
Inputs Tdrv,i,Tbrk,i,Fˆz,i ax, ay δ,Fˆxf ,Fˆxr α,ax
Measurements ωi - ψ˙,ωavg -
Outputs Fˆx,i,ωˆi Fˆz,i
ˆ˙
ψ,vˆx,vˆy Fyf ,Fyr
3.2.2.1 SiL verification
The virtual sensor was implemented in Matlab/Simulink adopting a sampling frequency
of 100 Hz and a 1 ms running time. The CarMaker vehicle model introduced in Section
3.2.1.2 was used during the SiL verification process. An additive white Gaussian noise
model was used to simulate noise-corrupted signals. With regards to the observer tuning,
the UKF and LKF structures were tuned following a systematic trial and error procedure.
A covariance-scheduling approach was adopted in order to adequate the performance of
the filters to different driving states. Specifically, in the case of the LKF, large weights
are assigned in the process covariance matrix of the LKF (QLKF) during transient
manoeuvring (e.g. hard braking) in which the quasi-static longitudinal force assumption
(i.e. F˙x ≈ 0) is not valid. Conversely, these weights are lowered during steady-state
situations (e.g. coast down) where the previous hypothesis holds. This strategy seeks
to achieve a trade-off between sufficient dynamic response in transient events and noise
filtering during steady-state driving. The values of the QLKF matrix are modified by
means of a Fuzzy Logic Controller that monitors the rate of change of the brake pedal
and the engine revolutions [17].
In what concerns the UKF, a variable measurement covariance matrix RUKF was em-
ployed to reduce the relative importance given to the average wheel speed measurement
during hard braking events. During these events, the average velocity calculated from
the wheel rotational velocity may differ significantly from the real ground vehicle speed,
which increases the uncertainty associated with this measurement. The braking events
were captured by monitoring the master cylinder pressure signal. The virtual sensor
was subjected to a comprehensive catalogue of manoeuvres composed of open loop and
closed loop objective tests. During the first part of the virtual testing program, the
manoeuvres were realised by a virtual driver (IPG driver model) [17] and during the
second part executed by a real driver with the Driver-in-the-Loop (DIL) setup depicted
in Figure 3.11 [16].
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Figure 3.11: DIL setup used during the SiL verification to test the virtual sensor
under realistic human inputs [16].
Specifically, the DiL setup consists of a static driving simulator formed by a Playseat
baquet and Logitech G27 driving peripherals. The peripherals signals are introduced
in the IPG model using the Simulink Joystick block. In spite of the simplicity of this
setup, it has been effectively used in several works during the course of this thesis
[8, 12, 16] to substitute the IPG driver model in order to execute complex custom
manoeuvres difficult to standardise. The results corresponding to a free acceleration-
braking sequence performed manually are depicted in Figure 3.12. In the first case, Fig.
3.12-a, the vehicle is initialised at 90 kph, and a random sequence of abrupt pedal and
braking inputs is performed by the driver while maintaining a straight-line trajectory.
Overall, the tyre longitudinal forces (only the left-side forces are displayed to avoid
redundant information) are accurately approximated by the proposed virtual sensing
structure. The longitudinal velocity is computed accurately by the UKF observer in
spite of the severe braking inputs (t ≈ 10 s and t ≈ 25 s). Similar results are obtained
in the test depicted in Fig. 3.12-b, in which the vehicle is initialized at 50 kph.
This time, some oscillations are observed on the rear left force obtained from the simu-
lation model, which might be caused by the longitudinal weight shift experienced during
the braking event. Once again, the estimation of the tyre longitudinal forces carried out
by the LKF and the longitudinal velocity estimate provided by the UKF match precisely
the simulation signals. The results obtained during the manual execution of a Frequency
response test are given in Figure 3.13. As the scope of this test is to evaluate the vehicle
handling and stability in the linear region (e.g. lateral acceleration gain), the lateral
acceleration is kept within 4 m/s2. In brief, the manoeuvre consists of a steering sweep
input executed while the vehicle is maintained at a constant speed. The speed was set
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Figure 3.12: Sequence of manual acceleration and braking events. From top to bot-
tom: Front-left tyre longitudinal force (Fx,fl), rear-left tyre longitudinal force (Fx,rl),
chassis longitudinal velocity (vx), chassis longitudinal acceleration (ax), engaged gear
(GEAR), steering wheel angle (SWA) and clutch-pedal-brake positions [16].
to 90 km/h in this case based on the experience of the author in vehicle testing. Specif-
ically, the sweep steering input ranges approximately between 0.2 Hz (steady-state) and
4 Hz (close to the maximum steering frequency realisable by a human), Figure 3.14. As
can be observed in the time histories of Figure 3.13, the signals provided by the virtual
sensor follow closely the simulation signals in the low and high-frequency input ranges
(zooms of the right side).
The magnitude and phase frequency response plots of the yaw rate and lateral acceler-
ation gains are depicted in Fig. 3.14. The lateral acceleration estimate was obtained
directly from the estimated tyre lateral forces. Slight differences are observed in the
high-frequency range of the phase plots caused by the delay exhibited by the virtual
sensing structure. Apart from this, the phase plots of the estimated signals match well
the real simulated values up to an input frequency of 2 Hz. Regarding the magnitude
of the estimated signals, these exhibit the characteristic yaw resonance frequency of
compact vehicles (at around 0.8 Hz), and the lateral acceleration gain valley (in the in-
terval 1-2 Hz). The precision of the virtual sensor was quantified numerically using the
normalised root mean square error (NRMSE) [49]. The NRMSE values corresponding
to the vehicle states and individual tyre lateral forces are provided in Table 3.6. The
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NRMSE values corresponding to the individual tyre longitudinal and vertical forces are
given in Table 3.7. Cells have been left blank when the level of excitation is null and a
singularity is present during the calculation of the metric.
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Figure 3.13: Frequency response test, 90 km/h. (a) From top to bottom Front-left
tyre lateral force (Fy,fl), rear-left tyre lateral force (Fy,rl), chassis lateral velocity (vy),
chassis lateral acceleration (ay), engaged gear (GEAR), steering wheel angle (SWA),
and clutch-brake-pedal position. (b) From top to bottom: Zoom lateral tyre force,
zoom lateral velocity, front-left vertical tyre force (Fz,fl), rear-left vertical tyre force
(Fz,rl), and yaw rate (ψ˙) [16].
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Figure 3.14: FFT plots, (a) yaw rate - Steering gain, (b) lateral acceleration - steering
gain [16].
In what concerns the manoeuvres executed with the IPG-driver, the states are accurately
estimated by the UKF, and the NRMS values keep below the 5% threshold for all the
tests performed. Regarding the tyre lateral forces, the maximum NRMS values are seen
in the tyres of the inner side (FL, RL) during the execution of a left-handed Braking-in-
a-turn test (test 4). As these tyres are unloaded and develop low lateral forces the NRMS
metric tends to magnify the signal error (see [17] for additional details). Apart from this,
the accuracy of the virtual forces is good and values below the 5% threshold are observed
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Table 3.6: NRMS error metrics from [17, 16], vehicle planar states and individual
tyre lateral forces.
Test vx0 [km/h] / ax,max / ay,max [m/s2] Driver eψ˙ evx evy
1-Hard Acc. 20/3/- DIL-Manual - 1.32 -
2-Free Acc.-Brk. sequence 90/8/- DIL-Manual - 0.46 -
3-Free Acc.-Brk. sequence 50/8/- DIL-Manual - 2.35 -
4-Brk. in a turn (R = 50) 60/4/6 DIL-Manual 2.34 1.37 6.08
5-Slalom 36m 90/-/8 DIL-Manual 3.14 1.54 3.07
6-Freq. response 90/-/4 DIL-Manual 5.63 1.97 7.86
7-Scandinavian Flick 90/8/9 DIL-Manual 1.67 4.03 4.66
8-Free steering seq. 90/-/9 DIL-Manual 2.40 0.65 1.98
9-Hard Acc. 20/3/- IPG-Virtual - 1.59 -
10-Hard Brk. 150/8/- IPG-Virtual - 0.99 -
11-ADAC LC 95/-/9 IPG-Virtual 1.63 1.04 1.31
12-Brk. in a turn 60/4/9 IPG-Virtual 3.39 1.22 1.92
in the forces generated by the outer tyres. With respect to the individual longitudinal
forces, maximum NRMS errors are noticed during moments of low longitudinal excitation
(e.g. coast down or free-rolling in the rear axle). When the longitudinal force is high
(front axle during test 1, four wheels during test 2) the error level remains less than 10
per cent.
Table 3.7: NRMS error metrics from [17, 16], individual longitudinal and vertical tyre
forces.
Test eFy,fl eFy,fr eFy,rl eFy,rr eFx,fl eFx,fr eFx,rl eFx,rr eFz,fl eFz,fr eFz,rl eFz,rr
1 - - - - 4.87 4.89 26.87 29.43 4.51 1.19 1.91 2.86
2 - - - - 3.08 3.07 4.47 4.91 2.70 1.99 3.91 4.42
3 - - - - 3.79 3.79 8.97 9.15 3.11 2.79 5.94 5.99
4 7.44 5.00 26.47 5.02 4.25 4.92 9.22 1.49 4.82 2.50 4.29 2.48
5 3.86 4.00 3.72 4.10 4.35 4.30 36.72 38.90 5.79 5.57 5.82 5.76
6 6.40 8.48 3.47 4.42 11.26 11.35 40.24 40.75 5.60 5.86 6.02 6.41
7 13.64 10.48 7.18 5.66 11.41 16.01 8.83 12.76 7.82 7.24 7.29 7.65
8 4.65 4.69 4.09 4.27 14.75 14.11 33.83 26.27 5.91 5.72 6.06 5.88
9 - - - - 7.52 7.52 22.25 22.25 3.57 3.54 2.76 2.79
10 - - - - 5.34 5.35 3.66 3.81 3.13 3.10 4.37 4.34
11 2.42 2.88 2.52 3.34 11.26 13.24 36.86 8.90 3.38 3.79 3.37 3.49
12 18.27 3.73 23.84 4.92 6.68 6.63 7.69 2.30 5.28 1.39 2.54 1.89
With regards to the manoeuvres executed manually, the NRMSE of the vehicle planar
motion states kept below the 10 % error band for all the test cases considered in the SiL
verification. Regarding the tyre individual lateral forces, values above the latter band are
observed on the front axle forces of the test 7 (Scandinavian flick), and in the unloaded
rear-left wheel during the braking-in-a-turn test. The former errors are caused by the
highly transient content of the manoeuvre, while the latter error is due to the reduced
maximum normalising lateral force (see [16] for additional details). In what concerns
the tyre individual longitudinal forces, highest NRMSE values are seen, as expected,
on the rear non-driven wheels during driving or coast down manoeuvers, as the NRMS
metric tends to magnify the error of signals with a reduced maximum normalising value.
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Finally, the NRMSE values of the individual vertical tyre forces remain well below the
10% error band. Largest values are observed in the manoeuvres that exhibited a high
transient content (tests 6, 7, and 8) due to the quasi-static weight transfer assumption.
3.2.3 Kalman filter optimisation
The SiL verification process described previously was carried out based on a preliminary
manual tuning. This process is time-consuming and tedious and may be suitable for
early development and research stages. Nevertheless, for industrial applications, it is
convenient to propose ways of automating the tuning procedure in order to facilitate
the implementation of EKF and UKF structures in a wide range of vehicle platforms.
Additional works in this line have been elaborated by the author of this thesis to facilitate
this task [7, 15, 5]. Following the scheme portrayed in Figure 3.15, the automated tuning
procedure can be explained in the following manner.
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Figure 3.15: State estimator optimisation flow, UKF structure [7].
First of all, an optimisation dataset (tuning dataset) formed by a set of selected ma-
noeuvres is generated in the virtual environment. At each iteration step, the observer
(e.g. UKF) is initialised with a vector of decision variables (W) formed by the Kalman
filter tuning parameters (e.g. diagonal terms of the covariance matrices and αukf scal-
ing parameter in the case of the UKF). The observer is then simulated using the vector
of inputs (UUKF) and measurements (YUKF) taken from the tuning dataset, and the
NRMS errors (e) of the states estimated by the filter (XUKF) are calculated taking as
ground truth the signals obtained from the simulation environment. The objective func-
tion (f) is evaluated using these errors and a new vector of decision variables is generated
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by a numerical (e.g. Sequential Quadratic Programming, SQP) or metaheuristic (e.g.
Genetic Algorithms) multivariate optimisation routine. The objective function may be
defined as f =
∑
wiex,i, with ex,i being the NRMS error associated to each state and
wi a weighting factor to adjust the relative importance of each state. This process is
repeated iteratively until the stopping criteria (e.g. maximum number of iterations) is
fulfilled.
This procedure was applied successfully to fine-tune the performance of the EKF and
UKF structures described in the previous sections. Additional discussion regarding the
numerical results derived from this optimisation procedure is omitted here due to space
limitations and can be consulted in [7, 15, 5].
3.2.4 Summary of data-based observers
In this section, two novel observers have been proposed to estimate the vehicle planar
motion states and tyre forces without requiring a tyre model. Instead, a machine-
learning-based structure with the ability to capture the lateral tyre force behaviour
directly from a set of open loop manoeuvres is proposed. Moreover, a friction poten-
tial identification routine has been introduced to ensure that the current data-based
methodology is suitable for different friction levels. A comprehensive SiL testing pro-
gram including manual manoeuvres executed with a DiL setup has been performed and
accurate estimation results have been obtained.
The final goal of the proposed data-based methodology is to simplify and facilitate
the implementation of intelligent perception systems in future autonomous vehicles. In
brief, in the future a fleet of autonomous testing vehicles equipped with a data-based
virtual sensor could perform a set of standardised open-loop manoeuvres to “learn” the
tyre-road characteristics. This fleet may be formed by the different vehicle variants
expected along the lifespan of the target vehicle. Additionally, this methodology may
be combined with the automated tuning procedure described previously to calibrate the
virtual sensor automatically. As an example, the testing vehicle could perform the tests
with the aid of automated steering control, generate the training dataset required by
the intelligent perception layer, and perform an automated tuning procedure to calibrate
the system. This “learning” and “calibration” step could substitute current Electronic
Chassis Control System (ECCS) testing programs, which are carried out manually in
proving grounds by test engineers. This concept was introduced in [3] as an alternative
to current in-vehicle tyre characterisation methods.
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3.3 Random-walk virtual sensing
The data-based methodology introduced in the previous section may be expensive and
difficult to implement at a mass scale level in autonomous vehicles expected to operate
along aggressive off-road scenarios (e.g. gravel, snow) or in extreme sliding conditions
(e.g. sustained high body slip control). In these conditions, the generation of a training
dataset may lead to mechanical damage of the testing vehicles or maybe just not realis-
able in current proving grounds (in which the objective testing manoeuvres are carried
out on tarmac skidpads). These limitations motivated the elaboration of a virtual sen-
sor that could be implemented and used when no tyre model or training datasets are
available.
A random-walk EKF for integral tyre force virtual sensing is presented in this section.
The design is completed with a friction curve learning subsystem based on an Adaptive
Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS). The complete structure is subjected to a SiL
verification program with the commercial simulation package IPG-CarMaker.
3.3.1 Random-walk EKF
The structure of the proposed state estimator is depicted schematically in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: Structure of the proposed random-walk EKF for active drift control [12].
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Essentially, a modular architecture similar than described in Section 3.2.2 is adopted,
but in this case, the NN-UKF planar dynamics module is substituted by a Random-
Walk EKF (RW-EKF). To avoid repetition, the attention in this section is given to the
RW-EKF block, additional details regarding the vertical and longitudinal tyre force vir-
tual sensing modules can be found in Section 3.2.2. Following a similar approach than
[70, 109], an auto-regressive (AR) model of the form Fy,k+1 = a1Fy,k + Γk is adopted to
represent the time evolution of the axle lateral tyre forces. In this case, Γk is considered a
random noise that drives the axle lateral forces, and a1 is the AR regression factor, set to
unity for simplicity. Other coefficients extracted from [101] were tested and negligible im-
provement was obtained. These forces were incorporated directly into the vector of states
of the RW-EKF as “random-walk” variables, XRW−EKF = {ψ˙, vx, vy, Fyf,RW , Fyr,RW },
thus eliminating the necessity of an external NN structure. Instead, in this new con-
figuration the time evolution of the axle lateral forces is given by the corrective action
performed during the measurement update stage of the Kalman filter. The vector of
inputs is made of the angle steered by the front wheels, the individual tyre longitudinal
forces estimated in the RW-LKF modules, and the estimated road inclination θˆr and
bank φˆr angles, URW−EKF = {δ, Fˆx,i∈{fl,fr,rl,rr}, θˆr, φˆr}. In this case, individual longi-
tudinal forces are considered in the vehicle modelisation to account for the effects derived
from a non-uniform torque distribution on the yaw dynamics (e.g. during active drift
control [18]). With regards to the road orientation angles, these can be estimated by
an external state estimation block. An example of such structure was elaborated by the
author of this thesis in collaboration with the University of Technology of Compie`gne
[2]. The vector of measurements is formed by the yaw rate, longitudinal velocity, com-
pensated lateral acceleration ay,comp, and a pseudo-measurement of the lateral velocity
v∗y , YRW−EKF = {ψ˙, vx, ay,comp, v∗y}. As the ultimate goal of the proposed observer is
to be applied in high body slip stabilisation problems (i.e. active drifting), a target
vehicle with a rear-wheel-drive (RWD) configuration is considered, and the longitudinal
velocity is calculated directly from the rotational speed of the front non-driven wheels,
vx =
(
wflre,fl + wfrre,fr
2
)
(cos(δ) + tan(αf sin(δ))) (3.49)
thus avoiding the necessity of employing additional equipment to measure the vehicle
ground speed. Additional discussion regarding the modifications needed to satisfy all-
wheel-drive (AWD) architectures is given in Section 3.3.2. Further details regarding the
derivation of expression (3.49) can be found in [12]. The compensated lateral acceleration
ay,comp is calculated from the measured lateral acceleration ay,m,
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ay,comp = ay,m − g cos(θ) sin(φ) + g cos(θr) sin(φr) (3.50)
with θ, φ being the pitch and roll chassis orientation angles with respect to an inertial
reference frame. Details regarding the calculation of the chassis orientation angles can
be found in [2]. Finally, a pseudo-measurement of the lateral velocity is incorporated
into the measurement vector in order to guarantee the structure observability during
periods of reduced lateral excitation (i.e. during straight-line driving). Specifically, the
lateral velocity is assumed to be zero (v∗y ≈ 0), and the measurement covariance term
RRW−EKF (4, 4) associated with this measurement is increased or decreased to weight
the relative importance of the previous assumption depending on the driving situation
(low weights during straight-line driving and large weights during high body slip control)
[12].
3.3.1.1 Road friction learning
The RW-EKF block estimates the axle lateral forces without requiring any a priori
knowledge of the tyre-road interaction (e.g. tyre model or data-based structure). This
feature can be used to “learn” the friction characteristics (e.g. lateral force versus slip
curve) of unknown surfaces adopting the structure depicted in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.17: Vehicle planar dynamics block: Random Walk EKF and ANFIS surface
characterisation modules [12].
Specifically, the upper-level (RW-EKF) provides continuous estimates of the axle lateral
forces and vehicle planar motion states. Whilst these form part of the same state vector,
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two signals have been illustrated in Fig. 3.17 for better clarity. An ANFIS model
is placed at a lower level to “learn” the lateral slip versus tyre force curve from the
information provided by the RW-EKF. At each time step, the uncertainty associated
with the current ANFIS model is quantified by means of the lateral force error (∆Fˆy),
which is smoothed using an RLS block. When this error is above a certain threshold (i.e.
the current ANFIS model does not approximate well the real friction characteristics),
the estimated axle lateral slips αˆ and axle lateral forces Fˆy are stored progressively until
a minimum amount of data is gathered, at which point the ANFIS learning process
is triggered. This batch learning approach is run in parallel during the function of
the virtual sensor and can be considered quasi-online learning due to the reduced time
required to train the ANFIS structure (t ≈ 0.2 s for a training dataset of size 2301, 20
maximum epochs, and an ANFIS structure formed by 2 membership functions, [12]).
The ANFIS structure was implemented in Matlab by means of the anfis.m routine as a
Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) Sugeno-type Fuzzy Inference System. The number
of Membership Functions (MFs) was set to 2 after performing a sensitivity analysis with
the aim to maintain a reduced training time, and the maximum number of epochs was
limited to 20. Additional details regarding the ANFIS building process can be found in
[12]. The ANFIS adaptation algorithm is presented schematically in Figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.18: ANFIS friction learning sequence [12].
The first block (driving state) is employed to “filter” the input data, allowing the acqui-
sition of new samples only during constant speed situations. This aims at eliminating
non-representative samples of combined efforts (e.g. braking in a turn, power on) that
would require the inclusion of additional inputs (longitudinal slip) in the ANFIS model.
Such considerations may be implemented in further refinements of the proposed ap-
proach. A second block (ANFIS uncertainty) is used to avoid unnecessary adaptation,
thus limiting the number of training events to situations in which the ANFIS model
presents a certain level of uncertainty. A bounded normalised factor (ξk ∈ [0, 1]) is
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employed to quantify the uncertainty associated with the ANFIS model. Low values
indicate a good match between the ANFIS model and the real road-friction characteris-
tics whereas values close to unity indicate poor performance of the ANFIS model. This
factor is determined with expressions (3.51-3.53).
∆Fy,k = |Fˆyf,RWk − Fˆyf,ANFISk |
+ |Fˆyr,RWk − Fˆyr,ANFISk |
(3.51)
∆Fˆy,k = RLS(∆Fy,k) (3.52)
ξk =
∆Fˆy,k
C
(3.53)
First, the axle lateral force error (∆Fy,k) is computed using expression (3.51). An RLS
block is employed to reduce the noise influence and provide the most probable values of
the noise-corrupted signal [21, 6], expression (3.52). An exponential factor λANFIS is
employed to reduce the relative importance of the old samples on the current prediction.
Smaller values are used to reduce the importance of the previous samples and increase
the adaptation rate [146]. Finally, the weighting factor ξk is obtained after normalising
the term ∆Fˆy,k using equation (3.53). The constant C is the maximum admissible
error of the estimate ∆Fˆy,k, and was adjusted empirically. ∆Fˆy,k is rectified with this
constant before applying equation (3.53) to have a normalised weight factor bounded in
the interval [0, 1]. Accurate results were obtained setting C to 1 kN and employing a
forgetting factor λANFIS = 0.999 in the RLS algorithm. When the level of uncertainty
(ξk) is above a certain threshold (ξthres) the training samples are stored in a third block
(bin count). A bin count approach is used in the last step in order to avoid overfitting in
local regions and extrapolation issues derived from uneven sample concentrations. The
axle lateral slip range is evenly distributed in nint intervals, and the number of valid
samples entering the block and remaining within each range (ns) is counted. When
an interval reaches a minimum number of samples nmin this is assigned a binary value
ci = 1. At each time step, the filling factor cfill is computed from expression (3.54).
cfill =
∑nint
j=1 ci
nint
(3.54)
The training of the ANFIS network is triggered once the filling factor cfill reaches a cer-
tain threshold (e.g. 50%), indicating that there are sufficient samples distributed along
at least 50% of a predefined ANFIS input range (αlim). Finally, the new samples are
concatenated into the existing training dataset and the last V samples are employed to
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train the ANFIS model using a hybrid learning algorithm which combines the gradient
method and the Least Squares Estimate (LSE) [75]. The elimination of older samples
guarantees quick adaptability of the model during mu-varying events. The parameters
employed in the final ANFIS implementation are detailed in Table 3.8 and were deter-
mined empirically after testing the ANFIS model in different mu-varying situations.
Table 3.8: ANFIS adaptation parameters [12].
cfill (%) ξthres nint αlim (deg) nmin V
50 0.4 20 5 30 3000
3.3.1.2 SiL verification
Following the methodology described in previous sections, the virtual sensor was imple-
mented in Matlab/Simulink using a discretisation time of 1 ms. The simulation signals
were acquired from the virtual environment at 100 Hz by means of a zero-order hold
and an additive white-Gaussian noise model was used to simulate noise-corrupted mea-
surements. The virtual track depicted in Figure 3.19 was generated in IPG-CarMaker in
order to test the observer under aggressive manoeuvring along an off-road countryside
road. An isotropic Magic Formula modelisation was used to simulate the road friction
properties of an extreme off-road terrain, characterised by the exponential friction shape
described in Section 2.2 (Figure 2.5), and explained by the soft-soil theory. Specifically,
the tyre parameters corresponding to the tyre-4 described in the minimum-time corner-
ing work of Tavernini et al. [128] were adopted. This tyre modelisation was proposed
by Velenis et al. in relevant vehicle motion control works [134] to simulate the vehicle
planar dynamics under limit sliding conditions. In addition, the simulation results were
supported by a set of full-vehicle-level experiments in an off-road terrain.
Figure 3.19: Virtual gravel road generated in IPG-CarMaker by concatenation of arc
and clothoid segments [12].
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Additional experiments were carried out by the author of this thesis in order to verify
the soft-soil theory described by Velenis and Tavernini. Specifically, an experimental
friction characterisation process was performed with an SUV test vehicle fitted with
tyres of size 215/65 R16. The test vehicle was equipped with a differential GPS and
a high-accuracy Inertial Motion Unit (IMU). The ESP of the vehicle was disconnected
in order to facilitate reaching large tyre lateral slip angles and approximating the vehi-
cle dynamics with a single-track model. Additional details regarding the experimental
vehicle are omitted here due to confidentiality reasons. Steady-state steering ramp ma-
noeuvres were performed at a constant speed in an off-road flat platform characterised
by a dry gravel mixture. The rear axle lateral slip was computed from the inertial mea-
surements as αr = arctan
( ψ˙lr−vy
vx
)
, and the rear axle normalised friction was calculated
as µr ≈ ay/9.81 under the assumption of steady-state conditions (i.e. negligible yaw
acceleration, ψ¨ ≈ 0). After that, a constrained genetic algorithm optimisation routine
was employed to fit a cloud of µr, αr data pairs, obtaining the results depicted in Figure
3.20.
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Figure 3.20: (a) Measured lateral acceleration on a constant-speed steering ramp
manoeuvre - gravel, (b) reconstructed rear axle lateral slip - gravel, (c) experimental
friction data (tarmac - gravel) and fitted friction model.
Additional steering ramp manoeuvres (up to lateral grip limit) were executed on a
tarmac platform with the aim to establish a comparison between “rigid” and “loose”
surfaces, Figure 3.20-c. These results evidence the significant difference that exists in
the friction developed by the tyres on “rigid” (tarmac) and “loose” (gravel) surfaces. In
particular, while maximum friction is developed at reduced tyre lateral slips (≈ 5 deg)
on tarmac, significantly larger values are required on gravel. These experimental results
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correlate well with the “bulldozing” effect mentioned in the literature and adopted in
Velenis’ and Tavernini’s works.
In addition to the friction modelling, a random profile generation process based on the
Sayers pseudo-random model [118] was used to test the virtual sensor robustness to high
vertical excitation levels. The random profiles were generated numerically in Matlab
and implemented in IPG-CarMaker by means of .crg road property files. To validate
the proposed approach, different road categories were generated and their Power Spectral
Density (PSD) were compared to those recommended in ISO 8608:2016 [52]. Specifically,
rough road profiles and smooth road profiles were employed for loose and asphalt surfaces
respectively. Additional details regarding this process can be found in [12, 13].
Finally, the compact-class chassis model described in Section 3.2.2 was maintained for
consistency and an RWD driveline equipped with an open differential was adopted.
The virtual vehicle model was driven along the proposed road segment at the limits
of handling using the DiL setup introduced in Section 3.2.2. The body slip angle is
increased deliberately and maintained along the turns in order to maximise the lateral
acceleration [134, 128]. Overall, the vehicle planar velocities estimated by the RW-
EKF follow closely the simulation signals, Fig. 3.21. Slight offsets are seen on the
lateral velocity during the time intervals 5-15 s and 90-100 s corresponding to aggressive
braking inputs. In spite of this, the NRMSE remains well below the 5% threshold for
all the vehicle planar motion states, Table 3.9. The individual longitudinal forces are
depicted in Fig. 3.22.
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Figure 3.22: Tyre longitudinal forces estimated by the RW-LKF [12].
In spite of the aggressiveness of the manoeuvres, the RW-LKF approximates very well
the simulation signals. Additional manual drifting tests (R− 20 drift stabilisation) were
performed and similar accuracy levels were obtained. To conclude with the RW-EKF
verification, the state estimation structure was implemented successfully in the feedback
loop of an RWD active drift controller based on an LQR formulation. Additional discus-
sion regarding high body slip control is provided in Chapter 4. In general, good accuracy
levels were seen during the tests performed with the active drift controller, Table 3.9.
Table 3.9: NRMS error metrics [12].
Test eψ˙ evx evy eFy,f eFy,r eFx,fl eFx,fr eFx,rl eFx,rr
1-Manual drift (R = 20 m) 0.90 0.54 2.46 4.03 6.16 9.19 9.33 8.98 7.68
2-Manual drift (virtual road) 0.94 1.16 3.83 4.03 5.64 2.45 2.34 11.73 10.12
3-Active drift control (R = 10 m) 0.79 1.72 5.43 6.25 6.86 9.50 2.98 8.08 6.55
4-Active drift control (Clothoid) 1.92 1.52 5.81 7.38 7.44 18.93 24.31 4.97 7.21
Overall, all the errors lie well below the 10% threshold. Numerical errors from other
works found in the literature range from 5 to 10%, [48, 58]. Nevertheless, in these virtual
sensing works drifting manoeuvres were not considered, and thus a more detailed com-
parison cannot be established. Moreover, additional hypotheses such as the availability
of a tyre model embedded in the observer, a priori known road-friction characteristics,
or direct measurement of the ground vehicle velocity were assumed in the works cited
previously. The proposed structure not only achieves similar performance levels but
also eliminates these assumptions. Regarding the longitudinal force errors, values below
the 10% error band are seen in the majority of the manoeuvres. Values exceeding this
band are noticed occasionally when the longitudinal forces are reduced (e.g. non-driven
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wheels during power-slide). As was seen previously, the estimation of the vehicle motion
states is very accurate in spite of these errors.
After testing the RW-EKF structure, additional manoeuvers were performed to verify the
suitability of the ANFIS-based friction learning approach described in Section 3.3.1.1,
Fig. 3.23. In total, 4 sinusoidal manoeuvres were executed manually at a constant
speed on different surfaces. In cases (1), (2), and (3), the ANFIS model is initialised
as an empty model and driven over asphalt (µmax = 1,µmax = 0.6) and gravel-like
(µmax = 0.6) surfaces. Asphalt surfaces were simulated using the 205-65/R16 MF 6.1
tyre model introduced in Section 3.2.1.2, while the gravel surface was modelled using the
same isotropic MF tyre model of the RW-EKF tests described before. During the first
seconds of the tests, the ANFIS adaptation algorithm stores the information provided
by the RW-EKF. Once enough information is gathered, the ANFIS model is trained
and updated. As can be seen in Fig. 3.23, the ANFIS model adapts remarkably well
to the road friction characteristics in high-mu asphalt, low-mu asphalt, and gravel-like
surfaces. An additional test is depicted at the bottom of the figure, case (4), where
the ANFIS model obtained in the gravel test is reused in high-mu asphalt conditions.
The ANFIS model re-adapts quickly to the new road friction characteristics and provides
accurate estimates after t ≈ 32 s, demonstrating the suitability of the ANFIS adaptation
approach to tracking mu-varying conditions.
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Figure 3.23: Evaluation of the proposed ANFIS model for road friction characterisa-
tion [12].
The fitted front axle force and front axle cornering stiffness versus lateral slip curves
obtained with the ANFIS-based friction characterisation approach are depicted in Figure
3.24. Overall, a good correlation is observed between the output of the trained ANFIS
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structures and the simulation signals. This concept will be revisited in Chapter 5 with
the description of the virtual sensing tool for in-vehicle tyre characterisation.
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3.3.1.3 Comparison with the NN-EKF
In order to evidence the advantages of the RW-EKF when a wrong training dataset
or an incorrect tyre model are considered, the proposed observer was benchmarked
against the NN-EKF described in Section 3.2.1 and a tyre-model-based EKF constructed
adopting an MF tyre model (MF-EKF), [12]. Specifically, in the MF-EKF design, the NN
structure was substituted by a compact-class tyre model representative of a wet tarmac
road (Fig. 3.25-a, tyre-2 [128]). For consistency, the virtual vehicle model described
in Section 3.2.1 and fitted with the 205-65/R16 MF 6.1 tyre model was used during
this comparison. Initially, a sinusoidal steering manoeuvre was simulated in wet tarmac
conditions (setting the friction scaling factor of the MF 6.1 tyre model employed in the
virtual vehicle to 0.6), Figure 3.25-a.
As can be seen, the RW-EKF, the MF-EKF and the NN-EKF approximate very well
the vehicle body slip and the axle lateral forces. In this case, the NN-EKF is able to
provide an online accurate estimation of the road friction potential, demonstrating the
ability of this approach to estimate the maximum road friction (µmax) of rigid surfaces.
The same sinusoidal test was repeated on the low-mu loose surface (gravel, µmax = 0.6),
utilised during the RW-EKF SiL verification, Section 3.3.1.2. The parameters of the MF-
EKF were kept unaltered, assuming that only the maximum road friction (µmax = 0.6)
is considered and used to correct a tyre model parameterised by conventional means
(i.e. on a tarmac surface). As can be noticed in Fig. 3.25-b, the tyre model-based
approach using a tyre model characterised in a rigid surface (MF-EKF) and the data-
based approach trained with manoeuvres executed in a rigid surface (NN-EKF) fail to
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Figure 3.25: Sinusoidal test, 80 kph, 90 degrees steering input, Freq. 0.2 Hz. (a) Wet
rigid surface, (b) Gravel Loose surface [12].
predict the vehicle body slip and the axle lateral forces. In particular, the NN-EKF
is unable to estimate accurately the surface friction potential and underestimates the
vehicle body slip. This malfunction is caused by the extreme reduction of the cornering
stiffness and the monotonic friction characteristics exhibited by loose surfaces, where the
maximum friction depends on phenomena such as the buldozzing effect, and is generated
at high wheel slip angles [88, 128]. The maximum body slip error of the MF-EKF and
NN-EKF observers is close to 10 degrees, which evidences the error introduced if only
the maximum friction is considered to characterise drastically-different surfaces.
In order to assess the influence of the state estimator accuracy on the vehicle safety,
the observers compared in the previous paragraph (NN-EKF and RW-EKF) were im-
plemented in a Yaw Stability Control (YSC) system [78]. The YSC design described in
[78] introduces a differential braking action to maintain the vehicle yaw rate and body
slip angle within the linear region limits [78]. The controller gain was obtained using
a Linear Quadratic Regulator formulation. It must be remarked that the focus of this
comparison lies in the virtual sensor, and therefore the YSC is introduced here merely
to study the influence of the observer accuracy on the vehicle stability. Sine with Dwell
tests were simulated on rigid (asphalt high mu, low mu), and loose surfaces (gravel).
Usually, the YSC activation threshold depends on the road friction potential [107, 78].
In this study, a worst case scenario is considered (e.g. a quick transition from high to low
mu), and the same yaw rate and body slip thresholds were used during the three sim-
ulations (|ψ˙max| = 8m/s
2
vx
, |βmax| ≈ 8 deg, [78]). The YSC equipped with the observers
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(RW-EKF and NN-EKF) restricted the vehicle response within the desired thresholds
during the tests performed on rigid surfaces, Fig. 3.26-a.
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Severe vehicle instability (spin) was observed with the YSC disabled. A slight deviation
is seen on the NN-EKF estimates due to the differential braking action of the YSC,
which is not included in the virtual sensor model (single-track modelisation). Additional
results regarding the high-mu tests are omitted due to space limitations. As can be seen
in Fig. 3.26-b, the performance of the data-based observer (NN-EKF) was significantly
worsened during the test executed on gravel (a large error is observed on the estimated
vehicle body slip). This affects significantly the stability of the vehicle, as the YSC is not
able to maintain the vehicle within the required body slip threshold and a maximum
body slip angle β ≈ 20 degrees is reached. On the other hand, the YSC equipped
with the proposed observer (RW-EKF) was able to follow closely the maximum body
slip thresholds. Overall, despite these results might vary in absolute terms in a real
environment, the patterns exhibited by this analysis evidence that the use of a tyre model
or a data-based structure characterised on rigid surfaces should be avoided when dealing
with extreme off-road surfaces, even if the maximum friction coefficient is the same.
In these unknown surfaces, a tyre-model-less approach in which no prior knowledge
regarding the friction characteristics is needed for implementation will be preferred.
3.3.2 Extension to AWD architectures
Up to know, the RW-EKF has been evaluated in several drifting manoeuvres performed
with an RWD vehicle. In order to apply this observer to more complex MAGV architec-
tures incorporating AWD torque control, it is necessary to take additional considerations
regarding the longitudinal velocity measurement. During aggressive powerslide with an
AWD vehicle, high longitudinal slip values will be expected on the four wheels, and the
longitudinal velocity calculated from the wheel rotational speed will differ significantly
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from the real ground velocity experienced at the centre of gravity. This reference veloc-
ity “lost” is a common problem of AWD chassis systems during hard traction requests
in slippery surfaces. During these situations, some systems “open” a central clutch to
recalculate the reference velocity momentarily from the non-driven wheels.
Such strategy could cause severe instability during the intervention of the control ap-
plications proposed in this work (high body slip stabilisation). Apart from this, despite
the fact that relevant approaches have been introduced in the literature to estimate
the ground velocity from longitudinal acceleration measurements [54], such integration-
based strategies may be sufficiently accurate for short powerslide periods, but could lead
to significant errors during prolonged drifting manoeuvres (e.g. Gymkhana, Chapter 5).
In this thesis, the use of a GPS unit providing a low frequency (10 Hz) absolute velocity
measurement is proposed as an intermediate solution between a fully integration-based
approach prone to inaccuracies during prolonged drifting and direct planar velocity mea-
surements relying on an expensive high-accuracy differential GPS unit. Due to space
limitations, additional simulation results are omitted in this section, and this discussion
is continued in Chapter 5, where high body slip stabilisation experiments adopting the
proposed virtual sensing approach are carried out with the AWD DevBOT MAGV.
3.3.3 Summary of random-walk observers
In this section, a novel tyre-model-less observer for tyre force virtual sensing has been
presented. The observer has been subjected to a SiL testing program comprising different
aggressive drifting manoeuvres. Moreover, an ANFIS-based friction characterisation
approach has been proposed to learn the friction characteristics of unknown terrains
and verified for different lateral dynamics manoeuvres.
In essence, the major advantage of the proposed structure is that its implementation
does not require any tyre model or training dataset. This advantage has been evidenced
during the comparisons carried out with the NN-EKF observer developed in Section
3.2.1 and a tyre model-based MF-EKF. These observers presented significant errors
when subjected to manoeuvres performed in a loose terrain not captured by the tarmac
tyre model embedded in the MF-EKF, and drastically different from the rigid tarmac
surface used to construct the training dataset of the NN-EKF.
One drawback derived from the proposed friction learning methodology is that a con-
tinuous lateral excitation during a certain period of time is required to build the ANFIS
training dataset. A more comprehensive friction characterisation approach using the in-
formation acquired from other subsystem domains (e.g. longitudinal dynamics, braking
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- acceleration) could help to reduce the friction learning time. This enhancement of the
current design is proposed as an extension of this research.
3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, different solutions to facilitate the implementation of intelligent percep-
tion layers on future Highly-Skilled Autonomous Vehicles (HSAVs) have been proposed.
This layer is aimed at supporting the function of motion control systems and will re-
produce the “learning” ability exhibited by professional drivers, who can easily identify
changing friction conditions and adjust their behaviour accordingly.
In brief, a hybrid modelling methodology has been used during this chapter to design
vehicle dynamics and tyre friction virtual sensors. This methodology combines a synthe-
sised vehicle model to capture the overall dynamic behaviour with Artificially-Intelligent
structures that can “learn” the characteristics of subsystems that are difficult to model
and expected to change during the vehicle operation (tyre-road friction). Two observer
designs have been proposed to realise the previous concept: data-based observers and
random-walk observers. In what concerns the first group, EKF and UKF structures were
studied at the beginning of this section as it was not possible to preliminarily determine
which structure was more suited for the HSAV application. Further benchmarking activ-
ities would be advantageous to gain more insight into the suitability of these structures
for each particular case.
To finalise with this chapter, the following points synthesise the most relevant conclusions
extracted from this research on vehicle dynamics virtual sensing.
• Data-based virtual sensors need to be trained a priori (i.e. execution of a set
of standardised manoeuvres) and don’t have the ability to learn new unknown
surfaces during operation, only to provide a friction scaling factor when surfaces
similar to those included in the training dataset are considered. This can be
suitable for operation on rigid surfaces, but cannot be used as a robust “friction
learning” tool when drastically-different terrains are faced.
• Conversely, random-walk virtual sensors do not require any a priori knowledge of
the tyre-friction characteristics and can be used as a “friction learning” tool when
unexplored terrains are encountered. On the other hand, the proposed friction
learning procedure requires a continuous excitation during a certain amount of
time (ANFIS training set generation), which may difficult the detection of quick
friction changes along non-uniform rigid surfaces (e.g. mu-jumps on wet or icy
segments).
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• A combination of the proposed random-walk observer for “learning” operation and
robust vehicle dynamics state estimation in unexplored terrains and the data-based
observer for timely friction potential identification when driving on tarmac roads
may be the best way to extract the maximum out of both methodologies. Such
hybrid structure could be extended incorporating friction information extracted
from subsystems working in other vehicle domains (e.g. Steering system, longitu-
dinal dynamics) in order to reduce the friction identification time. Additionally,
perception subsystems from other layers (e.g. machine vision-based terrain clas-
sification) could be added in a fusion sensing strategy to support the proposed
systems during low-excitation driving (e.g. “rough” terrain identification during
constant-speed driving).
The discussion in HSAVs is continued in the next chapter, where the advanced motion
control functions developed during the course of this research are introduced.
Chapter 4
Advanced Vehicle Motion Control
The vehicle motion controllers developed during this research are presented in this chap-
ter. As discussed in Section 2.2, expert manoeuvring at the limits of handling is often
characterised by the strong coupling seen between the steering and driving commands
(e.g. counter-steering and throttle modulation during active drift control). In order
to avoid complex Integrated Chassis Control strategies and achieve superior perfor-
mance levels in multi-actuated platforms, optimal centralised multi-input-multi-output
(MIMO) controllers are adopted to develop the motion control functions. Specifically,
controllers for high body slip stabilisation are provided first. In a second step, these are
integrated into a modular structure to achieve simultaneous high body slip stabilisation
and path-following control, giving, as a result, a driver-less expert system that resembles
a highly-skilled driver. The chapter is completed with the SiL and HiL verification of the
proposed controllers using the commercial package IPG-CarMaker and the professional
HiL platform of ARRIVAL and ROBORACE.
4.1 Background
In the following, relevant background regarding model-based MIMO control techniques is
provided. Specifically, the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) and the Model Predictive
Controller (MPC) are derived.
4.1.1 Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)
Linear Quadratic Control is often employed in multi-input problems to determine the
optimal feedback gain based on the optimisation of a performance objective function. In
the following, the Infinite-Time Horizon case (LQR) is presented. For the formulation
74
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of the continuous-time LQR, a Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) system expressed in the
state-space form (4.1) is considered.
x˙ = Ax + Bu (4.1)
Assuming that the n states of the system are available for the controller (full feedback
assumption), the optimal control vector that stabilises the plant around the origin is
given by the expression (4.2),
u(t) = −Kx(t) (4.2)
where K is the optimal feedback gain obtained from the optimisation of the objective
performance function (4.3).
J =
∫ ∞
0
(xTQx + uTRu)dt (4.3)
In this expression, the terms Q and R are positive-definite Hermitian matrices that
account for the relative importance of the regulation error and actuator energy expen-
diture respectively. Substituting the control law (4.2) in the cost function (4.3), and
following the derivation presented in [102] the LQR control law can be expressed as:
u(t) = −R−1BTPx(t) (4.4)
Where the constant matrix P is the unique positive-definite solution of the associated
steady-state Riccati equation (4.5).
PA + ATP−PBR−1BTP + Q = 0 (4.5)
The Positive-definite solution of this equation (P) always exists provided that the matrix
(A−BK) is a stable matrix (i.e. the closed-loop poles of the system lie on the left side
of the complex plane). The infinite-horizon LQR formulation can be easily extended to
the discrete-time case. For convenience, the regulation problem around non-zero state
references is studied. Given a discrete state-space system of the form,
∆x(k + 1) = Ass∆x(k) + Bss∆u(k) (4.6)
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with Ass, Bss being the system matrices linearised around the desired steady-state (ss)
equilibrium states xss and equilibrium feedforward inputs uss, and the vector of state
errors and input corrections defined as,
∆x(k) = x(k)− xss, ∆u(k) = u(k)− uss (4.7)
If the objective performance function (4.3) is expressed in discrete-time notation,
J =
∞∑
k=1
(
∆x(k)TQ∆x(k) + ∆u(k)TR∆u(k)
)
(4.8)
the feedback law given by the expression (4.9) can be found following the derivation
presented in [84].
∆u(k) = −K∆x(k) = −(BssTPBss + R)−1(BssTPAss)∆x(k) (4.9)
Where P is the infinite-horizon solution of the discrete-time Ricatti equation,
Ass
TPAss −P− (AssTPBss)(BssTPBss + R)−1(BssTPAss) + Q = 0 (4.10)
provided that the system defined by the matrices Ass,Bss is stabilisable, has no unob-
servable modes on the unit circle, and the tuning matrices Q and R are positive. The
final control input can be easily extracted from (4.7) as,
u(k) = ∆u(k) + uss (4.11)
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4.1.2 Model Predictive Control (MPC)
MPC is a powerful control formulation especially suited for systems incorporating state,
input, or output constraints. The real advantage in comparison to other linear-feedback-
law controllers (e.g. LQR) lies in the ability of the former to determine optimally nonlin-
ear feedback laws when constrained systems are faced. This is achieved through online
numerical optimisation [39]. To derive the MPC, the discrete state-space system intro-
duced in the previous section, expression (4.6), is considered. Following the derivation
presented in [139], the evolution of the previous state-space model in the future Np steps
as a result of a sequence of Nc future inputs can be expressed in compact form as:
∆X = Fss∆x(k) + Φss∆U (4.12)
where ∆X = [∆x(k+1|k)T ,∆x(k+2|k)T , ...,∆x(k+Np|k)T ]T and ∆U = [∆u(k)T ,∆u(k+
1)T , ...,∆u(k + Nc − 1)T ]T . The augmented equilibrium matrices Fss and Φss are cal-
culated from the linearised matrices Ass,Bss as follows:
Fss =

Ass
Ass
2
...
Ass
Np
 (4.13)
Φss =

Bss 0 ... 0
AssBss Bss ... 0
...
Ass
Np−1Bss AssNp−2Bss ... AssNp−NcBss
 (4.14)
The sequence ofNc future control inputs is obtained by solving the optimisation problem:
minimize
∆U
J(∆U)
subject to Ac∆U ≤ b(k)
where the matrices Ac, b account for the input amplitude and slew rate constraints
respectively. For simplicity the derivation of these matrices is presented in the following
for a single-input case and one-step control horizon (∆U = ∆u(k)). The extension to
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MIMO systems can be consulted in [139]. Assuming an actuator bounded in the interval
[Umin, Umax], this condition can be expressed numerically by means of the expressions
(4.15),
[
1
−1
]
u(k) =
[
1
−1
]
(uss + ∆u(k)) <
[
Umax
−Umin
]
(4.15)
which can be rearranged as,
[
1
−1
]
∆u(k) <
[
Umax − uss
−Umin + uss
]
(4.16)
The same procedure can be followed if the actuator velocity, expressed as u(k)−u(k−1)Ts,MPC ,
must remain within the limits [USR,min, USR,max], expression (4.17),
[
1
−1
](
u(k)− u(k − 1)
Ts,MPC
)
=
[
1
−1
](
uss + ∆u(k)− u(k − 1)
Ts,MPC
)
<
[
USR,max
−USR,min
]
(4.17)
where Ts,MPC denotes the MPC discretisation time. This expression can be rearranged
as,
[
1
−1
]
∆u(k) <
[
USR,maxTs,MPC + u(k − 1)− uss
−USR,minTs,MPC − u(k − 1) + uss
]
(4.18)
If the expressions (4.16) and (4.18) are grouped, the matrices Ac and b can be defined
as,
Ac =

1
−1
1
−1
 ,b(k) =

Umax − uss
−Umin + uss
USR,maxTs,MPC + u(k − 1)− uss
−USR,minTs,MPC − u(k − 1) + uss
 (4.19)
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Finally, the objective function J(∆U) is defined in a suitable Quadratic Programming
form to reduce the computational expenses and facilitate a real-time implementation,
expressions (4.20-4.22),
J(∆U) = ∆UTH∆U + 2∆x(k)TMT∆U (4.20)
H = Φss
T QˆΦss + Rˆ (4.21)
M = Φss
T QˆFss (4.22)
where Qˆ and Rˆ are weighting matrices used to adjust the relative importance of the
tracking error and input energy expenditure respectively. A receding horizon approach
is adopted and the first term of the vector ∆U is implemented at each time step.
4.2 High body slip stabilisation of MAGVs
The centralised MIMO controllers for high body slip stabilisation of MAGVs are de-
scribed in this section. A model-based reference generation approach for maximum
lateral dynamics exploitation is introduced first. After that, a data-based reference
derivation methodology is proposed to “teach” an Artificially Intelligent (AI) MAGV to
drift directly from field tests.
4.2.1 Centralised control architecture
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Figure 4.1: Centralised control architecture for MAGVs.
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A generic MAGV control architecture is depicted schematically in Fig. 4.1. The MIMO
controller (e.g. LQR, MPC) provides the regulation action ∆u to stabilise the vehicle
around a set of high body slip steady-state references xss (i.e. drive the vector of state
errors ∆x to zero). The matrices Ass and Bss embedded in the controller, expres-
sion (4.6), are obtained linearising the vehicle planar dynamics expressions (3.1)-(3.13)
around the vector of equilibrium states xss and feedforward inputs uss. A linearised tyre
force model [8] is employed to facilitate the adoption of the linear controllers introduced
in Section 4.1.1. In particular, if a first order Taylor series expansion is performed on
the nonlinear tyre force expression F = f(γss, α, λ, Fz,ss) around the tyre lateral (α) and
longitudinal (λ) slips, and the cross-stiffness terms are neglected [14, 8], the linearised
tyre force expressions (4.23-4.24) are obtained.
Fy,i ≈ Fyss,i + Cα,i|γss,λss,Fz,ss∆αi (4.23)
Fx,i ≈ Fxss,i + Cλ,i|γss,αss,Fz,ss∆λi, i ∈ {fl, fr, rl, rr} (4.24)
Where Cα|γss,λss,Fz,ss and Cλ|γss,αss,Fz,ss are the cornering and longitudinal tyre stiffness
at each equilibrium point. For simplicity, these are denoted as Cα,Cλ in the following.
Fy,ss, Fx,ss are the steady-state tyre equilibrium forces, and ∆α,∆λ are perturbations
around these equilibrium points. The steady-state equilibrium tyre forces are eliminated
when the regulator problem is formulated (i.e. ∆Fy,i = Fy,i − Fyss,i ≈ Cα,i∆αi). In
this thesis, controllers are proposed for MAGV platforms equipped with 2 (RWD) and 4
(AWD) Electric Motors (EM). Each controller design can be synthesised by the following
vector of inputs u, parameters p, and states x.
uRWD = {δ, Trl, Trr} (4.25)
xRWD = {ψ˙, vx, vy, ωrl, ωrr} (4.26)
pRWD = {Cα,i, Cλ,rl, Cλ,rr} (4.27)
uAWD = {δ, Tfl, Tfr, Trl, Trr} (4.28)
xAWD = {ψ˙, vx, vy, ωfl, ωfr, ωrl, ωrr} (4.29)
pAWD = {Cα,i, Cλ,i}, i ∈ {fl, fr, rl, rr} (4.30)
The MAGV actuator limits Umax,min (i.e. available wheel torque and steering angle lim-
its) are assumed to be provided by a high-level Drive Control Unit (DCU). In addition,
fixed slew rate limits are imposed to the MIMO controller to prevent the steering system,
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driveline unit and electric motors from mechanical failure. The feedback needed by the
controller is provided by a set of onboard measurements and a virtual sensor embed-
ded in the feedback loop. The virtual sensor design will vary depending on the vehicle
driveline configuration, as was discussed in Chapter 3. Finally, the vector of reference
states xss, feedforward inputs uss, and equilibrium parameters pss can be computed nu-
merically from a synthesised vehicle model (Section 4.2.2) or extracted from field tests
using a machine-learning-based approach (Section 4.2.3). Depending on the method-
ology adopted, the Drift Equilibrium Solutions (DES) block may be constructed using
look-up tables or NN structures.
4.2.2 Model-based reference derivation
If a model-based approach is adopted, the vectors xss, uss, and pss needed by the
centralised controller are obtained oﬄine solving a nonlinear multivariate optimisation
problem [18] of the form,
minimise
Ω
f(Ω)
subject to feq,nonl(Ω) = 0
fineq,nonl(Ω) < 0
lb ≤ Ω ≤ ub
The methodology used in this thesis to solve this optimisation problem is illustrated
schematically in Figure 4.2 and can be explained in the following manner.
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Figure 4.2: Oﬄine model-based generation of Drift Equilibrium Solutions (DES),
[18].
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In brief, a Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) optimisation routine is run to
find the set of design variables Ω that minimise the objective function f(Ω) [18]. The
solutions must fulfil the set of equality feq,nonl(Ω) and inequality fineq,nonl(Ω) nonlinear
constraints. Specifically, the equality constraints are obtained after applying steady-
state conditions (x˙ = 0) to the vehicle modelling equations introduced in the previous
chapter, expressions (3.1)-(3.13). The inequality constraints account for the maximum
torque that can be applied to each wheel, and that is obtained from the EM torque-speed
curves. The vector of design variables is formed by the vehicle velocity module (V =√
v2x + v
2
y), the angle steered by the front wheels, and the individual tyre longitudinal
slip Ω = {V, δ, λfl, λfr, λrl, λrr}. This vector is bounded by the upper and lower bound
vectors ub = {Vmax, δmax, λmax, λmax, λmax, λmax}T ,lb = {0,−δmax, 0, 0, 0, 0}T with the
aim to limit the equilibrium steering wheel angle below δmax and eliminate non-physical
solutions (e.g. negative vehicle speed, or backward motor rotation). Following the
approach presented in previous works [134, 14, 18], a target radius Rss and body slip
angle βss are imposed at each iteration step. The optimisation routine is repeated
for different operating points (combination of βss and Rss values), giving as a result
the grid of β − R points that determines the total operating envelope of the MAGV
controller (e.g. maximum radius along which a body slip angle βss can be maintained),
Figure 4.2-top. A maximum centripetal acceleration function is defined f(Ω) = −Vssψ˙ss
with the aim to exploit the full chassis potential. In brief, it is pursued to find a
combination of MAGV inputs (e.g. in-wheel torque distribution) that enhances the
lateral dynamics during sustained drifting cornering. This can be of particular interest
in minimum-time cornering problems on loose surfaces [128] where high body slip control
(active drifting) is necessary to take advantage of the bulldozzing effect and achieve
maximum centripetal acceleration [14], Figure 4.3. As can be observed in Figure 4.3-
left, maximum aycent values are obtained in gravel if the vehicle is stabilised around a
high body slip angle (|βss| = 30-40 degrees). The major reason for this behaviour resides
in the exponential friction shape exhibited by the tyres on loose surfaces, Figure 2.5.
For additional discussion on this topic [14] can be consulted.
Finally, after completing the optimisation for a given operating point, the vectors of
reference states xss and feedforward inputs uss are extracted from direct substitution
of the optimisation solutions Ωsol on the system formed by the equality constraints
feq,nonl(Ω). The tyre stiffness terms needed to construct the vector of parameters pss
are computed from the equilibrium solutions and tyre friction model adopting a finite
differences approach [14, 18]. The rest of vehicle parameters appearing on the MAGV
modelling equations (e.g. vehicle mass, yaw inertia) are considered constant for the
complete operating envelope of the controller.
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4.2.2.1 SiL verification
Due to the lack of suitable MAGV platforms during early stages of this research, the
controllers were implemented and tested first in compact-class and sport-class (Section
4.2.3) chassis models built from the IPG-CarMaker library, Table 4.1. These were used
to generate the results described in [8, 18] and summarised in the following. This
preliminary SiL process led to the execution of the “drifting project” in which the
proposed controllers were tested in the ROBORACE HiL simulation platform with a
fully-validated MAGV model, see Section 4.2.4.
Table 4.1: Synthesised parameters employed in the compact-class high body slip
controller [18]. Steering ratio: (SR = 20).
m [kg] Iψ [kgm
2] lf , lr [m] twf , twr [m] re [m]
1200 1700 1.0/1.6 1.5/1.5 0.32
hCoG [m] Kφ,f ,Kφ,r [kNm/rad] Iω [kgm
2] hrc [m]
0.56 57/57 1 0
An AWD electric model was constructed using the custompowertrain.slx CarMaker tem-
plate and the torque versus speed characteristics of the electric motors were taken from
the results presented in [71]. In addition, the maximum steering wheel amplitude δmax
was set to 475/SR degrees, and the maximum steering wheel rate δ˙max was limited to
1200/SR degrees per second in order to simulate the controller performance under re-
alistic actuator constraints. The CarMaker virtual environment introduced in Section
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3.3.1.2 was used to simulate the controller robustness under severe vertical excitation
levels, and the isotropic MF tyre modelisation introduced in Velenis’ [134] and Tav-
ernini’s works was adopted to simulate the vehicle behaviour in an extreme off-road
terrain (Tyre-4 [128]).
The centralised MIMO controllers were implemented in Simulink and simulated using
a 1 ms running frequency in a PC Intel Core i7-3632QM CPU at 2.20 GHz. The
DES solutions were obtained for a grid of radii Rss = [10 : 10 : 90] and a target
body slip angle of |βss| = 35 degrees following the model-based approach described in
Section 4.2.2. This process was repeated for RWD and AWD driveline architectures. In
particular, solutions for the former configuration were obtained imposing the conditions
λfl = 0, λfr = 0 on the optimisation problem. A custom MPC was implemented in
Simulink by means of Matlab user-defined functions and the quadprog.m routine. The
discretisation time Ts,MPC was set to 20 ms taking into account that the yaw resonance
frequency of ground vehicles often lies around 1 Hz [8, 18]. The number of future stepsNp
and future control inputs Nc were set to 50 and 1 respectively with the aim to permit
a real-time implementation. The MPC weights (Q, R), were determined following a
systematic trial-and-error process. In order to incorporate an infinite preview horizon
into the MPC, a suitable terminal cost Q was set on the last term of the total weighting
matrix Qˆ.
Qˆ =

Q 0 · · · 0
0 Q · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · Q
 , Rˆ =

R 0 · · · 0
0 R · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · R
 (4.31)
Following the approach described in [39], the terminal cost was found solving the Lya-
punov expression,
Q− (Ass + BssKlqr)TQ(Ass + BssKlqr) = Q + KlqrTRKlqr (4.32)
where the feedback gain Klqr is the Linear Quadratic-optimal solution of the infinite-
horizon cost, expression (4.8). Finally, for simplicity, a full-feedback assumption was
considered for this initial evaluation. Vehicle experiments incorporating a virtual sensor
embedded in the control feedback loop are detailed in Section 5.2.2.1.
The results obtained with the high body slip controller for a left-handed Rss = 40 metres
target radius and a βss = −35 degrees target body slip angle are depicted in Figures
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4.4 and 4.5. As can be noticed, the vehicle is initialised from standstill conditions, and
the planar dynamics states converge wheel to the high body slip references in the AWD
and RWD configurations. The latter controller exhibits the traditional counter-steering
behaviour observed during RWD drift stabilisation, Fig. 4.5, while the AWD controller
tends to steer towards the centre of the turn, Fig. 4.4, which is often seen during AWD
power slide motion.
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Figure 4.4: AWD vehicle stabilisation around a target body slip βss = −35 degrees
and a target radius Rss = 40 metres. δ
′ = δ · SR.
With regards to the cornering performance, the controller maximises the full chassis po-
tential in AWD mode, generating higher centripetal acceleration levels at the expense of
higher power consumption. Specifically, an average improvement of approximately 1.5-2
m/s2 was observed in AWD mode, see [18] for further details. Overall, these results sug-
gest the use of variable traction-distribution strategies for MAGV. For instance, a low
power consumption traction distribution might be employed during regular driving con-
ditions and an AWD maximum-acceleration strategy could be triggered to maximise the
vehicle lateral dynamics during limit situations (e.g. lateral lane departure avoidance).
Additional simulations (omitted here due to space limitations) were executed for a wide
range of radii (with the vehicle initialised in static conditions), and successful results
were obtained. Finally, the NRMSE of the planar dynamics states is given in Table
4.2. The initial stabilisation time (t <5 s) was not considered when computing these
errors with the aim to focus on the system tracking capabilities when the drifting steady-
state motion has been achieved. Overall, the high body slip controller tracks closely the
reference signals, keeping the NRMSE below the 5% band.
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Figure 4.5: RWD vehicle stabilisation around a target body slip βss = −35 degrees
and a target radius Rss = 40 metres. δ
′ = δ · SR.
Table 4.2: NRMSE of the vehicle planar motion states (%).
Test Rss βss Configuration eψ˙ evx eβ
1 10 −35 AWD 0.88 0.21 3.70
2 20 −35 AWD 2.61 1.15 1.55
3 30 −35 AWD 4.28 1.92 3.09
4 40 −35 AWD 8.04 2.36 5.86
5 10 −35 RWD 0.97 1.42 2.82
6 20 −35 RWD 2.20 1.18 1.37
7 30 −35 RWD 3.25 2.63 2.30
8 40 −35 RWD 5.10 3.91 2.06
4.2.3 Data-based reference derivation
When a data-based approach is employed, the vectors xss, uss, and pss required by the
high body slip controller are extracted directly from field experiments. This methodology
is particularly interesting when no information regarding the tyre-friction characteris-
tics is available, and therefore it is not possible to derive the DES analytically. On the
other hand, the necessity of manually “driving” the target vehicle to generate a suit-
able dataset limits the potential advantages exhibited by MAGVs. In particular, it is
necessary to fix the torque distribution or to design a virtual central differential a pri-
ori to make the MAGV driveable using a single accelerator pedal command. This fact
limits the exploitation of the maximum centripetal acceleration strategies introduced in
Section 4.2.2. For simplicity, a proportional torque response (Toutput,i = Tmax,iPpos) is
assumed in this thesis to make a generic MAGV fully driveable, with Ppos being the
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pedal command (between 0 - 1), and Tmax,i the maximum torque available at the i− th
motor. Under this consideration, the set of equations defining the MAGV steady-state
equilibrium (expressions (3.1)-(3.13)) forms a determined system, and the dependence
of the feedforward inputs uss, reference states x˜ss, and tyre parameters Cα,ss, Cλ,ss on
the target body slip βss and target road radius Rss can be expressed by the following
nonlinear functions,
x˜ss = [Vss, ωfl,ss, ωfr,ss, ωrl,ss, ωrr,ss] = fxss(βss, Rss) (4.33)
uss = [δss, Tfl,ss, Tfr,ss, Trl,ss, Trr,ss] = fuss(βss, Rss) (4.34)
Cα,ss = [Cα,ss,fl, Cα,ss,fr, Cα,ss,rl, Cα,ss,rr] = fCα,ss(βss, Rss) (4.35)
Cλ,ss = [Cλ,ss,fl, Cλ,ss,fr, Cλ,ss,rl, Cλ,ss,rr] = fCλ,ss(βss, Rss) (4.36)
The extraction of the rest of reference vehicle states that form the vector xss is straight-
forward (e.g. ψ˙ss = Vss/Rss). In this thesis, NNs are proposed to “learn” these nonlinear
expressions directly from real manoeuvres performed by a test driver [8]. As mentioned
before, this approach is presented as an alternative to the model-based reference deriva-
tion described previously and may be employed when reduced information of the tyre-
friction characteristics of a target vehicle is available. In the following, a comprehensive
SiL process is introduced to describe how an artificially-intelligent MAGV incorporating
these learning skills could be trained to drift by an expert driver.
4.2.3.1 NN drift training and SiL verification
The strategy employed to derive the high body slip references (functions (4.33)-(4.36))
is depicted schematically in Figure 4.6 [8]. In brief, drifting manoeuvres on circular
roads of different radii (Rss) and covering different reference body slip angles (βss) are
performed with a target “driveable” MAGV. Due to limitations on the MAGV platform
available, a virtual training procedure is proposed with the DiL setup introduced in the
previous chapter. Specifically, a sports-class AWD vehicle model, Table 4.3, was built
in IPG-CarMaker following the steps described in Section 4.2.2.1 and the proportional
torque response mentioned in the previous paragraphs. Moreover, an additive White-
Gaussian noise model was employed to reproduce realistically the noise associated with
state-of-the-art vehicle instrumentation. The noise variance values can be consulted in
[8]. Apart from this, a virtual extreme off-road surface was simulated following the
approach described in Section 3.3.1.2.
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Figure 4.6: Scheme of the intelligent drift control training process. (1) Execution
of drifting manoeuvres in IPG-CarMaker - (2) Preparation of training datasets - (3)
Training of neural networks [8].
Table 4.3: Synthesised parameters of the sports-class MAGV [8].
m [kg] Iψ [kgm
2] lf , lr [m] twf , twr [m] re [m]
1580 2325 1.20/1.45 1.5/1.5 0.32
hCoG [m] Kφ,f ,Kφ,r [kNm/rad] Iω [kgm
2] SR
0.55 70/70 2 20
The runs generated in IPG-CarMaker during the execution of these manoeuvres are
logged, post-processed, and employed to construct the training datasets. For each oper-
ating point (βss, Rss), a data vector is extracted from the complete run and added into
the complete training dataset by direct concatenation, Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Direct concatenation of individual drifting runs once steady-state high
body slip conditions have been achieved [8].
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In order to diminish the probability of outliers on the training dataset, only data corre-
sponding to steady-state intervals (t ∈ [40s, 70s]) were used. This process was repeated
for the vector of radii Rss = [10 : 10 : 100] and three different target body slip angle
ranges: low body slip |βss| ≈ 10− 15 degrees, medium body slip |βss| ≈ 15− 25 degrees,
and high body slip “drift” |βss| ≈ 30− 40 degrees. In total, 30 runs were generated and
concatenated to train the NNs, Figure 4.7-right.
The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was employed to infer the nonlinear functions fxss
and fuss using a data partition of 70/15/15 %. The NN training was repeated for several
hidden-layer neurons and good results were obtained with a hidden layer formed by 6
neurons (2-6-5 NN structure). As acceptable results were already obtained using the
preliminary training method and dataset partition, additional simulations were not per-
formed. With regards to the approximation of the nonlinear functions fCα,ss and fCλ,ss,
additional post-processing steps were necessary. Due to the fact that the measured data
present some inherent noise (from the rough road excitation and the sensor equipment),
the direct differentiation of the tyre forces versus tyre slips would lead to poor tyre
stiffness estimates. Instead, a two-step approach is adopted in this work, Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Generation of the fCα,ss NN function. (1) A 1-2-1 NN structure is trained
to approximate the pair (Fy−α) at each run and the matrix of Cα points is generated.
(2) A second NN structure is trained to approximate the cloud of points generated in
step 1 [8].
If the problem is particularised on the lateral dynamics case (function fCα,ss), the follow-
ing procedure is followed: First, a 1-2-1 NN structure is trained to fit a cloud of Fy − α
values obtained from each test run (steady-state interval, t ∈ [40s, 70s]). The average
tyre lateral slip (α¯) is calculated on this time interval, and the cornering stiffness (Cα)
for the given steady-state drift equilibrium is obtained employing a finite differences
approach,
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Cα ≈ Fy,up − Fy,down
∆αup + ∆αdown
(4.37)
where the forces Fy,up and Fy,down are the outputs from the 1-2-1 NN evaluated on the
lateral slip limits α¯ + ∆αup and α¯ −∆αdown. The increments ∆αup and ∆αdown were
obtained from expressions,
∆αup = min(0.4(max(α)−min(α)),max(α)− α¯) (4.38)
∆αdown = min(0.4(max(α)−min(α)),−min(α) + α¯) (4.39)
which guarantee that the lateral slip limits will remain within the interval defined by
the experimental slip data used to train the 1-2-1 NN. The factor 0.4 was determined
empirically with the aim to capture the small oscillations derived from the continuous
steering and throttle corrections to stabilise the vehicle around the drift steady-state
equilibrium. Small oscillations around the slip steady-state equilibrium facilitate the
extraction of the correct tyre stiffness and avoid misleading results derived from lineari-
sations in too short slip intervals. Then, the average values of the body slip β¯ and radius
R¯ are associated to each cornering stiffness estimate Cα,i. This process is repeated at
each test run until the complete cloud of points (Rss, βss, Cα,ss) is formed, Figure 4.8-(1).
In the second step, a new NN structure is trained to fit the function fCα,ss defined by the
cloud of tyre stiffness points calculated previously. The same two-step procedure was
followed to compute the nonlinear function fCλ,ss, this time using the tyre longitudinal
slips λ and tyre longitudinal forces Fx. Regarding the selection of the NN structure used
in the second step, NNs with distinct hidden layer sizes (hidden neurons ranging from
2 to 8) were trained using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm and a dataset division
70/15/15. For consistency, these parameters were maintained during the training of
each NN structure. The high body slip controller was fitted with these NN structures
and remarkable performance differences were not noticed. In order to avoid overfitting
problems and guarantee a smooth surface shape, the NN structure with the smallest
number of hidden neurons was selected (2-2-4). For additional details regarding the NN
training process, [8] can be consulted. Finally, the MPC was implemented in Simulink
following the procedure presented in Section 4.2.2.1. The NN structures were imple-
mented in Simulink by means of the Matlab Neural Networks toolbox, and integrated
into the high body slip controller adopting a similar modular scheme than depicted in
Figure 4.16. For simplicity, the full-feedback assumption was adopted.
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In the first place, the AI-controller was subjected to a set of left-handed spiral tests (10
- 100 metres target radius ramp) maintaining a fixed target body slip angle, Fig. 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Ramp radius test with high body slip reference, |βss| = 35 degrees [8].
The vehicle is initialised at low speed (30 kph) and converges quickly to the target
reference radius. Once in drifting motion, the controller is able to track closely the
reference states and the vehicle describes an even spiral trajectory. Additional tests
were repeated with different target body slip angles, Table 4.4 [8]. After that, the
AI-controller was tested under a time-varying body slip reference and constant radius
request, Fig. 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Constant target radius, Rss = 70 metres, and sinusoidal body slip
reference |βss| = 35 - 15 degrees at 0.05 Hz [8].
Overall, the proposed system is able to follow closely the sinusoidal body slip refer-
ence. Some delay is noticed on the drift controller response for a reference body slip
of frequency 0.05 Hz. In this case, significant variations on the vehicle trajectory are
identified in this test when tracking non-constant body slip angles, Figure 4.10-right.
These variations are unacceptable if a reference path is to be followed simultaneously and
demonstrate the necessity of introducing the path-following feature described in Section
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4.3. Finally, the NRMSE of the tracked vehicle planar motion states is presented in
Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: NRMSE of the tracked vehicle planar motion states (%).
Test Rss βss eψ˙ evx eβ
1 10− 100 m ramp −35 deg 1.76 0.79 1.80
2 10− 100 m ramp −15 deg 1.71 0.57 3.01
3 70 m −25 + 10sin(2pi0.05t) deg 10.17 1.17 9.82
For consistency, and with the aim to focus on the body slip tracking capabilities of
the proposed system, the initial stabilisation period was not considered, and the errors
were calculated for t > 5 s in all the tests presented in this section. Expectedly, the
largest body slip errors are observed on the tests where a time-varying body slip angle
is tracked. These errors are kept close to the 10% error band, and therefore, are con-
sidered acceptable for the proposed application. As similar results have not been found
in the literature (previous drift control works considered time-invariant body slip and
radius references), these errors will be taken as a reference for further refinements of the
proposed system.
4.2.4 HiL verification
The previous results motivated the implementation of the proposed algorithms in a real
MAGV platform (DevBOT). The technical parameters corresponding to the DevBOT
research platform are detailed in Appendix A. In order to optimise the testing time on
the track, all the systems to be assessed experimentally were developed, pre-calibrated
and signed-off in a virtual environment, Figure 4.11.
Real DevBOT in Millbrook skidpad (UK) Virtual DevBOT in Virtual skidpad (HiL)
Figure 4.11: Real and virtual testing environments. The core development work was
predominantly carried out in the virtual environment.
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In brief, the HiL platform used in this thesis is formed by a Real-Time target machine
(SPEEDGOAT) connected to a PC equipped with the RFPro simulation package and a
virtual vehicle ECU. The virtual ECU incorporates all the vehicle actuator constraints,
fail-safe strategies, virtual sensor communications (e.g. CAN), handshake protocols,
warnings, soft-stops and emergency stops of the real MAGV vehicle. With regards to
the virtual vehicle, RFPro uses a high-fidelity experimentally-verified simulation model.
Additional specific details regarding the HiL platform are omitted here due to confiden-
tiality reasons.
The implementation of the full Highly Skilled Autonomous Vehicle (HSAV) model was
subdivided into 3 work packages: high body slip stabilisation, simple path-following
and advanced path-following. Experimental results relevant to each work package are
provided in Section 5.2. The models were implemented in three steps, which can be
summarised in the following manner:
• Drift Equilibrium Solutions (DES): As DevBOT is an AWD electric vehicle (4
EMs) based on a Le Mans Prototype (LMP) chassis, it was literally impossible to
manually drift imposing a fixed pre-defined torque distribution. This motivated
the adoption of a model-based reference derivation approach, Section 4.2.2. This
process was carried out updating the planar dynamics models defined by expres-
sions (3.1)-(3.13) with a set of vehicle parameters provided by ROBORACE. The
tyre-friction characteristics were extracted from MF 5.2 tyre models (295-30 R18
- front, 345-30 R20 - rear), Table A.5.
• SiL and preliminary tuning: A virtual model was built in IPG-CarMaker based on
the set of parameters and tyre models provided by ROBORACE. This model was
compared against experimental data extracted from step steer and steady-state
cornering tests. For simplicity, and due to the lack of experience working with the
target MAGV, the LQR formulation was adopted along the course of this project.
Moreover, in order to reduce the computational cost of the target machine, the
controller gains were solved oﬄine for different target operating points and imple-
mented in the virtual model following a gain-scheduling approach. It is expected
that future evolutions of the proposed system will lead to the implementation of a
linear MPC formulation in which the current work in LQR will be used to adjust
the MPC terminal weight matrix, as described in Section 4.2.2.1. Finally, different
robustness analyses were performed (feedback noise level, vertical disturbances,
parameter uncertainty) and a preliminary LQR calibration was found.
• HiL and sign-off: The models were implemented in SPEEDGOAT following the
handshake protocols and fail-safe strategies defined by ROBORACE. Additional
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details regarding this process are provided in Chapter 5. The preliminary calibra-
tions found in IPG-CarMaker were tested and signed-off with the ROBORACE
software team. Specifically, different calibrations (e.g. soft, nominal, harsh), were
tested and approved for experimental testing. Overall, it was not necessary to per-
form additional iteration loops with the SiL testing, evidencing the ability of the
proposed controller to cope with the parameter uncertainties or communication
delays introduced by the HiL environment.
The results corresponding to the HiL sign-off of a left-handed 10 metres drift test (βss =
− 40 degrees) are given in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: 10 metres high body slip stabilisation, βss= - 40 degrees. ROBORACE
HiL sign-off.
Due to restrictions in the DevBOT AI-mode initialisation, it was necessary to start the
system from standstill conditions in this first project stage. In spite of this, the vehicle
planar states (a), the vehicle body slip (c), and the actuator requests (b) converge well
to the reference states and feedforward inputs. With regards to the latter, the DES were
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obtained for a near-zero steering angle with the aim to maintain a sufficient margin in
case steering correction were needed to compensate severe model uncertainties. Apart
from this, slew rate constraints were applied to the steering angle and wheel torque
requests to avoid mechanical failure on the real platform (e.g. driveshaft breakage).
Similar conclusions can be extracted from the 20 metres drift test depicted in Figure
4.13.
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Figure 4.13: 20 metres high body slip stabilisation, βss= - 40 degrees. ROBORACE
HiL sign-off.
These manoeuvres were limited to 15 seconds for safety reasons, the moment at which
the brakes were gently applied to stop the vehicle. Finally, the NRMSE of the tracked
vehicle planar states is given in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5: NRMSE of the tracked vehicle planar motion states (%). Nominal Vehicle
Dynamics (VD) calibration.
Test Rss βss eψ˙ evx eβ
1 10 m −40 deg 4.03 2.17 3.59
2 15 m −40 deg 2.76 1.54 2.02
3 20 m −40 deg 3.11 2.74 2.00
For consistency with the results shown in previous sections, the metrics were computed
for t> 5 s. Overall, low error values were observed for the manoeuvres performed during
this sign-off, evidencing the validity of the proposed controller and synthesised models
used to derive the DES.
4.2.5 Summary of high body slip stabilisation
In this section, relevant solutions to achieve the high body slip stabilisation of a MAGV
platform have been proposed. Two methods have been described to build centralised
MIMO controllers depending on the information available regarding the tyre-friction
characteristics: model-based and data-based reference derivation. The advantages and
drawbacks derived from each methodology have been outlined. Finally, the proposed
controllers have been subjected to a virtual testing program formed by SiL tests and
HiL experiments.
The systems described in this section evidenced advanced driving patterns only exhibited
by highly-skilled drivers. Nevertheless, this behaviour is still limited to “open-loop path”
manoeuvres in which the road geometry is not considered. In addition, aspects like the
robustness of the proposed systems to time-varying friction conditions have not been
taken into account. These considerations are addressed in the following section of this
chapter, where the Autonomous Drift Control (ADC) and Highly-Skilled Autonomous
driver models are introduced.
4.3 Highly-skilled autonomous driving
Driver models for autonomous driving at the limits of handling are introduced in this
section. The autonomous drift control for simultaneous path-following and high body
slip stabilisation is described first, followed by the derivation of model-based and data-
based solutions for varying-friction compensation. The section is completed with the
introduction of a complete driver model that resembles professional rally drivers.
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4.3.1 Autonomous Drift Control (ADC)
The Autonomous Drift Control (ADC) concept was developed by the author of this
thesis and introduced for the first time in [8, 12, 18]. In essence, ADC consists of a
hierarchical structure formed by a high-level trajectory control layer and a low-level
vehicle dynamics controller, Figure 4.14. The main aim of ADC is to accurately keep a
target high body slip angle along arbitrary road geometries, which can not be achieved
with traditional path-following driver models [40] or existing high body slip stabilisation
solutions [134]. The proposed concept can be described in the following manner.
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Assuming a circular reference trajectory defined by a curvature κ, a proportional-
integral-derivative (PID) control law of the form,
κ˜ = κ−∆κ = κ− (kp,elatelat + kd,elat e˙lat + ki,elat
∫
elat) (4.40)
is derived to drive the lateral deviation error elat of the vehicle with respect to a reference
path to zero. Taking as a reference the left-handed turn depicted in Figure 4.15, the
previous control law can be explained as follows. When elat is positive the corrected
curvature κ˜ is decreased to straighten the current vehicle trajectory, Fig. 4.15-a. On the
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other hand, if elat is negative, the reference road curvature is increased to tighten the
vehicle trajectory, Fig. 4.15-b. The sign criteria for the lateral deviation error is adopted
from the road model presented in [128, 14]. At each time step, the inverse of the corrected
curvature (Rss = 1/κ˜) and the desired equilibrium body slip angle βss are used to derive
the set of DES (uss,pss,xss) passed to the low-level Vehicle Dynamics (VD) controller.
For simplicity, it is assumed that the rate of change of the pair (Rss, βss) is negligible in
comparison to the low-level system dynamics. If the PID gains (kp,elat ,kd,elat ,ki,elat) are
carefully chosen, the proposed control law will drive the vehicle lateral deviation error
to zero, and the vehicle will eventually converge to the reference path. As an analytical
Lyapunov stability proof for the proposed system is not trivial, the closed loop stability
under different initial errors is studied by means of a phase-space coverage analysis (see
Section 4.3.1.2 for further details).
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Figure 4.15: Illustration of the drift path-following concept for a left-handed turn.
(a) Positive lateral deviation error, (b) negative lateral deviation error [8].
Finally, the proposed path-following concept can be applied to other arbitrary road ge-
ometries (e.g. clothoid) if a time-varying reference curvature is considered. Specifically,
κ is defined as the local curvature of the reference path calculated at the intersection
between the MAGV centre of gravity and the reference path perpendicular. In terms of
experimental implementation, κ and elat are computed in this thesis employing a high-
accuracy GPS unit and a predefined reference trajectory (see Chapter 5 for additional
details regarding the experimental implementation of this approach). The extraction of
these parameters using a more sophisticated perception layer formed by LiDARs and
Machine Vision is proposed for future work.
4.3.1.1 Road friction adaptation
In order to make the proposed system robust to a wide range of road terrains, it is
necessary to monitor the road friction characteristics and adapt the system behaviour
to time-varying friction conditions. Two friction adaptation approaches are proposed in
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this thesis depending on the surface considered. Specifically, rigid surfaces (e.g. tarmac,
surfaces that can be considered infinitely rigid with respect to the tyre carcass [19]) in
which different friction levels can be parameterised by a unique friction potential factor
[104] are handled by the system adopting a model-based reference derivation approach,
Section 4.2.2. The friction variations are monitored by means of a friction factor estimate
(µest), computed during sustained drifting as,
µest = (µupper − µlower) (aycent − aycent,min)
(aycent,max − aycent,min) + µlower (4.41)
where aycent is the vehicle centripetal acceleration, and aycent,min, aycent,max are the cen-
tripetal acceleration values expected from two extreme friction conditions (e.g. µupper =
1, µlower = 0.7). The raw estimate µest is filtered adopting RLS. The tarmac drifting
references corresponding to different friction levels, as well as the associated centripetal
acceleration values, are computed oﬄine using a suitable friction model.
On the other hand, loose surfaces (e.g. gravel, surfaces in which the soft-soil material
can lead to the bulldozzing effect [128]) requiring a more comprehensive feature vector
to model the tyre-friction interaction, are faced adopting a data-based reference deriva-
tion approach [8], Section 4.2.3. This concept is illustrated schematically in Figure 4.16
and can be summarised in the following manner. An AI-references block contains a set
of feedforward NNs trained at different road terrains following the approach given in
Section 4.2.3. The references (xss, uss) and tyre parameters (Cα,ss, Cλ,ss) are adapted
depending on the current road terrain, which is identified by an NN-based road ter-
rain classifier, Figure 4.17. In this structure, the first block (Braking event detection)
monitors the master cylinder pressure signal (MCpress) and identifies whether a braking
intervention is taking place. During the braking situation, the tyre vertical and longitudi-
nal forces, as well as the tyre longitudinal slips are logged (block 2, Data Logging). Once
the braking event has concluded, an ANFIS structure is trained to approximate the fric-
tion curve formed by the cloud of normalised longitudinal force (defined as µx = Fx/Fz)
versus longitudinal slip data (block 3, ANFIS Friction Curve Learning). In order to ac-
quire a cloud of points representative of the terrain friction characteristics, only braking
interventions in which a certain longitudinal slip value is developed (i.e. enough longi-
tudinal excitation is present) are considered. The feature vector required by the terrain
classifier is obtained directly from the trained ANFIS structure and consists of a set
of uniformly-spaced friction values, µx = {µ1,x, µ2,x, ..., µn,x}. This vector is passed
through a Neural Network classifier (block 5) trained with braking data from different
terrains to infer the road class that best matches the current friction characteristics.
The use of ANFIS as an intermediate step permits a straightforward extraction of a
noise-free feature vector. Otherwise, e.g. computing the previous vector from raw data,
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would require the execution of non-trivial post-processing steps (such as data averag-
ing in a predefined region) to reduce the influence of outlier points. The suitability of
ANFIS networks to approximate the friction versus slip characteristics of an unknown
tyre was assessed experimentally in this thesis with the Vehicle-Based Objective Tyre
Testing (VBOTT) testbed of Jaguar Land Rover, Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.16: Artificially-intelligent drift control system with road-class adaptation
proposed in [8].
4.3.1.2 SiL experiments
The high body slip controllers described in Section 4.2 were enhanced with the path-
following feature introduced in the previous paragraphs, giving, as a result, the ADC
system. This was subjected to the SiL verification described in the following. To start
with, the AWD compact-class model introduced in Section 4.2.2.1 (model-based reference
derivation) was tested in constant-radius and clothoid turns, Figure 4.18.
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(1) Braking event detection
(3) ANFIS Friction Curve Learning
MC Press
(4) Feature extraction (5) NN Classifier
Fx,Fz,Long. slip
Event Rule
Friction Curve
Road Class
𝜇
𝜆
𝜇
𝜆
𝜇n
𝜇1 [𝜇1,𝜇2,...,𝜇n]Feature vector ... . ... .
𝜇
𝜆
(2) Data Logging
Figure 4.17: Scheme of the road terrain classifier introduced in [8]. Once the road ter-
rain is identified (road class), the high-level drift references and parameters are adjusted
accordingly.
Figure 4.18: Left: 50 metres constant-radius trajectory. Right: 40-90 metres increas-
ing radius clothoid. Target body slip angle βss= -35 degrees [18].
The vehicle was initialised with a positive lateral deviation error (elat =2 m), straight-
line conditions (ψ˙ =0 deg/s, β = 0 deg), and a longitudinal velocity error ∆vx = - 5
m/s. These initial errors were chosen arbitrarily to show the closed loop convergence of
the proposed system. As can be noticed in Figure 4.19, the system converges quickly to
the reference vehicle states. The lateral deviation error presents an initial overshoot but
keeps within a 1 metre band once high body slip stabilisation has been achieved. For
simplicity, the elat signal is taken from the IPG-CarMaker environment using RoadProp-
erty sensors. This step is realised experimentally adopting a high-accuracy differential
GPS unit, Section 5. Additional details regarding this preliminary ADC evaluation can
be consulted in [18]. After that, the AI-based ADC (Figure 4.16) was implemented in
the sports-class AWD model introduced in Section 4.2.3.1. The PID gains of the high-
level trajectory control layer were tuned carefully and the phase-space coverage analysis
depicted in Figure 4.20 was performed.
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Figure 4.19: Results of the constant-radius path-following test, βss = − 35 degrees
[18].
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The vehicle was initiated in straight line conditions (null body slip angle and null yaw
rate) at different initial speeds and lateral deviation errors, Figure 4.20-a. The three-
dimensional trajectories of the body slip, lateral deviation, and longitudinal velocity
state errors are depicted in Figure 4.20-b. The distortion of the longitudinal velocity
error ∆vx is caused by the action of the upper-level PID controller, which modifies the
tracked references to reduce the lateral deviation error. As can be noticed, the proposed
system converged to the reference trajectory for the majority of initial errors, Figures
4.20-c and 4.20-d. Additional simulations were repeated in a wide range of road radii
and similar results were obtained, evidencing the ability of the proposed ADC to drive
the vehicle to the reference path in a finite time [8].
The AI-based ADC evaluation was completed with the friction robustness assessment
illustrated in Figures 4.21 and 4.22.
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Figure 4.21: Time histories of the clothoid test case simulated in a low-mu loose sur-
face with the proposed AI-based ADC. (a) Yaw rate, (b) body slip angle, (c) longitudinal
velocity, (d) lateral deviation error, (e) Braking pedal position, (f) Front-left longitudi-
nal slip, (g) Front-left wheel force, (h) Identified road class, (i) Front-left wheel torque,
(j) Front-right wheel torque, (k) Rear-left wheel torque,(l) Rear-right wheel torque and
(m) Steering wheel angle [8].
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In brief, the vehicle is driving over a low-mu loose terrain (see [8] for further details) at
high speed (18 m/s), and a hard braking intervention is performed to reduce the speed
when a clothoid segment is approached. During the braking event (t > 2 s to t < 8 s) the
NN-based classifier described in Section 4.3.1.1 recognises the current road terrain from
the friction feature vector provided by the trained ANFIS structure and the references
and tyre parameters of the low-level VD MPC are adjusted accordingly.
Adaptive
Drift Control
Non-Adaptive
Drift Control
Y
(m
)
X(m)20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180
0
20
40
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Braking,
Terrain classification
Figure 4.22: Trajectories of the adaptive (green) and non-adaptive (red) AI-based
ADC system [8].
After that, the vehicle starts the desired drifting motion and follows the clothoid road
segment with minimum lateral deviation, Fig. 4.21. In order to evaluate the importance
of an adaptive terrain-based control strategy, a second simulation eliminating the terrain
classifier action was executed. In this case, the system is initialised with the set of
NNs trained in the gravel-like terrain (Section 4.2.3.1). As can be observed in Figure
4.22, the non-adaptive system is unable to cover the clothoid segment and leaves the
road in an uncontrolled spinning motion. Additional details regarding the NN training
process are omitted in this thesis due to space limitations and can be consulted in [8].
Finally, additional simulations, Figure 4.23, were performed to study the AI-based ADC
robustness to mass variations and slight changes in the friction characteristics (which
might not be identified as a different road terrain by the classifier). According to recent
results on off-road tyre data analysis [20], maximum friction values can vary within a
0.1 band if different tyres (e.g. summer tyres, studded tyres) are tested in the same
off-road surface (e.g. gravel). Additional tests were performed in the previous clothoid
test case increasing and decreasing by a factor of 0.05 the maximum friction parameter
corresponding to the gravel-like terrain, Figure 4.23. The set of NNs trained in this
terrain was employed in the driverless controller for consistency. The previous test case
was repeated introducing several variations in the vehicle mass and weight distribution
(+∆m ≈ 150 kg on front and rear positions). These results are omitted here due to
space limitations and the NRMSE of the tracked states can be consulted in Table 4.6.
Overall, the proposed system performed well to changes in the vehicle mass and slight
variations in the road friction characteristics (e.g. due to the use of different tyres [20]).
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In addition, the ability of the proposed system to cope with more significant terrain
changes was demonstrated in the previous paragraphs.
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Table 4.6: NRMSE of the planar vehicle dynamics states. front∗: ∆m ≈ 150 kg on
front position / rear∗: ∆m ≈ 150 kg on rear position. D∗∗: maximum friction factor
[8].
Test Configuration eψ˙ evx eβ
1 D∗∗+0.05 4.20 3.29 5.58
2 D∗∗-0.05 7.02 4.02 18.36
3 +∆m front∗ 3.33 2.02 4.40
4 +∆m rear∗ 4.08 2.73 4.31
5 +∆m front∗ + ∆m rear∗ 3.76 2.55 5.23
4.3.1.3 HiL experiments
The path-following and friction adaptation feature described in this section were also
tested in the real DevBOT MAGV, Chapter 5. Before that, the proposed solutions were
signed-off in the ROBORACE HiL platform introduced in Section 4.2.4. Specifically, in
order to progress to the project stage 2 (simple path following), the enhanced system
was developed and tested first in IPG-CarMaker.
Following the rigid-surface friction adaptation approach described in Section 4.3.1.1,
model-based DES were generated varying the friction scaling factor of a MF 5.2 tyre
model (covering a friction vector µmax = [0.4 : 0.1 : 1.2]). The expression (4.41) was
implemented in Simulink and the LQR feedback gain was computed oﬄine for a grid
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of DES (defined by the vector of reference radius Rss = [5 : 1 : 25], reference body
slip angle βss = − 40 degrees, and previous friction vector). These oﬄine DES were
implemented in the model by means of multi-dimensional look-up tables. After that,
the IPG DevBOT model was subjected to a time-varying friction evaluation during high
body slip stabilisation in a wide-open virtual platform, Figure 4.24.
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Figure 4.24: Time-varying friction tracking experiment performed in IPG-CarMaker.
Left: Friction adaptation ON, right: Friction adaptation OFF. βss = − 40 degrees,
Rss = 10 metres.
Overall, the adaptive-mu system is able to identify timely the friction changes and
performs the corrections needed to maintain the reference body slip angle, Fig. 4.24-
a. When the friction compensation is switched off, the system is unable to maintain
the stability during the transition to low mu (t ≈ 18s), and the vehicle is about to
spin (|β| increases to 90 degrees). Additional simulations were performed to fine-tune
the dynamic response of the friction compensation algorithm (RLS forgetting factor
adjustment), which are omitted here due to space limitations. After that, the ADC
system was implemented in SPEEDGOAT and constant-radius and spiral path-following
manoeuvres were tested in the ROBORACE HiL platform, Figure 4.25.
As can be noticed in the time histories illustrated in Figure 4.26, the lateral deviation
error elat presents some oscillations during the first seconds of the manoeuvre. This is
caused by the restriction of enabling AI in DevBOT from standstill conditions. This
matter is addressed in Section 4.3.2, where a more sophisticated Finite State Machine
(FSM) incorporating different driving modes is proposed. In spite of this, the vehicle
converges quickly to the desired path and the lateral error is reduced after a few seconds.
With regards to the friction estimate µest, it converges to a 0.95 factor. The difference
with respect to the µmax = 1 factor corresponding to an ideal dry tarmac is caused
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by the uncertainty introduced by the DevBOT HiL model, which incorporates addi-
tional degrees of freedom (e.g. suspension kinematics) not considered in the synthesised
modelisation used during the DES generation.
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Figure 4.25: Simple path-following HiL tests, vehicle trajectories. Left: 10 metres
constant-radius test. Right: 10-5 metres spiral test. Virtual DevBOT initialised in
standstill conditions. βss = − 40 degrees.
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Figure 4.26: Simple path-following HiL tests, time histories. Left: 10 metres constant-
radius test. Right: 10-5 metres spiral test. Virtual DevBOT initialised in standstill
conditions.
Finally, in spite of some initial oscillations, the reference body slip angle is tracked
closely during the course of the manoeuvre. This initial evaluation evidenced the ef-
fectiveness of the path-following and friction compensation features introduced in this
section. The DevBOT ADC robustness to more challenging friction conditions was eval-
uated by means of field tests carried out in Millbrook proving ground (UK). Specifically,
the ability of the real DevBOT platform to cope with rainy conditions (slippery tarmac
with water puddles) can be consulted in Section 5.2.
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4.3.2 Complete driver model
To conclude with this section, a brief insight into a more sophisticated complete driver
model for driverless competition vehicles is provided. This model is denoted in the
following as RALLYCROSS and is proposed as an enhancement of the ADC system
introduced in Section 4.3.1. In essence, the RALLYCROSS model is aimed at achieving
an extended operating envelope that could alleviate the limitations exhibited by the
preliminary ADC (e.g. standstill drift initialisation on DevBOT). The RALLYCROSS
is constructed adopting a modular architecture in which two blocks can be distinguished:
layered motion control block and friction learning block, Figure 4.27.
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Figure 4.27: Complete driver model for highly-skilled autonomous competition vehi-
cles proposed in [4].
Overall, the layered control block is formed by a Finite State Machine (FSM) that
combines two driving modes: racing line path-following [40] and high body slip path-
following. Similarly to the approach introduced in [14], each driving mode is selected
by a high-level agent (road geometry evaluation) based on a set of if-then rules and the
road geometry information. The road geometry information is supplied to this layer as
a vector κ = {κdi} that contains the discrete values of the reference trajectory curvature
(κ) at a distance (di = {0, 10, 20, 30} metres) ahead of the vehicle. This information is
assumed to be supplied by an upper-level perception layer that may use machine vision,
LiDAR, RADAR sensors or a combination of all. Once a suitable driver model has been
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selected, the high-level control references are generated to keep the vehicle along the
reference path. In brief, the racing line path-following task is realised adopting a pro-
portional steering feedback control law and a racing-like ACCELERATION/BRAKING
longitudinal control (see [4] for additional details). With regards to the high body slip
path-following, the ADC control law given in Section 4.3.1 is enhanced with a set of
preview-distance correction terms, Figure 4.28.
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Figure 4.28: Scheme of the enhanced high body slip path-following control law [4].
Following this scheme, the preview distance information is incorporated into the system
by means of the heading angle error terms (θpf,i). These are defined as the angle com-
prised between the line connecting the preview point Pi and the vehicle centre of gravity
(CoG), and the desired vehicle heading direction (given by the reference body slip angle
βss). The updated control law is given by expression (4.42).
κ˜ = κ− (Kp,elatelat +Kd,elat e˙lat +Ki,elat
∫
elat)−
∑
Kp,pfiθpf,i −
∑
Kd,pfiθ˙pf,i
(4.42)
The incorporation of the proportional and derivative components of the heading angle
errors (Kp,pf , Kd,pf ) permits anticipating to future curvature changes and pre-adjusting
the vehicle trajectory to fit the future path geometry, thus avoiding the risk of track
departure during abrupt radius changes (e.g. severe radius reduction or curvature tran-
sitions [14]). A low-level Vehicle Dynamics (VD) control layer is in charge of realising
the driving commands dictated by the high-level path-following blocks. Specifically, the
high body slip stabilisation is achieved by the centralised LQR described in Section
4.2. In addition, continuous wheel slip (CWS) control is realised in this layer to main-
tain optimum longitudinal slip levels during hard acceleration and emergency braking.
Following the methodology introduced in [117], these functions are realised by means
of Integral Sliding Mode Control (ISMC). Finally, the VD control requests are sent to
the EMs, steering system and Electro-Hydraulic Braking (EHB) system located on the
MAGV layer [4].
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In what concerns the friction learning block, a distinction is made between rigid or loose
surfaces due to the friction modelling peculiarities discussed in the preceding sections
of this thesis. For simplicity, it is assumed that a high-level intelligent perception layer
exists and is able to make a distinction between these surfaces. This may be achieved in
a Rallycross track adopting a GPS-based localisation approach, by means of a “rough”
machine vision-based terrain identification, or relying on a braking-based road clas-
sification routine [8]. For rigid surfaces, the model-based friction adaptation approach
described in Section 4.3.1.1 is used. With regards to loose surfaces, the machine learning
approach depicted in Figure 4.29 is proposed.
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Figure 4.29: FSM friction adaptation loop proposed in [4].
Essentially, this approach combines the advantages of the model-based reference deriva-
tion (Section 4.2.2) with a data-based tyre friction modelling. This methodology is anal-
ogous to the hybrid data-based modelling derived in the previous chapter, as it combines
a first principles model (synthesised planar dynamics for model-based reference deriva-
tion) with a “black-box” model (NNs) of the unknown tyre friction characteristics. For
the sake of clarity, the proposed approach is applied to a Rallycross race case described
in the following manner.
Before the race, the NNs are initialised with synthetic friction data obtained from a
warm-up session. These friction NNs are employed to generate the initial VD control
references. Once the race is started, each time the HSAV covers the loose surface seg-
ment, the weights of the NN friction structures are updated with new friction data using
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the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) backpropagation training algorithm. Specifically, four
NN structures are employed to model the tyre friction in the longitudinal and lateral
combined-slip cases (i.e. µx = Fx/Fz and µy = Fy/Fz, with Fx, Fy, Fz being the tyre
forces in the three axes). In the next step, a synthesised vehicle planar dynamics model
is updated with the new friction characteristics learned by the NNs and a Sequential
Quadratic Programming (SQP) optimisation routine is launched to find the drifting
references that maximise the vehicle lateral dynamics [18], Section 4.2.2. Finally, it is
important to remark that the previous steps (NN training and SQP optimisation) need
to be executed within the time interval required to cover the tarmac segment (t1 − t0),
Fig. 4.29-bottom. In terms of aerospace or military applications, the race case may be
seen as a minimum-time route execution problem in which the HSAV seeks to cover a
certain predefined route in the minimum possible time. In such a scenario, the target
route may be continuously passed by several MAGVs with the ability to log and send
data to a central base station using vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication tech-
nologies. Such information might be employed to monitor the friction characteristics
of the path and generate updated system references to be loaded into new incoming
vehicles.
4.3.2.1 SiL experiments
The proposed system was tested in a virtual Rallycross track (Fig. 4.31) modelled
in the vehicle dynamics simulation software IPG-CarMaker. The proposed FSM was
implemented in a validated DevBOT chassis model incorporating steering and drivetrain
actuator constraints. For simplicity, the vehicle dynamics signals and tyre forces were
directly taken from the Car-Maker/Simulink framework. Virtual sensing solutions to
obtain these from inexpensive vehicle dynamics measurements were presented in the
previous chapter. In order to study a high-demanding scenario, the time-varying friction
models illustrated in Figure 4.30 were implemented in the virtual track.
In brief, at the start of the race (t = 0) dry conditions are assumed on both surfaces (red
friction curves). The tarmac surface is modelled adopting an isotropic MF tyre model
and a maximum friction value µmax = 1 [128]. The MF parameters of the gravel terrain
at t = 0 were fitted from constant-speed steering-ramp tests carried out on a dry packed
gravel platform (see Section 3.3.1.2). After 10 minutes of rain (t = 600s, cyan friction
curves), the tarmac surface is slippery (µmax = 0.7) [128], and the dry packed gravel
has turned into an extreme off-road terrain with a reduced friction stiffness and a high
soft-soil content (large bulldozing effect [128]). The change between these conditions
is assumed to be progressive, and modelled in IPG-CarMaker by means of the linear
interpolation friction surfaces depicted in Figure 4.30. Finally, a rough road profile was
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Figure 4.30: Tarmac and gravel time-varying friction models implemented in the
virtual Rallycross track [4].
added to the gravel terrain adopting the approach presented in Section 3.3.1.2 in order to
model realistically severe vertical disturbances. The results obtained during the course
of the race are depicted in Figures 4.31 and 4.32.
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Figure 4.31: (a) Friction adaptation OFF, (b) Friction adaptation ON. Vehicle head-
ing and trajectory obtained during the third lap [4].
The trajectories obtained during the third lap (chosen randomly for illustration pur-
poses) are depicted in Figure 4.31. During the tarmac segment, the HSAV computes
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continuously the friction estimate (µest, Fig. 4.32-top) and adapts the tarmac friction
references accordingly. In parallel, the friction adaptation loop depicted in Figure 4.29 is
executed (Fig. 4.32-bottom). Overall, an acceptable average time update of 30s (within
the tarmac time window (t1 − t0) ≈ 40s, Fig. 4.29) was obtained for the complete NN
weight update and SQP optimisation using a computer equipped with an Intel i7-8th
generation processor and 8GB RAM memory.
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Figure 4.32: Top: Tarmac friction estimate µest versus total simulation time. Bot-
tom: Section and training data of the rear axle combined-lateral-slip NN µy,r for a
longitudinal slip value λr = 0.5 [4].
Finally, the maximum and Root Mean Square (RMS) errors of the lateral deviation (elat)
are given in Table 4.7. When the friction adaptation feature is enabled, the maximum
deviation is maintained below the maximum semi-track width (7.5m) in spite of the
time-varying friction conditions for the 6 laps of the race. On the other hand, if the
friction adaptation is switched off, the vehicle is unable to cover the full race and leaves
the road during the third lap, Figure 4.31-a. The lateral deviation error metrics increased
progressively (Table 4.7) until a maximum absolute error of 13.28 metres occurred in
the third lap and the simulation was stopped.
These results illustrate the difficulty of controlling a vehicle at high body slip angles
during time-varying friction conditions along tight road geometries. In such scenarios,
future HSAVs will be required to demonstrate not only expert driving skills but also an
outstanding perception and adaptation ability.
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Table 4.7: Maximum absolute and RMS lateral deviation errors [4].
FRICTION ADAPTATION ENABLED
Metric 1 2 3 4 5 6
RMS(elat) 2.41 2.30 2.24 2.14 2.23 2.21
max(|elat|) 4.62 3.99 4.11 4.12 4.95 4.81
FRICTION ADAPTATION DISABLED
Metric 1 2 3 4 5 6
RMS(elat) 2.36 2.65 4.33 X X X
max(|elat|) 5.85 6.94 13.28 X X X
4.3.3 Summary of highly-skilled autonomous driving
In this section, the path-following and friction adaptation attributes have been incorpo-
rated into the high body slip controllers derived previously. A preliminary Autonomous
Drift Control (ADC) system has been proposed to achieve simultaneous path-following
and high body slip stabilisation on this basis. This design has been embedded into
a modular control structure giving, as a result, a Rallycross FSM for driver-less com-
petition MAGVs. The path-following ability of the proposed driver models has been
evidenced in a comprehensive SiL and HiL testing program formed by a wide range of
road geometries.
In what concerns the friction adaptation ability of the proposed driver models, three
approaches have been adopted depending on the surface considered. To start with, a
model-based friction compensation routine has been proposed for rigid tarmac surfaces
in which friction variations can be parameterised adopting an MF friction scaling ap-
proach. With regards to the loose surfaces, two machine learning-based solutions have
been proposed. In a first step, a braking-based terrain identification strategy has been
introduced to select the set of NNs of an AI-based ADC that correspond to a recognised
terrain. In order to avoid the necessity of generating a training dataset for each potential
road terrain, a hybrid approach has been proposed in the Rallycross FSM. Essentially,
this hybrid methodology alleviates the necessity of converting the MAGV into a “drive-
able” platform and removes the human driver from the “teaching” loop. Instead, the
intelligent system learns to drift over new unknown surfaces autonomously by successive
adaptation loops. This latter statement is formulated under the assumption of progres-
sive friction variations and several repetitions over the same path. Such scenarios will
be realisable in the future with the aid of V2I communication technologies.
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4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, different solutions to incorporate advanced driving skills into future
driver-less MAGV platforms have been described. Several vehicle models have been used
along this chapter in order to assess the robustness and performance of the proposed
controllers against different vehicle variants (e.g. sports class, compact class, see Table
A.1, Appendix A). Once the proposed solutions were developed conceptually in a SiL
level, the focus was shifted towards the experimental validation of these in a state-of-
the-art multi-actuated driver-less platform (ROBORACE DevBOT), for which SiL and
HiL correlated DevBOT vehicle models were introduced.
The motion control functions have been developed in a progressive manner, starting
with controllers for high body slip stabilisation and finishing with an FSM that can
drive along a complex road layout and resembles a professional Rallycross driver. In
addition to the driving skills, the proposed solutions have been designed to show friction
adaptation ability. In brief, model-based and data-based approaches have been proposed
to handle time-varying friction conditions. The most relevant conclusions extracted from
this chapter are summarised in the following points.
• High body slip stabilisation is achieved adopting a centralised multi-actuated con-
trol framework. Solutions employing LQR and MPC formulations have been pro-
posed and tested. Specifically, constrained LQR has been developed first and
used to implement the MPC, which handles actuator constraints optimally. With
regards to the controller references, two methodologies have been proposed de-
pending on the tyre-friction information available: model-based and data-based.
With respect to the former, it is assumed that a suitable tyre model exists and
can be employed during the reference optimisation.
• If data-based reference derivation is adopted, the autonomous vehicle is treated
as an AI system that can learn to drift from a skilled driver. On the other hand,
the tyre-model-less advantage offered by this method has the drawback of making
the MAGV platform “driveable” for the execution of the field tests. This limit
the application of maximum centripetal acceleration strategies. A third hybrid
methodology has been proposed to overcome the limitations derived from purely
model-based and data-based approaches. In this case, the tyre friction model is
substituted by an NN structure that is embedded in the model-based optimisation
loop.
• Trajectory control has been achieved by means of a high-level layer based on a PID
control law. The long term objective of this concept is to derive systems that can
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sustain a high body slip angle along tight road geometries. This operation can be
advantageous on low-manoeuvrability surfaces if maximum centripetal acceleration
strategies are exploited. As an example, high body slip-based lane departure
prevention systems may be developed on this basis for snow or off-road emergency
scenarios.
• Different friction adaptation strategies have been described in this chapter, grouped
into model-based and data-based. In the case of the latter group, it is required to
measure the tyre forces in order to extract relevant tyre parameters (tyre stiffness)
or to generate a friction training dataset. This reinforces the necessity of develop-
ing virtual tyre force sensors that can support the friction adaptation strategies of
advanced motion control systems.
The proposed controllers are aimed at exploiting the full chassis potential on low ma-
noeuvrability surfaces where high tyre lateral slip angles are required to maximise the
friction developed by the tyre. On this basis, the author of this thesis believes that the
high body slip control system can significantly improve the accuracy and stability of
HSAVs operating at the limits of handling. To this end, pieces of evidence of traditional
yaw rate-based stability systems achieving a sustained high body slip stabilisation have
not been found in the literature, what reinforces the importance of the virtual sensing
solutions introduced in the preceding sections and the novel contribution of the work
described in this chapter.
The implementation of the virtual sensors and motion controllers introduced during this
thesis in a real vehicle is discussed in the next chapter, where a comprehensive testing
program with a fully instrumented vehicle and an AWD MAGV platform is presented.
Chapter 5
Vehicle Experiments
The vehicle experiments on tyre force virtual sensing and advanced motion control are
presented in this chapter. In brief, the SiL and HiL results introduced in Chapters 3
and 4 motivated the execution of several industrial research activities with Jaguar Land
Rover and ARRIVAL Software during the course of this thesis, Figure 5.1.
REVI PG (Sweden) IDIADA PG (Spain) MILLBROOK PG (UK)
VBOTT Testing Plan:
Tyre force virtual sensing
ANFIS friction learning
DevBOT Testing Plan:
High body slip stabilisation
Highly-Skilled Autonomous Driver
Figure 5.1: Industrial research activities were carried out with the VBOTT (JLR) and
DevBOT (ARRIVAL & ROBORACE) platform. Field tests were executed in REVI
(Snow), IDIADA (Dry tarmac) and MILLBROOK (Dry and wet tarmac).
Different simulation models have been employed during the course of this research (see
Tables A.1 and A.2 for a comprehensive vehicle model summary). Expectedly, it would
be prohibitive and impractical to use a different dedicated experimental vehicle platform
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to validate each section of this research. In order to achieve a trade-off between experi-
mental validation scope and employed resources, two research platforms were used dur-
ing the virtual sensing and motion control experiments. Specifically, the Vehicle-Based
Objective Tyre Testing (VBOTT) platform of Jaguar Land Rover was selected for the
virtual sensing experiments due to its comprehensive instrumentation and suitability to
operate among different road terrains with different tyres. The ROBORACE DevBOT
platform was chosen for the motion control experiments based on its multi-actuated
layout and easiness to implement real-time driver-less controllers. The technical speci-
fications of these vehicles are detailed in Appendix A.
Due to space limitations, only the most important achievements derived from these
activities are provided in the following. Specifically, the first part of the chapter is
dedicated to the research on tyre force virtual sensing and ANFIS friction learning
done with the JLR VBOTT testbed [3]. The second part of the chapter introduces the
research on high body slip stabilisation and highly-skilled autonomous driving carried
out with the DevBOT MAGV of ARRIVAL Software and ROBORACE.
5.1 Virtual sensing experiments
The virtual tyre force sensing and friction learning experiments are presented in this
section. Specifically, the tyre-model-less virtual sensing structure introduced in Chapter
3, Section 3.3, is adapted to the VBOTT testbed and verified in a comprehensive tyre
characterisation program formed by tarmac and snow experiments. The vehicle testing
plan was agreed with the tyre modelling department of Jaguar Land Rover following a
systematic testing methodology characterised by the same open-loop standardised vehi-
cle manoeuvres with the aim to reflect the sensitivity of the virtual sensor performance
to different tyre models.
5.1.1 VBOTT experimental testbed
The VBOTT testing car is depicted in Figure 5.2. Essentially, the VBOTT is a heavily
modified, fully instrumented vehicle used by JLR for in-vehicle tyre characterisation.
The vehicle includes adjustable suspension to parametrise the inclination angle sensi-
tivity, ballast adjustment for load sensitivity analysis, and constant-speed braking by
means of an in-house developed braking control logic. With regards to the vehicle in-
strumentation, wheel force transducers (WFT) and high-accuracy GPS inertial motion
units (IMU) are attached to each wheel in order to provide an accurate measurement
of the three-axes tyre forces, tyre slip angles, and wheel orientation angles. Specifically,
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the GPS-IMU units provide the slip angles with an accuracy of 0.1 degrees, the camber
angle with an accuracy of 0.03 degrees, and the wheel centre velocities with an accuracy
of 0.05 kilometres per hour. Regarding the tyre longitudinal slips, these are computed
from wheel speed measurements taken from high-accuracy encoders attached to the
wheels and the wheel centre speeds measured by the GPS-IMU units. Apart from this,
the vehicle instrumentation is completed with infrared tyre tread temperature sensors,
tyre pressure sensors, tyre gas temperature sensors, CAN acquisition unit, ride height
potentiometres, and wheel-centre laser height sensors. Additional details regarding the
acquisition equipment or the control logic employed in this vehicle are omitted here due
to confidentiality reasons.
Figure 5.2: VBOTT testing vehicle. (a) suspension adjustment, (b) ballast adjust-
ment and (c) constant-speed braking control [3].
The instrumentation described previously is prohibitive for commercially available plat-
forms (VBOTT costs around 500K £). In what concerns in-vehicle tyre characterisation,
it would be attractive to develop more affordable platforms in order to maximise the
testing productivity and implement automated testing procedures [3]. With regards to
future HSAVs, the exploitation of tyre force-based friction adaptation strategies (like
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those described in Chapter 4) at a mass scale would require inexpensive ways of mea-
suring the tyre forces. The work described along this section was carried out with the
aim to offer a cost-effective alternative to VBOTT, substituting the most expensive
components (i.e. WFT) by tyre force virtual sensors [3].
5.1.2 Random Walk Virtual Sensor
The structure of the virtual sensor proposed in this section is illustrated in Figure
5.3. The virtual sensor is constructed adopting a modular approach where three state
estimation blocks can be clearly differentiated: vertical tyre forces, longitudinal tyre
forces and vehicle planar dynamics (axle lateral forces). A second block, automated tyre
attribute extraction, is added to infer the tyre friction characteristics using an ANFIS-
based approach. This structure is very similar to the tyre-model-less RW-EKF presented
in Section 3.3.1. Due to the particularities of VBOTT, some modifications with respect
to the preliminary design were necessary. These are introduced in the following.
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Figure 5.3: Structure of the random-walk tyre force virtual sensor [3].
Similarly to the structure introduced in Section 3.3.1, the tyre longitudinal forces are
estimated adopting a wheel rotating dynamics-based LKF. In this case, a distinction
is made between the approach used to estimate the rear and front tyre forces. This
design is motivated by the special characteristics of the testing vehicle, Figure 5.2, which
brakes only with the front wheels during pure-longitudinal-slip tyre characterisation
tests. The rear longitudinal forces are estimated using the random-walk LKFs introduced
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in Section 3.2.2. The estimation of the front longitudinal forces, on the other hand, is
performed using a single LKF structure. In this case, the vector of states is formed by
the wheel rotating velocities and longitudinal forces of the front axle wheels XLKF,f =
{ωfl, Fx,fl, ωfr, Fx,fr}, and the vector of inputs is formed by the individual braking
torques ULKF,f = {Tbrk,fl, Tbrk,fr}. A pseudo-measurement of the front axle braking
force is added to the measurement vector YLKF,f = {ωfl, ωfr, F ∗xf} in order to account
for the braking torque uncertainties derived from changes on the braking pad friction
coefficient [111]. The term F ∗xf is computed in the following manner:
F ∗xf = max − (Fˆx,rl + Fˆx,rr) (5.1)
where Fˆx,rl and Fˆx,rr are the rear longitudinal forces estimated in the rear LKF modules.
The axle lateral forces are estimated using the RW-EKF structure described in Section
3.3.1, revisited here for the sake of clarity. The vector of inputs is formed by the
average angle steered by the front wheels and the estimated individual longitudinal forces
UEKF = {δ, Fˆx,i}, and the vector of states by the vehicle planar velocities, yaw rate,
and axle lateral forces XEKF = {vx, vy, ψ˙, Fyf , Fyr}. Finally, the vector of measurements
consists of the longitudinal velocity, yaw rate, lateral acceleration, and lateral velocity
YEKF = {vx, ψ˙, ay, vy}. With respect to the RW-EKF structure given in Section 3.3.1,
a direct measurement of the lateral velocity was considered in order to benchmark the
virtual tyre force sensors assuming that only the WFTs are replaced from the original
VBOTT [3].
5.1.3 ANFIS friction learning
Following the friction learning concept introduced in Section 3.3.1.1, ANFIS structures
are adopted to fit a nonlinear two-dimensional force versus slip curve. This is proposed
as an automated approach that could permit the extraction of relevant tyre attributes
from estimated data in a simple and straightforward manner. This approach may be
particularised for the lateral or longitudinal force case depending on the amount of data
available. In particular, pure lateral and pure longitudinal slip cases were evaluated
during the course of this research. As can be observed in Fig. 5.4, the tyre attribute
extraction procedure proposed in this work consists of three major steps.
In step 1, the input (e.g. tyre lateral slip, α) and output (e.g. tyre lateral force, Fy)
data are gathered. This situation may correspond to the acquisition and concatenation
of data from a set of manoeuvres executed in a certain vehicle configuration. After that,
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in step 2, the ANFIS learns the tyre force curve following a hybrid learning algorithm
based on a combination of the gradient and Least Squares Estimate (LSE) methods [75].
In the third step, relevant tyre metrics are extracted from the trained ANFIS structure.
Peak tyre force, tyre slip at which maximum force is developed, or tyre stiffness at
different tyre slips are examples of valuable tyre metrics that can be easily extracted
following this approach.
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Figure 5.4: ANFIS tyre characterisation module [3].
5.1.4 Results
In order to assess experimentally the virtual sensing and friction learning approaches
introduced in the previous paragraphs, the testing program presented in Table 5.1 was
carried out with VBOTT.
Table 5.1: In-vehicle tyre characterisation program (IDIADA and REVI) [3].
Tyre Proving Ground Tyre Size Tyre Proving Ground Tyre Size
1 IDIADA 245/50R20 4 IDIADA 295/35R22
2 IDIADA 265/40R22 5 IDIADA 245/45R20
3 IDIADA 265/45R21 6 REVI 255/55R20
In brief, a complete in-vehicle tyre characterisation program was completed with 5 dif-
ferent tyres in IDIADA proving ground (Spain) and with 1 tyre in Revi winter testing
facilities (Sweden). After that, the virtual sensor was implemented in Simulink using a
discretisation time of 1 ms. A channel BUS was created with the signals acquired with
the experimental vehicle and the channels presented in Table 5.2 were fed into the virtual
sensor model in order to estimate the tyre forces in the three axes and the individual
tyre lateral slips.
The average angle steered by the front wheels (δ) was taken directly from the vehicle
CAN-BUS. A linearised steering ratio factor was used to compute this variable from
the steering wheel angle signal. An artificial NN was adopted to calculate the exact
angle steered by each individual front wheel (δfl, δfr) from the previous signal, thus
avoiding the complexity derived from adding an analytical steering kinematic model.
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The individual steering angles necessary to train the NN structure were reconstructed off-
line for different steering manoeuvres using a vehicle planar kinematics model. To avoid
extrapolation issues derived from different suspension and steering system operating
points, different NNs were trained for different vehicle configurations (i.e. ride height).
The lateral velocity (vy) was calculated as the average value of the individual lateral
velocities measured by the IMUs attached to the rear wheels (vy =
1
2(vy,rl + vy,rr)) and
translated to the vehicle centre of gravity by means of the CAN yaw rate signal. These
steps will be eliminated in future investigations by attaching a fifth IMU unit close
to the vehicle centre of gravity. The wheel rotational velocity signals (ω) were taken
directly from the high-accuracy wheel encoders. Additional investigations to remove
these sensors and use the signals provided by the CAN-BUS will be explored in the
future.
Table 5.2: Input signals of the virtual sensor [3].
Signal Nomenclature Class Module
AVG. Steering wheel angle δ CAN INPUT-Steering NNs
FL Steering wheel angle δfl NN INPUT-EKF
FR Steering wheel angle δfr NN INPUT-EKF
Lateral velocity vy IMU MEASUREMENT-EKF
Longitudinal velocity vx CAN MEASUREMENT-EKF
Lateral acceleration ay CAN MEASUREMENT-EKF
Yaw rate ψ˙ CAN MEASUREMENT-EKF
Wheel velocity ω ENCODER MEASUREMENT-LKFf,r
Brake pressure Pbrk CAN INPUT-LKFf
Longitudinal acceleration ax IMU INPUT-LKFf
Rear wheel driving torque Tdrv WFT INPUT-LKFr
The estimated braking torques were computed from the individual brake pressures ac-
quired from the vehicle CAN-BUS using a proportional braking torque model (Tbrk,i =
Pbrk,iKbrk). As evidenced in previous works [111], the gain Kbrk presents some fluc-
tuations caused by the change of the brake pad friction coefficient. In brief, during
braking events the brake pad temperature can increase significantly, inducing a notable
change on the brake linings friction properties [113]. Such variations may be captured
by a relevant model dependent on factors like the brake pad chemical content or slid-
ing speed (e.g. Ostermeyer model [103]). As this approach requires further calibration
steps with experimental data, in this work a simpler solution is adopted. Specifically,
the longitudinal acceleration ax was added to the virtual sensing structure in order to
counteract the errors introduced by the previous variations (Section 5.1.2). This chan-
nel was calculated as the average value of the rear IMU signals. Regarding the driving
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torque necessary to compute the rear longitudinal forces, the traditional approach found
in the literature is to estimate this input from the engine driving torque using the gear
and differential ratios [11]. In this case, the vehicle driveline architecture (torque con-
verter) complicated the application of the previous approach. As additional information
regarding the torque converter characteristics was not available, the driving torque was
extracted directly from the WFT signals. An enhanced data-based model to calculate
the previous signal from the engine drive torque is proposed for future refinements of
the virtual sensor. On the other hand, this problem may be resolved in the future with
the adoption of Electric Motors (EM) on the testing VBOTT.
Finally, in order to establish a consistent comparison with current JLR in-vehicle tyre
characterisation methods, individual longitudinal wheel centre velocities were considered
(vx,i) to compute the individual longitudinal slips. An alternative approach using a single
ground velocity signal provided by a central IMU unit will be studied in the future.
Significant differences are not expected for the pure longitudinal slip cases presented in
this section. The tyre forces and the wheel orientation angles and speeds are measured
with different sensors. Due to the mounting positions of these sensors their coordinate
systems will be affected differently by the kinematics of the suspension. It is therefore
of utmost importance to convert all output signals, in each time step, to a common
coordinate system. In this case, an ISO W [123] system was used to reference all the
forces to the ground plane using the wheel orientation angles measured by the GPS-IMU
units. Additional details regarding the virtual sensor implementation are omitted here
due to space limitations and can be consulted in [3].
5.1.4.1 Lateral dynamics manoeuvres
The results presented in this section were obtained with the vehicle calibrated in LOW
and STANDARD ride height conditions and 0 kg ballast, Figure 5.2. Specifically, the
virtual sensor calibration (steering system NNs training and quasi-static weight transfer
model) was carried out using the data extracted from different manoeuvres executed in
the corresponding vehicle configuration and with a single set of tyres. In order to extend
the operating envelope of the virtual sensor, this calibration process may be repeated
for a wider range of standardised vehicle configurations (ride height and ballast) and
implemented adopting a configuration-scheduling approach. After that, the LKF and
EKF structures were tuned following a metaheuristic (Genetic algorithm, [62], Section
3.2.3) optimisation approach. Once the Kalman filter was tuned, the same settings were
fixed and remained unaltered for the six tyres characterised in the following, Table 5.1.
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In order to characterise the tyre’s steady-state lateral responses, several ramp steering
manoeuvres were performed in IDIADA, Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Estimated axle forces and slip angles for a tyre of size 265/45 R21 tested
in tarmac conditions (IDIADA) [3].
These manoeuvres were executed with the VBOTT vehicle in LOW ride height and
fitted with the tyres 1-5, Table 5.1. As can be seen in the sample run depicted in Figure
5.5, the axle lateral forces as well as the axle lateral slips are approximated accurately by
the proposed virtual sensor. The axle lateral slips were calculated as the average value
of the individual tyre lateral slips (αˆf = (αˆfl + αˆfr)/2). Tyres of different dimensions
and from different manufacturers were tested in order to verify the suitability of the
virtual sensor to infer slight performance variations between tyres. In addition, the tyre
pressures were alternated between 3.3, 2.6, and 2.1 bar in order to assess the virtual
sensor robustness to different tyre pressures. In total, 22 tests were executed with the
experimental vehicle in order to generate the axle force versus axle lateral slip graphs
portrayed in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. Due to space limitations, only the front axle curves
are depicted in the following. After simulating each test run on the virtual sensor, the
data corresponding to the steering ramp inputs (t ≈ 20 − 30 s and t ≈ 50 − 60 s, Fig.
5.5) were cropped and concatenated to form a new ANFIS training dataset. A single
training dataset was generated for each tyre. The ANFIS-based tyre attribute extraction
approach presented in Section 5.1.3 was implemented in Matlab by means of the anfis.m
function. In particular, several pure longitudinal and pure lateral slip experimental
tests were executed with a single tyre in order to determine in a systematic manner the
number of membership functions that best fit a generic tyre force versus slip curve.
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Figure 5.6: Axle lateral force versus lateral slip graphs obtained for tyres 1-3. ANFIS
structures trained with experimental and estimated data [3].
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Figure 5.7: Axle lateral force versus lateral slip graphs obtained for tyres 4-5. As can
be noticed in the “ANFIS Est. comparison”, a significant difference between tyres 1
and 4 is evidenced by the ANFIS structure trained with estimated data [3].
Finally, this number was set to 5 to minimise potential overfitting issues, and the maxi-
mum number of training epochs was limited to 300. These parameters provided average
training times of 1.0 s in a computer Dell precision M6800 for 1000-sample training
datasets. For consistency, the same ANFIS parameters were maintained during the com-
plete tyre characterisation program presented in Table 5.1. Once the ANFIS training
was finalised, the extraction of relevant tyre attributes was carried out. In this case, the
axle lateral stiffness Cα was obtained differentiating the ANFIS output at different slip
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angles. These metrics were selected as have a great influence on key vehicle attributes
like the self-steering behaviour (e.g. understeer gradient) or the vehicle stability (e.g.
yaw damping). The relative errors eCα = |(Cα,est − Cα,meas)/Cα,meas| derived from the
estimated axle stiffness values are presented in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Relative errors (%) of the axle stiffness values obtained from the ANFIS
trained with estimated data [3].
Tyre eCα(−4deg) eCα(−2deg) eCα(0deg) eCα(2deg) eCα(4deg)
1-245/50R20 3.06 0.98 5.38 2.11 6.88
2-265/40R22 2.93 3.76 3.21 2.05 0.03
3-265/45R21 4.36 6.28 0.57 1.87 3.94
4-295/35R22 4.32 5.21 2.74 0.59 8.57
5-245/45R20 0.80 1.80 8.21 0.48 7.58
Overall, the average error is approximately 3.5%, with all the individual error values
lying below the 10% band. As shown in Figure 5.7, the virtual sensor can detect subtle
differences between tyres rather than providing just a generic force versus slip curve. The
accuracy of the proposed approach is also evidenced in Table 5.4, where the Normalised
Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE) values of the axle lateral forces and axle lateral slips
are given (the NRMSE is calculated for the training dataset used to train the ANFIS
structures). In this case, the errors are kept close to the 5% band.
Table 5.4: NRMSE of the estimated axle lateral tyre forces and axle lateral slips [3].
Tyre eFyf eFyr eαf eαr
1-245/50R20 2.47 4.12 1.59 5.52
2-265/40R22 4.11 5.39 0.66 4.98
3-265/45R21 2.41 4.58 0.93 5.43
4-295/35R22 2.78 4.71 0.83 6.44
5-245/45R20 2.48 4.02 2.36 4.61
Additional tests were performed in snowy conditions (Revi facilities) with the VBOTT
vehicle in STANDARD ride height and fitted with a tyre 255/55R20. In this case, a
set of constant-speed sinusoidal steering manoeuvres were performed to extract the axle
lateral force versus slip curves depicted in Figure 5.8. As can be seen in this figure,
the forces are accurately approximated by the proposed virtual sensing structure. Of
particular interest is the fact that accurate results have been obtained for drastically-
different friction conditions without altering the virtual sensor tuning. Moreover, both
ANFIS structures (trained with estimated and trained with experimental data) match
well the cloud of force versus slip data points. Due to severe testing limitations, only
one tyre was characterised in these testing conditions.
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Figure 5.8: Axle lateral force versus lateral slip graphs obtained for a tyre 255/55R20
characterised in snow (Revi facilities, Sweden) [3].
5.1.4.2 Longitudinal dynamics manoeuvres
The tyre’s longitudinal steady-state responses were characterised by means of controlled
ramp-like braking torques applied to the front wheels. A positive driving torque was
applied to the rear wheels in order to maintain a constant speed during the execution of
the braking manoeuvre, Figure 5.2-c. For consistency, the virtual sensor tuning used in
the previous cases was maintained during the execution of these tests. In total, 29 brak-
ing manoeuvres were performed in IDIADA with the VBOTT vehicle in STANDARD
ride height, obtaining the longitudinal force versus longitudinal slip plots depicted in
Figures 5.9 and 5.10.
Once again, ANFIS structures were trained to approximate the cloud of force versus
slip points. For consistency, the ANFIS parameters detailed in the previous section
(e.g. number of membership functions) were maintained. Apart from this, negligi-
ble asymmetry between the left and right tyres was assumed, and a single training
dataset was formed for each tyre by concatenation of the left and right tyre responses
(i.e. Fx,f = [Fx,fl, Fx,fr], λf = [λfl, λfr]). Regarding tyres exhibiting an asymmetrical
behaviour (e.g. outside tyres), significant differences were not noticed. In this case,
the longitudinal tyre stiffness was extracted differentiating the ANFIS output at differ-
ent longitudinal slip values. As can be observed in these figures, the estimated forces
matched well the experimental forces measured by the WFTs. Moreover, significant
differences in the longitudinal stiffness estimates were noticed between tyres 4 and 5,
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evidencing the suitability of the proposed approach to detect slight differences between
tyres. As occurred in the lateral stiffness case, the accuracy of the longitudinal stiff-
ness values Cλ provided by the ANFIS networks trained with state estimated data were
quantified by means of the relative errors presented in Table 5.5.
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Figure 5.9: Tyre longitudinal force versus longitudinal slip graphs obtained for tyres
1-3. ANFIS structures trained with experimental and estimated data [3].
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Figure 5.10: Tyre longitudinal force versus longitudinal slip graphs obtained for tyres
4-5. As can be noticed in the “ANFIS Est. comparison”, a significant difference between
tyres 4 and 5 is evidenced by the ANFIS structure trained with estimated data [3].
Overall, low error values (below the 10 % band) were obtained for the majority of slip
values considered. For high slip values (0.08), the relative error is magnified due to the
reduced normalising longitudinal stiffness value. The NRMS errors of the estimated tyre
longitudinal forces are presented in Table 5.6. Once again, values below the 5% error
band were obtained for the tyres characterised in tarmac conditions.
Finally, additional braking manoeuvres were executed in snowy conditions (Revi fa-
cilities, Sweden) with the VBOTT in STANDARD ride height and running on tyres
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Table 5.5: Relative errors (%) of the tyre longitudinal stiffness values extracted from
the ANFIS networks trained with estimated data [3].
Tyre eCλ(−0.02) eCλ(−0.04) eCλ(−0.06) eCλ(−0.08)
1-245/50R20 4.52 5.28 9.29 15.99
2-265/40R22 5.35 4.77 6.60 11.17
3-265/45R21 4.84 4.20 6.24 9.81
4-295/35R22 4.82 7.46 12.41 18.35
5-245/45R20 3.64 3.60 5.20 6.80
Table 5.6: NRMSE of the estimated tyre longitudinal forces [3].
Tyre eFx,fl eFx,fr
1-245/50R20 2.46 2.45
2-265/40R22 2.57 2.38
3-265/45R21 2.38 3.60
4-295/35R22 2.96 3.19
5-245/45R20 2.19 2.11
255/55R20. For consistency, the virtual sensor tuning was maintained. Similar ramp-
like braking inputs were performed in order to generate the graphs depicted in Figure
5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Longitudinal force versus longitudinal slip graphs obtained for a tyre
255/55R20 characterised in snow (REVI, Sweden) [3]
Overall, accurate results are obtained with the proposed virtual sensor. In relation to the
low-mu tyre characterisation, the author of this thesis believes that the current research
accomplishments in wheel slip control based on EMs working in regenerative braking
mode and Decoupled Electro-Hydraulic Brake (DEHB) system architectures [117, 116]
can help to improve the tyre characterisation process in low-adherence conditions. In
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particular, the reason for the interest on in-wheel EMs is twofold: First, a closed-loop
tracking of the desired set of longitudinal slip values may be accomplished adopting
a regenerative-based braking strategy (e.g. implemented by means of Sliding Mode
Control, SMC [117]). Second, a very accurate estimation of the braking torque provided
by the EM can be obtained directly from the EM energy management system, which will
definitely contribute to ensuring an accurate tyre force estimate. These considerations
will be carefully studied in order to determine future VBOTT electrification steps.
5.1.4.3 Individual tyre lateral forces
In order to obtain the individual tyre lateral forces from the vehicle planar dynamics it is
necessary to incorporate additional equations to make the system given by expressions
(3.1-3.3) solvable. The traditional approach found in the literature is to apply the
vertical load proportionality principle described in Section 3.2.2, which consists of the
expressions,
Fˆy,fl = Fˆy,f
Fˆz,fl
(Fˆz,fl + Fˆz,fr)
, Fˆy,fr = Fˆy,f
Fˆz,fr
(Fˆz,fl + Fˆz,fr)
(5.2)
where Fˆz is the estimated vertical force. The bias Ωbias introduced in Section 3.2.2 was
not considered in these expressions as a priori information regarding the tyres being
characterised was not available. This principle was applied to the results presented
in Section 5.1.4.1, and the individual tyre lateral force versus slip plots presented in
Figure 5.12 were obtained. As shown in this figure, the proposed vertical proportionality
approach introduces some inaccuracies in the forces estimated during severe loaded (b)
and unloaded conditions (c). Overall, the author of this thesis believes that the exclusive
use of the vertical loads is insufficient to infer (with the accuracy required by in-vehicle
tyre characterisation) the individual tyre lateral forces from the axle forces due to the
nonlinear load sensitivity effects exhibited by the tyres [104]. In particular, an enhanced
virtual sensing structure making use of strain-based measurements on the steering system
could help to sense more accurately the lateral load asymmetries, camber thrust, or
asymmetrical forces derived from the use of outside tyres (e.g. plysteer or conicity).
Such an approach will be explored in the future.
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Figure 5.12: Individual tyre lateral force versus lateral slip graphs. The inaccuracies
introduced by the vertical load proportionality principle can be noticed in the zoom
details (a,b and c) [3].
5.1.5 Summary of virtual sensing experiments
The tyre force virtual sensing experiments have been presented in this section. Specif-
ically, the random-walk EKF derived in Chapter 3 has been benchmarked against the
tyre force measurements provided by the fully instrumented VBOTT platform in a wide
range of lateral and longitudinal manoeuvres performed in dry tarmac and snowy con-
ditions. Moreover, in order to assess the validity of the tyre-model-less approach under
tyres of different size, 6 different tyres have been characterised in this section. These ex-
perimental results were generated as a consequence of an intensive in-vehicle tyre testing
program carried out in IDIADA proving ground and REVI facilities.
Following the machine learning-based approach introduced in Chapter 3, the tyre force
estimates provided by the virtual sensor have been used in an ANFIS-based friction
learning structure to infer the longitudinal and lateral friction characteristics of each
tyre. In order to quantify the accuracy of this approach, relevant tyre stiffness metrics
have been extracted and compared to the reference measurements provided by the wheel
force transducers. The results given in this section evidenced the ability of the virtual
sensor to provide accurate estimates of the individual longitudinal and axle lateral forces
in pure lateral and longitudinal slip conditions. Overall, the proposed solution exhibited
good robustness to different tyre friction characteristics, achieving similar error levels
for all the tyres considered during the testing activities. With regards to the individual
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tyre lateral forces, additional research efforts are still needed in order to improve the
accuracy of these estimates due to the limitation of the vertical load proportionality
principle. In essence, it is expected that aspects like the nonlinear load sensitivity
effect, differential longitudinal slip or tyre asymmetry will require the incorporation
or additional measurements (e.g. strain-based) in order to capture the lateral load
asymmetries. These considerations are proposed for future extensions of this research,
Chapter 6.
Finally, as mentioned previously, the virtual sensor was run at faster-than-real-time
simulation rates adopting a 1 ms discrete time in a computer Dell precision M6800
equipped with an Intel i7-4800MQ processor. Similar virtual sensing structures have
been implemented by the author of this thesis in different rapid-prototyping ECUs and
major difficulties regarding real-time implementation have not been identified to this
end.
5.2 Advanced motion control experiments
The experiments carried out with the MAGV DevBOT platform are presented in this
section. In particular, high body slip stabilisation experiments are presented first, fol-
lowed by the description and experimental validation of a highly-skilled autonomous
driver model.
5.2.1 DevBOT MAGV platform
The driver-less experiments discussed in this section were performed with the DevBOT
vehicle illustrated in Figure 5.13. Essentially, DevBOT is a MAGV platform designed
and built by ROBORACE and ARRIVAL with the aim to speed up the development of
autonomous driving technology in a controlled environment (e.g. race track). The vehi-
cle is equipped with four EMs capable of providing a total peak power of 450 kW during
driving conditions and 70 kW during regenerative braking. Each motor can deliver a
maximum torque of 200 Nm and is connected to the wheels by means of an individual
gearbox. Moreover, the motors can be controlled independently in drive and regenerative
modes, Figure 5.13-a. In addition to the regenerative braking, the vehicle incorporates
an electro-hydraulic braking (EHB) unit that permits independent friction braking on
the front and rear axles, Figure 5.13-b. Apart from this, in order to facilitate the vehi-
cle operability and the adoption of machine-learning-based strategies, the vehicle can be
driven in manual or fully AI modes. The steering inputs demanded by the system during
AI operation are realised by a steering control unit, Figure 5.13-c. DevBOT is equipped
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ARRIVAL Software & ROBORACE Development platform (DevBOT)
(b) Front/rear braking control(a) Independent torque control (c) Steer control
X4 EMs (450kW Max. Power)
CAN BUS
High-accuracy GPS units
58 kWh Battery
On-board VD measurements
295/30 R18345/30 R20
Figure 5.13: DevBOT platform. (a) Independent AWD torque control, (b) indepen-
dent front-rear braking control and (c) steering control.
with several VD onboard sensors (individual wheel speed, chassis accelerations, yaw
rate) to enable the implementation of motion control functions. These measurements,
as well as relevant signals supplied by the Dynamic Control Unit (DCU), can be easily
accessed on the vehicle CAN-BUS. The vehicle instrumentation is completed with the
systems that form the high-level perception layer (LiDARS, Cameras and differential
GPS). The differential GPS information is sent to the rest of vehicle systems using User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) messages. Additional information regarding the LiDARS or
Cameras is omitted here due to confidentiality reasons. The steps executed to implement
the motion control strategies described in this thesis are summarised in Figure 5.14.
The stages (0) - synthesised vehicle model, (1) - SiL testing and (2) - HiL testing already
introduced in the previous chapter have been depicted for the sake of clarity. After
debugging and pre-calibrating the models in the HiL, a sign-off is performed in the
virtual environment. If the sign-off is positive, the model progresses to stage 3, track
experiments. In order to avoid DevBOT IP disclosure, all the implementation and fine-
tuning work are carried out exclusively within a software developer “ACCESSIBLE”
layer. Specifically, the Real-Time (RT) target machine receives all the feedback required
by the model from a motion control CAN-BUS and via UDP communication. At each
time step, SPEEDGOAT writes an input request message on the motion control CAN-
BUS. The rest of vehicle ECUs and communication systems required to realise the
input requests and write the VD sensor readings onto the motion control CAN-BUS
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Figure 5.14: Scheme of the implementation steps performed to run the Highly-Skilled
driver model. The software development work is carried out in the DEVELOPMENT
“ACCESSIBLE” LAYER.
are assumed to be contained in a “black-box” not accessible by the model developer
(“INACCESSIBLE” layer). As mentioned in the previous chapter, AI-mode is enabled
with the vehicle in standstill conditions. A handshake between SPEEDGOAT and the
“black-box” is performed and, if successful, the model starts to send input requests.
Finally, the vehicle is stopped once the target path is completed or a maximum running
time condition is met. In addition, the manoeuvre can be aborted by the model fail-safe
rules, by the “black-box” if the emergency stop conditions are triggered, or remotely by
the engineering crew.
5.2.2 High body slip stabilisation
The HiL experiments introduced in Section 4.2.4 were repeated with the real DevBOT-
01 platform in Millbrook proving ground (UK). A shakedown session was performed first
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in UPPER-HEYFORD airfield (UK) to check that the feedback signals were acquired
correctly by the model, Figure 5.15-top.
t0 t1 t2
t3 t4 t5
DB-01 / UPPER HEYFORD Shakedown (UK)
DB-01 / Open Loop Drift Stabilisation in MILLBROOK skidpad (UK) 
Figure 5.15: Top: DB01 in Upper-Heyford airfield (UK). Bottom: Frame sequence
of a high body slip stabilisation test.
After that, the vehicle was subjected to a comprehensive testing program to verify the
high body slip stabilisation ability of the constrained gain-scheduling LQR derived pre-
viously, Figure 5.15-bottom. Due to limitations on the available skidpad, the maximum
tested radius was restricted to 25 metres. The target body slip angle was set to |βss| =
40 degrees for all the experimental manoeuvres discussed in this chapter. In addition,
in order to maximise the testing productivity, the tarmac friction adaptation approach
described in Section 4.3 was also tested during this session. The feedback required by
the motion control system was taken from the vehicle CAN-BUS (wheel speed, chassis
accelerations) and the high-accuracy differential GPS unit (planar dynamics velocities
and yaw rate). Finally, the vehicle was set up in a nominal racing configuration similar
to that employed in the HiL vehicle model. The difficulty of manually drifting the car in
this setup was verified in a set of driving experiments in which the ROBORACE driver
was unable to drift DevBOT.
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The results corresponding to the 10 and 20 metres drift in dry tarmac are depicted in
Figures 5.16 and 5.17.
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Figure 5.16: Test 2, Rss = 10 metres high body slip stabilisation in dry tarmac.
µest,0 = 0.80.
As can be seen in the 10 metres drift case, the system is able to track the reference states
closely, Fig. 5.16-a, and convergence to the target body slip angle and reference radius is
achieved quickly, Fig. 5.16-c. The radius described by the vehicle was computed from the
vehicle planar states as R = V/ψ˙. In addition, the steering angle and individual torques
remained close to the feedforward inputs, Fig. 5.16-b, evidencing the validity of the
synthesised model employed to derive the DES references. With regards to the friction
compensation factor (µest), this increased steadily from a µest,0 = 0.8 initialisation value
and oscillated within a 0.90 - 0.95 band, resulting in an average value µest = 0.92, Table
5.7. Lowest values (µest ≈ 0.85) were observed at the end of the session due to the severe
tyre wear, tests 7 and 8 (Table 5.7). Different calibrations were tried in the proposed
system (nominal, harsh, very harsh, soft) and the harsh calibration was found to show
the best trade-off between reference tracking accuracy and actuator aggressiveness. Only
results corresponding to this calibration are given here due to space limitations. Similar
conclusions can be extracted from the 20 meters drift test.
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Figure 5.17: Test 6, Rss = 20 metres high body slip stabilisation in dry tarmac.
µest,0 = 0.85.
Several tests were performed initialising the friction observer with different “incorrect”
values (from µest,0 = 0.5 to µest,0 = 0.85), in order to study the stability of the complete
system in the presence of severe friction uncertainty. This uncertainty may be introduced
by a wrong initial terrain classification performed by a high-level perception layer (e.g.
machine vision based). The results corresponding to the test 1, 10 metres drift with
µest,0 = 0.5, are depicted in Figure 5.18. As can be observed in the figure, the friction
estimate increases progressively until converging to a steady value (µest = 0.89). The
same trend is exhibited by the body slip angle and vehicle radius. Finally, the 10 metres
drift test was repeated in a second session (wet skidpad full of water puddles, Figure
5.19) with the aim to check the system robustness to more challenging conditions. The
harsh calibration was maintained in this test for consistency. Once again, high body slip
stabilisation was achieved, with the friction estimate converging to a steady µest = 0.74
value. A slight offset was noticed on the body slip signal, which may be reduced with
the execution of additional calibration steps in wet tarmac conditions. The NRMSE of
the tracked vehicle planar motion states is given in Table 5.7.
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Figure 5.18: Test 1, Rss = 10 metres high body slip stabilisation in dry tarmac.
Wrong friction initialisation, µest,0 = 0.5.
Table 5.7: NRMSE of the tracked vehicle planar motion states (%) and average µest
value. Harsh calibration.
Test Rss [m] βss [deg] µest,0 µest eψ˙ evx eβ
1-dry R− 10 −40 0.50 0.89 21.91 10.07 18.11
2-dry R− 10 −40 0.80 0.92 7.82 6.20 7.02
3-dry R− 15 −40 0.50 0.86 19.82 7.37 12.03
4-dry R− 15 −40 0.70 0.88 11.65 6.16 7.55
5-dry R− 20 −40 0.50 0.85 19.01 6.52 10.04
6-dry R− 20 −40 0.85 0.88 7.45 6.28 6.70
7-dry R− 25 −40 0.50 0.83 20.08 6.79 9.42
8-dry R− 25 −40 0.80 0.85 9.14 6.53 6.91
9-wet R− 10 −40 0.80 0.74 11.16 8.12 17.48
For consistency with the results given in previous sections, these metrics were computed
for t > t0 + 5, with t0 being the time at which the drifting action was triggered. Overall,
the majority of the error values remained below a 10% error band. Expectedly, high
errors are observed when the friction observer is initialised with the lowest values (tests
1,3,5,7) due to the longer convergence time. Apart from this, the highest error is noticed
in the test performed in wet tarmac. As was mentioned in Section 4.3.1.1, the DES solu-
tions were generated applying the MF friction scaling approach over a tyre characterised
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in dry tarmac conditions. This may differ from the real behaviour exhibited by the tyre
in the presence of water puddles or track dust, thus affecting the controller accuracy.
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Figure 5.19: Test 9, Rss = 10 metres high body slip stabilisation in wet tarmac.
5.2.2.1 High body slip stabilisation with virtual sensor
The previous experiments were carried out taking the vehicle planar velocities required
by the controller from a high-accuracy differential GPS unit. This solution is expensive
and may prevent the proposed system from implementation in more affordable vehicle
platforms. In order to propose an alternative to the existing GPS unit, the RW-EKF
virtual sensor introduced in Section 3.3.1 was integrated into the feedback loop of the
controller. Specifically, the proposed solution aims at substituting the expensive high-
accuracy system by a low-frequency GPS unit (10 Hz).
The modular RW-EKF was adapted to the target vehicle platform following the dis-
cussion provided in Section 3.3.2, and the vector of measurements of the EKF was re-
formulated to include the velocity module provided by the low-cost GPS unit YEKF =
{V, ψ˙, ay}. In order to test the proposed solution without altering the existing hardware,
a fictitious low-frequency GPS was considered, and the velocity measurement was built
from the existing signals in the following manner. The velocity module V was computed
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as V =
√
v2x + v
2
y , discretised at 10 Hz using a zero-order hold and delayed 0.1 s. This
fictitious measurement may differ slightly from the output provided by commercially
available GPS units but was sufficient to perform an initial assessment of the closed-
loop stability of the proposed system with a delayed low-frequency velocity signal in the
feedback loop.
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Figure 5.20: Rss = 10 metres high body slip stabilisation in wet tarmac with the
virtual sensor embedded in the controller feedback loop. Blue: Signals measured with
the differential GPS unit, Green: Estimated planar dynamics states.
The RW-EKF was implemented in Simulink and tuned in IPG-CarMaker using the syn-
thesised DevBOT model. Once the SiL tests were concluded, high body slip stabilisation
experiments were performed with the HiL platform introduced in Section 4.2.4 to sign
off the complete system (virtual sensor + controller). After that, the model was loaded
onto the real DevBOT platform and high body slip stabilisation experiments were car-
ried out in wet conditions (Millbrook proving ground, UK). The results corresponding
to a 10 metres drift stabilisation experiment are depicted in Figure 5.20. In spite of the
initial overshoot, high body slip stabilisation is achieved and the vehicle states converge
well to the controller references, Fig. 5.20-a. A low initial friction value was selected
in this test due to the slippery conditions and water puddles present in the skidpad.
The planar velocities presented some error during the start of the manoeuvre when the
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vehicle transient content is maximum. After that, the estimated signals matched well
the measured signals. This deviation may be reduced with the execution of additional
fine tuning steps on the RW-EKF structure. The test was repeated and similar results
were obtained, Figure 5.21. Due to limitations on the vehicle instrumentation avail-
able, it was not possible to compare the tyre forces estimated by the virtual sensor with
reference measurements provided by WFTs.
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Figure 5.21: Rss = 10 metres high body slip stabilisation in wet tarmac with the
virtual sensor embedded in the controller feedback loop. Repetition. Blue: Signals
measured with the differential GPS unit, Green: Estimated planar dynamics states.
Overall, high body slip stabilisation was achieved with the virtual sensor. The initial
overshoot caused by the delay introduced in the feedback loop may be reduced by means
of additional fine-tuning activities and a less aggressive drift initiation strategy (e.g. with
a progressive body slip build up and reduced transient content). Additional experiments
will be performed in the future on this basis.
5.2.3 Highly-skilled autonomous driving
The previous experiments evidenced the ability of the proposed centralised MIMO con-
troller to achieve high body slip stabilisation in a real MAGV platform. Moreover, the
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system was tested in “adaptive friction” mode and a virtual sensing structure was in-
tegrated into the controller feedback loop. These results motivated the execution of
additional testing activities that led to the implementation of a complete highly-skilled
autonomous driver model. For the sake of clarity, it must be remarked that the proposed
system was not benchmarked against a “baseline” or “reference” non-skilled driver as
simultaneous torque control of the four motors is not achievable by a human driver.
Moreover, when the ROBORACE test driver was asked to drift with a fixed favourable
driving torque distribution, he was unable to stabilise the vehicle and ended up in a
uncontrolled spin multiple times. These results are omitted in this chapter due to space
limitations.
In order to facilitate the model debugging, the new control modules were implemented
in a progressive manner, similarly to the process described in Chapter 4. Specifically,
a simple path-following stage was carried out first to evidence the ability of the system
to drift along spiral and constant-radius segments, Section 5.2.3.1. After that, a more
comprehensive FSM similar than described in Section 4.3.2 was implemented giving,
as a result, a fully operative HSAV model able to perform more complex manoeuvres,
Section 5.2.3.2.
5.2.3.1 Simple path following
During this project stage, the Autonomous Drift Control (ADC) system introduced in
Section 4.3.1 and signed off in the ROBORACE HiL was tested experimentally. In
order to extract the additional path-geometry information required by ADC from the
instrumentation available (differential GPS), it was necessary to develop the interface
depicted in Figure 5.22.
Map loaded into the model 
(Relative Coordinates)
Vehicle position
& orientation
Path finder
interface
ADC
path-following metrics
Figure 5.22: Path-finder interface prepared to obtain the path-following metrics (e.g.
lateral deviation error) from raw GPS measurements.
Following this scheme, the global position and orientation signals provided by the GPS
unit are used in combination with a reference trajectory loaded into the model to find the
path-following metrics required by the ADC. In essence, the proposed scheme substitutes
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the RoadProperty sensors used in IPG-CarMaker to develop the ADC concept during
early research stages. Additional explicit information regarding this interface is omitted
here due to confidentiality reasons.
Once ADC was implemented in DevBOT following the steps illustrated in Fig. 5.14,
relevant field tests were performed in dry tarmac (Millbrook proving ground, UK). A
shakedown session was carried out first to confirm the validity of the new modules and,
after that, a set of constant-radius and spiral tests were performed. With regards to
the system tuning, the harsh calibration tested in the previous session was maintained
on the low-level LQR controller, Section 5.2.2. Different calibrations (“loose”, “tight”)
were determined in the HiL systems for the PID control law of the high-level trajectory
control layer (Section 4.3.1). The results depicted in Figure 5.23 correspond to a 10
metres circular path test initiated from standstill conditions and carried out with the
“loose” trajectory calibration.
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Figure 5.23: Test 1, 10 metres circular path test performed in dry tarmac conditions,
βss = − 40 degrees. “Loose” trajectory control calibration.
During this preliminary test, the ADC was able to achieve the drifting motion from
standstill conditions, Fig. 5.23-a. Nevertheless, a significant oscillation was noticed on
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the lateral deviation error, what motivated the test repetition with the “tight” trajec-
tory calibration, Figure 5.24. In this case, the amplitude of the oscillations is reduced
significantly and the RMSE of the lateral deviation is kept close to 1 metre, Table 5.8.
An additional spiral test was performed maintaining the previous controller calibration,
Figure 5.25. Once again, ADC is able to complete the manoeuvre without major dif-
ficulties, maintaining the target body slip angle in spite of the radius reduction (10 to
5 metres). The NRMSE of the vehicle planar states were computed for the tests de-
scribed in this section and are given in Table 5.8. For consistency with the results shown
previously, these metrics were computed 5 s after triggering the ADC action. Overall,
acceptable results were obtained, with the majority of the vehicle state errors below the
10% band. Apart from this, the RMS of the lateral deviation was kept close to 1 metre
for the manoeuvres executed with the “tight” trajectory control calibration.
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Figure 5.24: Test 2, 10 metres circular path test performed in dry tarmac conditions,
βss = − 40 degrees. “Tight” trajectory control calibration.
Despite acceptable results were obtained at this stage, ADC exhibited some difficulties
during the first seconds of these manoeuvres. Specifically, the system struggled to follow
the reference trajectory during the body slip build up from standstill conditions. This
problem was addressed in the third stage of the project with the introduction of an
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FSM that permitted the drift initiation from non-static conditions and the adoption of
regenerative braking strategies for enhanced vehicle agility.
Table 5.8: NRMSE of the tracked vehicle planar motion states (%), average µest
value, RMS and max. value of the lateral deviation error (elat).
Test Description Rss [m] βss [deg] µest,0 µest eψ˙ evx eβ elat,RMS elat,max
1-dry Constant-radius “loose” cal. 10 −40 0.80 0.94 9.89 3.44 8.33 1.56 4.16
2-dry Constant-radius “tight” cal. 10 −40 0.80 0.94 8.64 4.73 9.46 1.14 2.89
3-dry Spiral “tight” cal. 10-5 −40 0.80 0.92 11.17 6.51 9.82 1.04 2.39
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Figure 5.25: Test 3, 10 to 5 metres spiral drift test performed in dry tarmac conditions,
βss = − 40 degrees. “Tight” trajectory control calibration.
5.2.3.2 Advanced path following
Once the ADC system was verified experimentally, a more comprehensive driver model
was implemented in DevBOT. Taking as a reference the SiL work presented in the
preceding chapter, the FSM driver model depicted in Figure 4.27 (see Section 4.3.2 for
additional details) was simplified and converted into the HSAV driver model illustrated
in Figure 5.26.
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In brief, the proposed HSAV model incorporates two driving modes, racing line-based
driver and high body slip driver. These driving modes are alternated depending on
the curvature of the reference path. The steering corrections required by the racing
line-based driver were obtained following a feedback proportional controller based on
the lateral deviation and heading errors, [11]. For simplicity, during racing line driving
(straight-line or wide circular segments), the speed regulation is achieved by means
of a simple PID control that tracks a reference speed profile. ABS and TCS systems
will be added at a lower level in the future. Due to the testing restrictions on the
available experimental vehicle, only the rigid-surface HSAV feature was implemented. It
is expected that the results obtained during this research will facilitate the execution of
additional experiments in loose surfaces with a more convenient MAGV platform. The
HSAV action is summarised schematically by the sequence of onboard frames depicted
in Figure 5.27.
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Figure 5.26: HSAV driver model implemented and verified experimentally in De-
vBOT.
At the start of the test, the HSAV model is initialised in standstill conditions and AI
is allowed by the ROBORACE crew (“AI enabled”). The handshake between SPEED-
GOAT and the low-level “black-box”, Figure 5.14, is successful and the HSAV model
takes over DevBOT (“Launch”). The racing-line driver starts controlling the vehicle
and switches to the drifting driver when the curved segment is initiated. During drifting
driving, several transitions occur between positive and negative body slip angle depend-
ing on the sign of the target path curvature. Finally, the racing-line driver takes over
the vehicle during the last part of the manoeuvre, and the vehicle is stopped once the
full path is covered.
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HSAV in action (R10 m, figure of eight)
AI enabled
Launch
t=9 st=4 st=0 s
t=13 s t=40 s t=73 s
Stop / End of path
t=4 s / AI enabled
t=9 s / Launch
t=13 s / drift driver
t=40 s / drift driver
t=70 s / stop
t=0 s / standstill   
Figure 5.27: DevBOT onboard frames during the HSAV model action. t = 0 s system
off in standstill conditions, t = 4 s AI enabled by the ROBORACE team, handshake
starts, t = 9 s vehicle is launched and the racing-line driver is in control, t = 13 and
t = 40 s drifting driver taking control, t = 73 s return to racing-line driver and end of
the manoeuvre.
With regards to the drifting mode, the enhanced path-following control law presented in
Section 4.3.2 was implemented in the HSAV model. In order to reduce the stress on the
DevBOT actuators, a switching-gain strategy was adopted to implement the proposed
control law. Specifically, due to the noise associated to the heading error derivative terms
required by the proposed control law, these terms were only utilised during short periods
of time in which significant anticipation to abrupt curvature changes was required. For
example, to initiate the drifting action from straight-line conditions or to follow changes
in the curvature sign of the reference path (agile transitions). During sustained drifting
along steady-curvature segments (e.g. constant-radius, spiral), the lateral deviation
error terms are utilised and the gain associated with the heading error terms is lowered.
These modes denoted as PF-I (fine tracking) and PF-II (anticipation), were integrated
following the logic depicted in Figure 5.28.
When the racing line driver is enabled, the PF-II algorithm computes the corrected
curvature κ˜ and triggers the drifting action when κ˜ is above a certain threshold. Once
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Figure 5.28: Proposed drift path-following gain switching strategy.
this happens and after a stabilisation time tstab has passed, the PF-I is activated to fine-
track the reference path. During this fine-tracking system state, a high-level supervisor
monitors the rate of change of the road curvature κ˙ along a preview distance window ∆s.
When a foreseen change in the curvature sign causes an abrupt increase in the previous
derivative, the PF-II algorithm is enabled to execute the drift transition and converge to
the new reference path. In order to maximise the vehicle agility during the drift initiation
and body slip transitions, regenerative braking was allowed in PF-II mode. In essence,
the EM amplitude constraints were extended to negative values with the aim to permit
the application of negative torque on one side of the vehicle and positive torque on the
opposite side. This increases the positive (responsiveness) and corrective (damping) yaw
moment and helps to decouple the yaw rotation and lateral deviation of the vehicle, which
is of vital importance to change the vehicle attitude during abrupt curvature transitions
with minimum lateral deviation [14]. Due to the regenerative charging limitations of
DevBOT, additional corrective layers were incorporated into the system to maintain the
charging power within safe limits. Fortunately, the net power balance (driving motors on
one side - battery draining, regenerative motors on the opposite side - battery charging)
during this operation was close to zero for the manoeuvres studied in this section. The
HSAV model was subjected to a wide range of HiL tests and field experiments in wet
tarmac conditions (Millbrook proving ground, UK). Due to space limitations, only the
experimental tests are described in the following.
The results corresponding to the straight to 10 metres circular path test are depicted in
Figure 5.29. The HSAV model achieves the target cruise speed (35 kph) in racing-line
driving mode and switches to the drifting driver when the curved segment is approached.
In spite of some oscillations, Fig. 5.29-c, the vehicle keeps close to the reference trajec-
tory and maintains a high body slip angle. The tarmac friction observer was initialised to
a low friction value (µest,0 = 0.6) due to the unfavourable track conditions, full of water
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Figure 5.29: Test 1, straight to 10 metres circular path, βss = − 40 degrees. DevBOT
01.
paddles. The harsh LQR calibration was maintained during these tests for consistency.
With regards to the trajectory control layer, it must be remarked that the preliminary
system calibration was performed in the HiL assuming dry tarmac conditions. The
fact that acceptable results were obtained after a few iterations on a wet track demon-
strates the effectiveness of the proposed tuning methodology (HiL pre-calibration) and
robustness of the proposed system to uncertain track conditions. In addition, during the
whole testing program carried out at the handling platform of Millbrook proving ground
the path tracking feature was influenced by the platform banking, which could have
magnified the lateral deviation error. Additional experiments will be performed in the
future in a completely flat platform. Finally, due to limitations on the MAGV available,
the testing program was carried out with DevBOT-01 and DevBOT-03 vehicles. For
consistency, both vehicles were set up in exactly the same configuration. The results
corresponding to a straight-line to 15 metres circular path are depicted in Figure 5.30.
In this case, the vehicle presents some positive lateral deviation during the last part of
the manoeuvre (return to straight-line). For simplicity, a fixed drift-exit condition was
maintained during the whole testing program. Further refinements will be performed in
the future with the aim to adjust the drift-exit condition to different track geometries.
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In order to assess the system robustness to severe tyre pressure variations, this test was
repeated in a minimum tyre pressure configuration (∆Press ≈ -0.5 bar), and the results
depicted in Figure 5.31 were obtained. Overall, noticeable performance changes are not
observed in spite of the abrupt pressure reduction. This demonstrates the ability of the
proposed friction adaptation approach to handling abrupt friction changes (slippery con-
ditions) as well as subtle variations in the vehicle configuration (tyre pressure reduction).
After this initial assessment, more challenging manoeuvres were tested. Specifically, the
results corresponding to a 8 - 5 - 8 metres spiral are depicted in Figure 5.32.
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Figure 5.30: Test 2, drift along 15 metres circular trajectory, βss = − 40 degrees.
DevBOT 03.
The system tracks closely the reference path, achieving an RMS lateral deviation error
below 1 metre, Table 5.9. Some offset is noticed with respect to the tracked body slip
angle due to the slippery track condition. As was mentioned in Section 5.2.2, the low-
level VD controller was calibrated in dry conditions, and this error may be reduced
if additional fine-tuning activities were performed in wet conditions. Apart from this,
additional iterations should be carried out in the future in order to adjust the DES
derived from the synthesised vehicle model and the experimental vehicle references in
a wide range of friction levels. Once again, the DES solutions generated applying the
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Figure 5.31: Test 3, drift along 15 metres circle, βss = − 40 degrees. DevBOT 03.
∆Press ≈-0.5 bar.
MF friction scaling approach may differ from the real tyre behaviour in the presence of
water puddles or track dust.
This test was repeated introducing an offset of 2 metres in the straights of the reference
trajectory with the aim to check the ability of the system to cope with severe lateral
deviation errors when high body slip stabilisation is requested. The trajectories obtained
imposing positive and negative lateral offsets on the straights are given in Figure 5.33.
Overall, the system was able to converge to the reference spiral during high body slip
control without major difficulties. The RMS error of the lateral deviation increased in
these manoeuvres due to the offset introduced in the straights, Table 5.9.
The results corresponding to the 10 metres figure of eight are presented in Figure 5.34.
This manoeuvre is particularly challenging for the system as stepped body slip changes
(e.g. -40 to 40 degrees requests) take place during the transitions between clockwise
and counter-clockwise high body slip driving. Moreover, in order to verify the system
agility in most adverse conditions, the reference path was constructed imposing a G1-
tangent continuity on the circular segments. As can be noticed in Figure 5.34, the
system performance is very good, and the lateral deviation error is maintained within
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a 1-metre band for the majority of the test, giving, as a result, an RMS error below 1
metre, Table 5.9. Some initial deviation is observed during the drift initiation, which
is quickly corrected after the high body slip stabilisation is achieved. The body slip
angle exhibits some overshoot during the stepped changes due to the aggressive vehicle
heading change. This is quickly corrected by the yaw damping action of the low-level
VD controller. With regards to the friction compensation factor, this remains around
0.7 during the first seconds of the manoeuvre and converges to a steady µest = 0.76 value
once the tyres have gained some temperature, Table 5.9. The results described up to
now motivated the execution of the Gymkhana test illustrated in Figure 5.35. This test
combines a 10 metres figure of eight, a triple s-like arc transition, a decreasing-radius
spiral, a constant-radius 5 metres circle, and an increasing-radius spiral.
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Figure 5.32: Test 4, drift along spiral, βss = − 40 degrees. DevBOT 03.
Overall, the vehicle was able to complete the manoeuvre successfully, keeping within the
9 metres deviation threshold set to trigger the emergency stop. The maximum error is
noticed at the beginning of the manoeuvre, probably caused by the cold tyre starting
condition. In order to keep track of the vehicle vital signs (e.g. inverter temperature), it
was necessary to perform several data analysis and model uploading steps between runs
(which can last between 5 to 10 minutes). This process contributed to cool down the tyres
between runs, what led to system tracking inaccuracies during the tyre warm-up process.
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Figure 5.33: Spiral test, βss = − 40 degrees. DevBOT 03. Convergence analysis in
the presence of +2,−2 lateral offsets on the straight-line segments.
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Figure 5.34: Test 7, 10 metres eight figure test, βss = − 40 degrees. DevBOT 01.
The tyre temperature evolution can be inferred from the trend exhibited by the friction
compensation factor. This starts from µest,0 = 0.7, and increases steadily achieving a
maximum value close to 0.8 during the increasing radius spiral, the moment at which
maximum power is demanded by the system (the system power consumption increases
with the target radius). In spite of these inaccuracies, the RMS lateral deviation error
is kept close to 1 metre, Table 5.9. Finally, the NRMSE errors of the tracked states and
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the RMS error of the lateral deviation are given in Table 5.9.
(a) Planar dynamics (b) Actuators
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Figure 5.35: Test 8, Gymkhana, βss = − 40 degrees. DevBOT 01.
Table 5.9: NRMSE of the tracked vehicle planar motion states (%), average µest value
and RMSE of the lateral deviation.
Test Description Rss [m] |βss| [deg] µest,0 µest eψ˙ evx eβ elat,RMS elat,max
1-wet Constant radius 10 40 0.60 0.66 12.27 10.41 24.84 1.01 2.46
2-wet Constant radius 15 40 0.70 0.73 15.69 12.16 24.64 0.88 2.42
3-wet Constant radius ∆Press =-0.5 bar 15 40 0.70 0.74 16.89 11.38 25.76 0.77 1.76
4-wet Spiral 0 m offset 8− 5− 8 40 0.70 0.75 11.14 9.36 25.01 0.66 2.56
5-wet Spiral 2 m offset 8− 5− 8 40 0.70 0.76 10.83 8.86 23.705 0.96 2.72
6-wet Spiral -2 m offset 8− 5− 8 40 0.70 0.76 11.43 9.26 24.62 0.88 2.50
7-wet Figure of eight 10 40 0.70 0.76 27.74 14.85 52.03 0.96 2.84
8-wet Gymkhana 5− 20 40 0.70 0.76 24.54 12.06 46.09 1.08 4.34
Overall, low error levels are observed regarding the lateral deviation. Aspects like the
tyre temperature or skidpad banking will be further investigated in the future. In this
case, the error metrics were computed during the whole manoeuvre, which led to a
significant increase in the NRMSE of the vehicle planar motion states. Specifically, the
NRMSE levels are magnified in the case of the yaw rate and body slip angle due to the
delay between the stepped sign change request and the vehicle state convergence. Due
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to the lack of similar tests on the existing literature, these values will be employed as a
reference during future refinements of the proposed system.
5.2.4 Summary of advanced motion control experiments
In this section, the motion controllers described in Chapter 4 have been implemented
in a real MAGV platform and verified in a comprehensive testing program carried out
in dry and wet tarmac conditions. Specifically, an HSAV driver model incorporating
the high body slip path-following and friction adaptation features has been developed
to drive DevBOT autonomously. The model construction has been divided into three
working packages following the methodology introduced in Chapter 4.
During the first stage of the project, high body slip stabilisation, a constrained gain-
scheduling LQR has been subjected to a wide range of high body slip tests imposing
a fixed open-loop target radius (between 10 and 25 metres). These experiments were
performed in dry and wet tarmac conditions. Apart from this, additional experiments
were carried out to verify the performance of the system when the feedback is provided
by an RW-EKF virtual sensor relying on a low-frequency (10 Hz) velocity measurement.
After that, the path-following feature was introduced in the system and several constant-
radius and spiral tests were performed in dry tarmac conditions, stage 2 simple path-
following. Overall, in spite of some difficulties during the first seconds of the tests
(caused by the standstill system initiation), the system was able to converge to the
reference path and maintain a high body slip angle simultaneously. The complete HSAV
driver model was derived in the last project stage, advanced path-following, and tested
in wet tarmac conditions. The system was subjected to circle, spiral, figure of eight and
gymkhana tests, and remarkable results were obtained, with the system exhibiting strong
robustness to the disturbances and uncertainty introduced by factors like the platform
banking, tyre temperature or water puddles. Moreover, additional tests were performed
in order to verify the system robustness to changes in the vehicle configuration (-0.5 bar
tyre pressure, driver in and out of the vehicle), or initial lateral offsets.
To conclude with this section, it is worth remarking that these results were obtained
with a pre-calibration found in the HiL (configured to represent accurately dry tarmac
conditions) and with minimum tuning corrections on track. This evidences the ability
of the HSAV to not only execute advanced driving tasks but also to adapt to varying
friction conditions, as professional drivers do.
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5.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, the results obtained during the industrial research activities carried out
with Jaguar Land Rover and ARRIVAL Software have been presented. Overall, a wide
range of virtual sensing and advanced motion control solutions introduced in the previous
chapters have been verified experimentally with state-of-the-art vehicle instrumentation
and MAGV platforms. Specifically, the most relevant conclusions extracted from these
industrial research activities can be summarised in the following points.
• The random-walk virtual sensors for integral tyre force estimation have been veri-
fied in an off-road experimental testbed. The preliminary virtual sensors have been
re-designed to fit the particularities of the JLR VBOTT testbed and a complete
tyre characterisation program has been executed in tarmac and snow terrains.
Overall good results have been obtained with the proposed estimation structures
for the individual longitudinal and axle lateral forces. In what concerns the indi-
vidual tyre lateral forces, it is expected that additional measurements (e.g. strain
based) will be required in order to capture the lateral tyre force asymmetries.
• The advanced motion control solutions have been progressively tested in the De-
vBOT MAGV platform. The high body slip stabilisation has been verified in a
set of experiments executed in dry and wet tarmac. These experiments were car-
ried out first taking all the feedback measurements from the DevBOT equipment
and then with the random-walk virtual sensor introduced in the previous chap-
ters embedded in the control feedback loop. Apart from this, for the first time, a
complete HSAV driver model has been verified comprehensively in a real MAGV
platform. Finally, due to technical limitations on the available MAGV, it has been
not possible to test the proposed HSAV driver model in off-road terrains. This is
proposed as part of future research activities with a more convenient platform.
Overall, the author of this thesis expects that the results described in this chapter will
lead to the execution of additional experiments and will eventually contribute to the
development of a new generation of HSAVs. A proposal for future experiments and
system enhancements is given in the last chapter of this thesis.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
Professional drivers are able to control the car at the limits of handling, often exhibit-
ing unparalleled driving skills. It is expected, therefore, that in order to produce Au-
tonomous Vehicles (AV) showing an extended and safer operating envelope, these will
be required to reproduce certain advanced driving patterns. This thesis has been elab-
orated with the aim to realise the previous statement. Due to the task complexity, this
problem has been subdivided into two basic domains: vehicle perception and vehicle
motion control.
Vehicle perception groups a wide range of research lines such as obstacle detection (e.g.
traffic, pedestrian), road recognition (e.g. driveable surface), friction coefficient monitor-
ing (e.g. slip-based friction potential identification), or vehicle motion state estimation
(e.g. lateral velocity estimation). Following a bottom-up design strategy, the focus
in this thesis has been placed on low-level perception subsystems critical for vehicle
motion control. These are vehicle motion state estimation, tyre force virtual sensing
and road friction monitoring. Specifically, different solutions employing model-based
Kalman filtering techniques (EKF, UKF) have been proposed to infer the vehicle mo-
tion states from an inexpensive set of onboard measurements. Due to the uncertainty
and complexity associated with the tyre friction modelling problem, an effort has been
placed in offering tyre-model-less solutions based on “random-walk” and data-based tyre
force modelling approaches. The combination of these solutions with machine-learning-
based fitting techniques has lead to the elaboration of novel tyre-road friction learning
functions. These functions are aimed at providing not only the maximum tyre-road
friction factor but also the complete tyre friction curve. It is expected that the introduc-
tion of intelligent subsystems capable of learning the friction characteristics of unknown
surfaces will be very relevant for developing autonomous vehicles with surface-based
adaptation skills. These low-level subsystems may be combined with other high-level
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perception modules (e.g. machine vision-based terrain classification) giving as a result
more robust and accurate vehicle adaptation skills. In essence, the major aim of the
vehicle perception subsystems is to provide the motion state feedback and tyre-friction
information required by the vehicle motion control layer. Therefore, the introduction of
enhanced perception modules will permit the development of more sophisticated motion
controllers. As an example, a rough terrain classification (e.g. wet tarmac) provided by
a machine vision layer may be used to initialise the references of a certain vehicle motion
controller, thus warning the system from a potentially hazardous situation. Once the
system intervention has been triggered, the references can be re-adjusted with a more
precise friction feature vector provided by a low-level slip-based friction learning module.
Following the previous bottom-up design methodology, the motion control problem has
been approached in this thesis in two steps. In the first place, the vehicle motion
controllers have been studied without considering the road geometry. The high body
slip stabilisation case has been emphasised in this thesis due to its relevance for vehicle
stability control on slippery surfaces and minimum-time-cornering on loose surfaces.
Due to the strong tyre slip coupling exhibited at high body slip angles, centralised
MIMO control architectures (LQR, MPC) have been proposed to optimally combine the
powertrain and steering actuators offered by modern MAGV platforms. In addition, a
machine-learning-based approach has been presented in combination with the traditional
model-based reference derivation process. In brief, the former approach is proposed as
an alternative way to extract the motion control references directly from field tests
when the absence of a suitable tyre-friction model does not permit the execution of a
model-based reference optimisation. On the other hand, this tyre-model-less advantage
is limited by the necessity of converting the MAGV into a “driveable” configuration
(find a suitable torque - pedal function) to manually drift and generate the training
dataset. This limits the possibility of exploiting the full chassis potential by means of
model-based optimisation for maximum centripetal acceleration, which is of particular
interest for minimum-time cornering on loose surfaces. A possible solution to extract the
maximum out of both perspectives may be to substitute the tyre model by a machine-
learning-based friction model (e.g. Neural Network) and integrate it into the model-
based reference optimisation loop. A rallycross case study adopting this methodology
has been proposed in this thesis.
Secondly, a novel two-level structure has been proposed to achieve simultaneous high
body slip control and path-following. A trajectory control block has been placed in
a high-level layer to “correct” the low-level vehicle dynamics references based on the
vehicle position and orientation error with respect to the reference path. The control
action of the high-level layer has been realised adopting a PID-based control law. This
preliminary system resembles highly-skilled drivers, who are able to sustain a high body
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slip angle along changing road geometries like spirals or clothoids. Moreover, as these
drivers are able to adapt their behaviour to a wide range of road terrains, a friction
compensation feature was added to the proposed structure. Different solutions were
particularised for the model-based and data-based reference derivation approaches de-
scribed in the previous paragraph. In particular, friction variations along rigid surfaces
(e.g. dry tarmac, wet tarmac) are handled by means of a model-based friction scaling
factor determined using RLS. For scenarios where a model-based reference derivation is
not possible, a data-based approach relying on a braking-based road terrain classifier is
proposed. Once again, the major limitation of the former approach lies in the necessity
of generating a suitable training dataset on different road terrains with a constrained
MAGV platform. As the last step, the preliminary path-following drifting system was
enhanced, giving, as a result, a Highly-Skilled Autonomous Vehicle (HSAV) model ca-
pable of exhibiting a more sophisticated driving behaviour. Essentially, the proposed
HSAV is able to drive along a race track combining racing-line path-following and drift
path-following modes, as professional Drift or Rallycross drivers do. Moreover, the
hybrid friction adaptation loop described in the previous paragraph (Neural Network
friction model embedded in a model-based reference optimisation) was implemented in
the HSAV to adapt the high body slip references in the presence of progressive friction
changes.
All the solutions described in this thesis have been developed using high-fidelity ve-
hicle dynamics simulation software. Specifically, during early development stages, the
commercial package IPG-CarMaker was employed for the system SiL verification. A
comprehensive virtual testing program formed by standardised open loop and closed
loop driving manoeuvres was followed to test the virtual sensors. Moreover, additional
experiments were performed with a DiL setup in order to subject the virtual sensors to
a set of non-standardised manoeuvres (e.g. drift driving). During this process, special
care was taken to build a realistic virtual testing environment. Thus, details like feed-
back noise addition, actuator constraints or vertical road profiling were considered to
increase the simulation fidelity. Overall, this SiL process was aimed at implementing,
debugging and benchmarking relevant conceptual ideas. After the SiL stage, the systems
were subjected to a HiL verification process using the ROBORACE HiL setup. Specifi-
cally, this HiL setup uses the RT target machine mounted on the experimental MAGV.
The vehicle behaviour is simulated using the real-time high-fidelity RFPro environment.
The proposed systems were implemented in Simulink Real-Time and verified in a wide
range of drifting test cases executed in a virtual wide open platform. This process was
necessary to pre-calibrate the systems considering specific details of the final target ve-
hicle. Some of these are the actuator constraints imposed by the target vehicle fail-safe
strategies or the ECU communication latencies. Moreover, due to the costs associated
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with the experimental MAGV, this process was completed with a relevant number of
sign-off sessions supervised by the ROBORACE software team.
Finally, in order to evidence the validity of the proposed solutions in real situations
not captured by the SiL or HiL environments, additional experimental activities were
executed with the fully instrumented JLR VBOTT and the ROBORACE DevBOT plat-
form. These activities were completed during the course of this thesis as part of a PhD
secondment hosted at the Tyre-CAE and Modelling group of Jaguar Land Rover (Gay-
don, UK) and the professional research activities carried out at ARRIVAL Software
(Banbury, UK). In the first place, the tyre force virtual sensing and friction learning
tools introduced earlier were revisited and applied to the in-vehicle tyre characterisation
problem. In essence, tyre-model-less virtual sensors were proposed as a cost-effective
alternative to Wheel Force Transducers and the friction learning tools as an alternative
to the time-consuming tyre fitting procedure. These activities lead to the elaboration
of a virtual sensor for inexpensive tyre-friction characterisation, which was verified in a
complete tyre characterisation program performed in dry tarmac (IDIADA, Spain) and
snow (REVI, Sweden) with the JLR VBOTT. With regards to the professional activi-
ties carried out at ARRIVAL Software, a comprehensive testing program was defined to
implement and verify the HSAV driver model in the ROBORACE DevBOT platform.
Specifically, the complete model implementation was subdivided into three stages: high
body slip stabilisation, simple path-following and advanced path-following. Several test-
ing sessions were performed at Millbrook proving ground (UK) in dry and wet tarmac
with the support of the ROBORACE crew.
Overall, the results obtained during the course of this research have evidenced that it
is possible to design autonomous systems exhibiting advanced driving skills using cur-
rent MAGV platforms. In addition to this, the virtual testing methodology (SiL, HiL)
adopted during the course of this research has led to successful results on the track, re-
ducing significantly the development cost and implementation time of the proposed sys-
tems. Despite the fact that further developments are still needed before these solutions
can be standardised and implemented cost-effectively in future commercially available
MAGV platforms, the author of this thesis expects that this research will significantly
contribute to the development of a new generation of HSAVs. Additional guidelines to
facilitate the realisation of this goal are provided in the following paragraphs.
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6.1 On the road to highly-skilled autonomous vehicles:
guidelines for the future
Due to technical limitations on the available MAGV platform, it has been not possible
to perform additional experiments with the HSAV model on extreme off-road terrains.
These are proposed here as part of potential future research activities once a more con-
venient off-road MAGV platform is available. Such research platform may be seen as
an off-road DevBOT version and could be based on a compact-class rally chassis incor-
porating individual torque control, steer control and electro-hydraulic braking system.
Current research trends indicate that experiments on loose surfaces will be of particu-
lar interest to approach the minimum-time cornering problem on gravel or snow, where
professional drivers drift to increase the vehicle centripetal acceleration. These activities
could eventually lead to the development of enhanced Autonomous Driving Assistance
Functions (ADAS) for lane-departure avoidance on low-manoeuvrability loose surfaces.
Data-based approaches have been proposed in this thesis to facilitate the implementation
of the high body slip controllers on loose surfaces. It is expected that in order to apply
these solutions cost-effectively in the long term, it will be necessary to adopt virtual
sensing techniques to generate the training datasets necessary to capture the tyre-friction
characteristics. Still, tyre-model-less virtual sensing of individual lateral forces is a
challenge that needs to be carefully treated. Despite the fact that solutions based on
the vertical load proportionality principle are suitable for conventional vehicle platforms,
this may lead to inaccuracies during severe torque vectoring intervention in modern
MAGV architectures. In these conditions, the inner and outer tyres may be subjected
to drastically different longitudinal forces, which will alter the even longitudinal slip
assumption considered on the previous principle. The author of this thesis expects that
the incorporation of additional strain-based measurements could help to sense the lateral
force asymmetry and facilitate the resolution of this problem.
Despite the fact that relevant low-level virtual sensors have been already integrated into
the feedback loop of the systems proposed in this thesis, there are still several perception
subsystems that need to be progressively tested and integrated into future HSAV models.
From bottom to top, current research lines indicate that steering effort measurements
provided by modern Electric Power Steering (EPS) systems can be used to sense fric-
tion changes on the road friction potential with reduced lateral excitation. These may
be combined with current slip-based friction monitoring approaches and at a higher
level, with terrain classification based on machine vision. The latter solution could be
utilised in the future to provide a rough estimate of the friction coefficient needed to
initialise the low-level motion control functions. These systems may be supported by
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the information derived from vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) or vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)
communication technologies. As an ultimate goal, future autonomous vehicles should be
able to upload the friction characteristics corresponding to different route locations to a
centralised friction monitoring server, thus facilitating an efficient live identification of
the friction changes along a predefined route. In addition to this, machine-vision tech-
niques based on high-resolution cameras could be employed to support the estimation of
the vehicle motion states (currently carried out using model-based or kinematic-based
state estimation approaches).
Finally, during the elaboration of the HSAV described in this thesis, it has been assumed
that a high-level perception layer exists to provide relevant information regarding the
vehicle location and road geometry. It is expected that future vehicles equipped with
LiDARS and cameras will be able to apply sensor fusion strategies to facilitate this task.
The current advances on this topic were materialised during the 2018 GOODWOOD
Festival of Speed in which the driver-less platform ROBOCAR was able to complete a
high-demanding road layout in fully GPS-less configuration. Future research activities
will be oriented towards the implementation of the HSAV functions relying on GPS-less
perception strategies and the completion of the previous research points.
Figure 6.1: ROBOCAR being assembled at the ROBORACE factory in Banbury,
United Kingdom, (Oxlep, driving economic growth, oxfordshirelep.com).
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Appendix A
Vehicle models
A.1 Vehicle model summary
Table A.1: Summary of vehicle models used during this research (SiL).
Software-in-the-loop stage
Model Thesis Section Description
Ford Fiesta Zetec Chapter 3, S-3.2
IPG CarMaker model used dur-
ing the data-based virtual sens-
ing SiL stage (NN-based EKF
and NN-based UKF).
Compact-class RWD Chapter 3, S-3.3
IPG CarMaker model used dur-
ing the random-walk virtual
sensing SiL stage (RW-EKF).
Compact-class MAGV Chapter 4, S-4.2.2 and S-4.3.1
IPG CarMaker model used dur-
ing the model-based high body
slip stabilisation and model-
based Autonomous Drift Con-
trol.
Sport-class MAGV Chapter 4, S-4.2.3 and S-4.3.1
IPG CarMaker model used dur-
ing the data-based high body slip
stabilisation and data-based Au-
tonomous Drift Control.
ROBORACE DevBOT Chapter 4, S-4.3.1.3 and S-4.3.2
IPG CarMaker model used dur-
ing the SiL stage of the Arrival
and Roborace drifting project.
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Table A.2: Summary of vehicle models used during this research (HiL and vehicle
experiments).
Hardware-in-the-loop stage
Model Thesis Section Description
ROBORACE DevBOT Chapter 4, S-4.2.4 and S-4.3.1.3
RFPro model used during the
HiL stage of the Arrival and Rob-
orace drifting project.
Experimental validation
Model Thesis Section Description
Ford Fiesta Zetec Chapter 3, S-3.2.1
Experimental vehicle used to cor-
relate the Ford Fiesta Zetec IPG-
CarMaker model.
JLR VBOTT Chapter 5, S-5.1
Instrumented research vehicle
used to test experimentally the
virtual sensing algorithms.
ROBORACE DevBOT Chapter 5, S-5.2
MAGV autonomous racing vehi-
cle used during the Arrival and
Roborace drifting project.
A.2 Experimental vehicles: Technical specifications.
A.2.1 Ford Fiesta Zetec
Table A.3: Technical specifications of the Ford Fiesta Zetec.
Parameter Symbol Value
Vehicle mass m 1260 [kg]
Front semi-wheelbase lf 0.95 [m]
Rear semi-wheelbase lr 1.60 [m]
Front track width twf 1.50 [m]
Rear track width twr 1.50 [m]
Steering ratio SR 16 [−]
Yaw inertia Iψ 2150 [kgm
2]
Power P 55 [kW ]
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A.2.2 Jaguar Land Rover VBOTT
Table A.4: JLR VBOTT technical specifications.
Parameter Symbol Value
Vehicle mass m 2720 [kg]
Front semi-wheelbase lf 1.45 [m]
Rear semi-wheelbase lr 1.45 [m]
Front track width twf 1.6 [m]
Rear track width twr 1.6 [m]
Steering ratio SR 17 [−]
Yaw inertia Iψ 3700 [kgm
2]
Power P 190 [kW ]
A.2.3 ROBORACE DevBOT
Table A.5: ROBORACE DevBOT technical specifications [42].
Parameter Symbol Value
Vehicle mass m 1250 [kg]
Front semi-wheelbase lf 1.6 [m]
Rear semi-wheelbase lr 1.3 [m]
Front track width twf 1.55 [m]
Rear track width twr 1.55 [m]
Front tyres - 295/30 ZR18 Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2
Rear tyres - 345/30 ZR20 Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2
Power P 450 [kW ]
Transmission gear ratio 6.25:1 [-]
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Symbols
ax Long. acceleration [m/s
2]
ay Lat. acceleration [m/s
2]
V Velocity module [m/s]
µ Tyre friction [-]
µmax Road friction potential [-]
λ Tyre long. slip [-]
m Vehicle mass [kg]
ψ˙ Yaw rate [rad/s]
vx Long. velocity [m/s]
vy Lat. velocity [m/s]
Fx Long. tyre force [N ]
Fy Lat. tyre force [N ]
δ Front wheel angle [rad]
g Gravity constant [m/s2]
θr Road slope [rad]
φr Road banking [rad]
lf Front axle to CoG distance [m]
lr Rear axle to CoG distance [m]
twf Front track width [m]
twr Rear track width [m]
Iψ Yaw inertia [kgm
2]
ω Wheel rotational velocity [rad/s]
re Effective radius [m]
η Rolling resistance [-]
Fz Vertical force [N ]
γ Wheel inclination [rad]
Tdrv Driving torque [Nm]
Tbrk Braking torque [Nm]
α Tyre lat. slip [rad]
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Symbols 187
Vxc Wheel centre long. velocity [m/s]
∆Fz,x Long. weight transfer [N ]
∆Fz,y Lat. weight transfer [N ]
Fst Static vert. force [N ]
hCoG CoG height [m]
hs CoG to roll axis distance [m]
hrc Roll centre height [m]
Kφ Roll stiffness [Nm/rad]
WB Wheelbase [m]
Xk System state [-]
Uk System input [-]
Yk System measurement [-]
wk System uncertainty [-]
vk measurement uncertainty [-]
Qk Process covariance matrix [-]
αukf Scaling param. UKF [-]
κukf Scaling param. UKF [-]
Lukf State vector length UKF [-]
λukf Scaling param. UKF [-]
χ Sigma point matrix [-]
Θ Scaling factor UKF [-]
ηc Weighting factor UKF [-]
ηm Weighting factor UKF [-]
βukf Secondary scal. factor UKF [-]
P yyk Output covariance matrix UKF [-]
P xyk Output cross-covariance matrix [-]
Zk System parameters [-]
Sj Output from a j-th neuron [-]
µA ANFIS memb. function [-]
wanfis ANFIS firing strength [-]
w¯anfis ANFIS norm. firing strength [-]
Cα Tyre cornering stiffness [kN/rad]
Fyf,meas Measured front axle lat. force [N ]
µest Est. friction potential [-]
yσ Noise-corrupted signal [-]
σ Noise variance [-]
Pbrk Brake pressure [bar]
Kbrk Brake constant [Nm/bar]
Symbols 188
Fres Rolling resistance force [N ]
Ωbias Tyre lat. bias [N ]
ωavg Average wheel speed [rad/s]
W Decision variables [-]
Γk Random walk noise [N ]
a1 Regression factor [-]
aycomp Compensated lat. acceleration [m/s
2]
v∗y Lat. velocity pseudo meas. [m/s]
ay,m Measured lat. acceleration [m/s
2]
θ Pitch orientation angle [rad]
φ Roll orientation angle [rad]
ξk Weighting factor RW-EKF [−]
C Max. admissible error RW-EKF [N ]
λanfis Forgetting factor RW-EKF [−]
nint Num. of slip intervals RW-EKF [−]
ns Num. of samples on slip interval RW-EKF [−]
cfill Filling factor RW-EKF [−]
αlim Slip interval limit RW-EKF [rad]
V Training samples number RW-EKF [−]
ξthres Weighting factor threshold RW-EKF [−]
nmin Min. number of samples RW-EKF [−]
Ass Steady state lin. plant matrix [−]
Bss Steady state lin. input matrix [−]
xss Equilibrium states [−]
uss Equilibrium inputs [−]
∆x(k) State error [−]
∆u(k) Input correction [−]
Np MPC state horizon [−]
Nc MPC input horizon [−]
Fss Augmented MPC plant matrix [−]
Φss Augmented MPC input matrix [−]
Ac Input amplitude matrix MPC [−]
b(k) Slew rate matrix MPC [−]
Umin Minimum actuator amplitude MPC [−]
Umax Maximum actuator amplitude MPC [−]
USR,min Minimum actuator slew rate MPC [−]
USR,max Maximum actuator slew rate MPC [−]
Ts,MPC Discretisation time MPC [s]
Symbols 189
Cλ Tyre long. stiffness [N ]
T On-board motor torque [Nm]
Iω Wheel inertia [kgm2]
pss Steady-state parameters [−]
Ω DES design variables [−]
SR Steering ratio [−]
Q¯ MPC terminal cost matrix [−]
Klqr LQR gain [−]
δ′ Steering wheel angle [rad]
Toutput MAGV proportional torque [Nm]
Tmax Maximum available torque [Nm]
Ppos Pedal command [−]
x˜ss NN-based drift ref. states [−]
Fy,up High slip NN output [N ]
Fy,down Low slip NN output [N ]
∆αup High slip increment [rad]
∆αdown Low slip increment [rad]
κ Road curvature [1/m]
κ˜ Corrected road curvature [1/m]
∆κ Road curvature correction [1/m]
kp,elat Proportional curvature gain, elat [1/m
2]
kd,elat Derivative curvature gain, elat [s/m
2]
ki,elat Integral curvature gain, elat [1/m
2s]
elat Lat. deviation error [m]
ay,cent Centripetal acceleration [m/s
2]
MCpress Master cylinder pressure [Bar]
µx Tyre long. friction [−]
µy Tyre lat. friction [−]
D Max. tyre friction [−]
d Road curvature prev. distance [m]
θpf Path-following heading error [rad]
Kp,pf Prop. heading error gain [1/mrad]
Kd,pf Der. heading error gain [s/mrad]
F ∗xf Front axle force pseudo meas. [N ]
tstab Stabilisation time [s]
Abbreviations
HSAV Highly-Skilled Autonomous Vehicle
VBOTT Vehicle-Based Objective Tyre Testing
ITEAM Horizon 2020 Marie-Curie Interdisciplinary Training Network
CAE Computed-Aided Engineering
AV Autonomous Vehicle
VD Vehicle Dynamics
YSC Yaw Stability Control
EM Electric Motor
EHB Electro-Hydraulic Braking
HSA Highly-Skilled Autonomous
ADAS Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
UGV Unmanned Ground Vehicle
LKAS Lane Keeping Assistance System
ESP Electronic Stability Program
MAGV Multi-Actuated Ground Vehicle
AFS Active Front Steering
DGPS Differential Global Positioning System
CAN Controller Area Network
AI Artificial Intelligence
ANN Artificial Neural Networks
GPS Global Positioning System
SiL Software in the Loop
HiL Hardware in the Loop
JLR Jaguar Land Rover
DevBOT ROBORACE development vehicle
DAS Driving Assistance Systems
ABS Anti-lock Braking System
TCS Traction Control System
ESC Electronic Stability Control
LIDAR Light Detection and Ranging
LDW Lane Departure Warning
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Abbreviations 191
ACC Adaptive Cruise Control
OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer
ISA Intelligent Speed Assistance
V2V Vehicle to vehicle
V2I Vehicle to Infrastructure
AEB Autonomous Emergency Braking
RCAS Rear-end Collision Avoidance System
SAE Society of Automotive Engineers
SISO Single-Input Single-Output
OC Optimal Control
FE Friction Ellipse
WF Weighting Function
ST Single Track
RWD Rear Wheel Drive
LSD Limited Slip Differential
AWD All Wheel Drive
SMC Sliding Mode Control
LQR Linear Quadratic Regulator
RL Reinforcement Learning
WFT Wheel Force Transducers
LSB Load Sensing Bearings
UKF Unscented Kalman Filter
EKF Extended Kalman Filter
ANFIS Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference Systems
ICC Integrated Chassis Control
ARCS Active Roll Control System
MIMO Multi-Input Multi-Output
ECU Electronic Control Unit
CDC Continuous Damping Control
HVDM Hierarchical Vehicle Dynamics Management
VDC Vehicle Dynamics Control
SQP Sequential Quadratic Programming
4WD Four Wheel Drive
H4V Hybrid Four Wheel Drive
WLS Weighted Least Square
QP Quadratic Programming
TVD Torque Vectoring Differential
MPC Model Predictive Control
DYC Direct Yaw moment Control
UT Unscented Transformation
LSE Least Squares Estimate
Abbreviations 192
MF Magic Formula
RLS Recursive Least Squares
IMU Inertial Motion Unit
PID Proportional Integral Derivative
NRMS Normalised Root Mean Square
ST-EKF Single Track Extended Kalman Filter
ICE Internal Combustion Engine
LKF Linear Kalman Filter
DIL Driver In the Loop
NRMSE Normalised Root Mean Square Error
GA Genetic Algorithms
ECCS Electronic Chassis Control Systems
NN-UKF Neural Network-based UKF
RW-EKF Random Walk EKF
AR Auto Regressive
MFs Membership Functions
PSD Power Spectral Density
RW-LKF Random Walk LKF
NN-EKF Neural Network-based EKF
MF-EKF Magic Formula-based EKF
LTI Linear Time-Invariant
DCU Drive Control Unit
DES Drift Equilibrium Solutions
UDP User Datagram Protocol
LMP Le Mans Prototype
ADC Autonomous Drift Control
FSM Finite State Machine
CWS Continuous Wheel Slip
ISMC Integral Sliding Mode Control
LM Levenberg Marquardt
RMS Root Mean Square
DEHB Decoupled Electro-Hydraulic Brake
SMC Sliding Mode Control
PF Path Following
EPS Electric Power Steering
SAT Self-Alignment Torque
